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Motivated primarily by restricted variants of Principal Component Anal-
ysis (PCA), we study quadratic maximization problems subject to sparsity,
nonnegativity and other combinatorial constraints. Intuitively, a key technical
challenge is determining the support of the optimal solution. We develop a
method that can surprisingly solve the maximization exactly when the argu-
ment matrix of the quadratic objective is positive semidefinite and has constant
rank. Our approach relies on a hyper-spherical transformation of the low-rank
space and has complexity that scales exponentially in the rank of the input,
but polynomially in the ambient dimension. Extending these observations, we
describe a simpler approximation algorithm based on exploring the low-rank
space with an ε-net, drastically improving the dependence on the ambient
dimension, implying a Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (PTAS) for
inputs with rank scaling up to logarithmically in the dimension or sufficiently
iv
sharp spectral decay. We discuss extensions of our approach to jointly com-
puting multiple principal components under combinatorial constraints, such
as the problem of extracting multiple orthogonal nonnegative components, or
sparse components with common or disjoint supports, and related approximate
matrix factorization problems. We further extend our quadratic maximization
framework to bilinear optimization problems and employ it in the context of
specific applications, e.g., to develop a provable approximation algorithm for
the NP-hard problem of Bipartite Correlation Clustering (BCC).
Real datasets will typically produce covariance matrices that have full
rank, rendering our algorithms not applicable. Our approach is to first ob-
tain a low-rank approximation of the input data and subsequently solve the
low-rank problem using our framework. Although this approach is not always
suitable, from an optimization perspective it yields provable, data-dependent
performance bounds that rely on the spectral decay of the input and the em-
ployed approximation technique. Interestingly, most real matrices can be well
approximated by low-rank surrogates since the eigenvalues display a signif-
icant decay. Empirical evaluation shows that our algorithms have excellent
performance and in many cases outperform the previous state of the art. Fi-
nally, utilizing our framework, we develop algorithms with interesting theo-
retical guarantees in the context of specific applications, such as approximate
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Identifying structure, extracting interpretable information, or more am-
bitiously generating knowledge from massive datasets is a central goal in data
analytics. It is often synonymous to dimensionality reduction, i.e., the process
of determining a few degrees of freedom that capture most of the data variabil-
ity: documents in a large and seemingly diverse text corpus may be coarsely
summarized as combinations of few topics; users and items may be clustered
into a small number of groups to build recommendation systems, and many
more. A simplified representation of the data may be itself the end goal, for
example to assist scientific discovery, or the means to improve the performance
of machine learning and data mining algorithms in subsequent tasks.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is one of the most popular di-
mensionality reduction tools; it extracts orthogonal directions that capture
most of the variability in the observed samples and reduces the dimensional-
ity of the data by projecting it on the extracted directions. These directions
coincide with the principal eigenvectors of the data covariance matrix A. In








x ∈ Rd : ‖x‖2 = 1
}
, (1.2)
and d is the ambient dimension of the input data. The optimization prob-
lem (1.1) is not a convex problem since it involves maximizing a convex func-
tion over a convex set. Interestingly, it can be solved efficiently via the Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD).
The extracted principal component aligns with the direction of max-
imum data variability. More formally, it can be used to optimally represent
the input data among all one-dimensional subspaces under the `2 error. The
quadratic objective (1.1) is referred to as the explained variance; it measures
the variance of the projections of the input data-points along x. Equiva-
lently, it measures the variance preserved upon reducing the description of
each multi-variate observation to a single variable, a new feature, formed as a
linear combination of the d original variables. In turn, the extracted compo-
nent effectively captures how the original variables interact with each other.
The principal component obtained through (1.1) is optimal with respect
to the representation of the input data and can be computed efficiently, but
may fall short in other aspects. From a statistical point of view, the goal is typ-
ically to recover the direction of maximum variability of the population from
which the observed samples originate. If the ambient dimension of the data is
comparable to or larger than the sample size, (1.1) will not recover the desired
direction [78]. Similarly, from a machine learning perspective, although the
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principal component optimally represents the observed data, the large num-
ber of parameters may result in overfit models, which generalize poorly to
unseen data. Moreover, since the extracted feature is typically an arbitrary
linear combination of all original variables, it may not be interpretable, i.e.,
it may be difficult to attribute any physical interpretation. This is sometimes
mentioned informally and is frequently not as important: if a computer vi-
sion classifier can correctly identify human faces, why it works is considered a
secondary question. However, when machine learning is used for the scientific
understanding of an underlying system, interpretability is perhaps the single
most important property.
To address the aforementioned shortcomings, succinctly described as
the effect of dimensionality, we often resort to incorporating prior knowledge
or enforcing structure to the extracted component. For example, from a sta-
tistical standpoint, if the desired component is known to be sparse, i.e., have a
limited number of nonzero entries, then recovery is theoretically possible using
fewer samples [142]. In machine learning, enforcing structure such as sparsity
can result in simpler and more robust models with improved generalization
properties. Finally, a new feature formed by linearly combining only a small
number of variables can be easier to interpret. For example, under the com-
mon “bag-of-words” model, document vectors and eigenvectors are supported
on words. A sparse component can be interpreted as a topic defined by a few
relevant words, while the projection of a document on a principal component
indicates how strong the specific topic is in that document.
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To extract a principal component satisfying the desired structural prop-
erties, we can appropriately modify the feasible region (1.2) of the vanilla PCA
problem (1.1). The additional constraints, however, render the corresponding
optimization problem NP-hard, and hence intractable in general.
In this thesis, motivated primarily by restricted variants of PCA, we
study quadratic maximization problems as (1.1) under sparsity, nonnegativity
and other combinatorial constraints. We develop a method that can surpris-
ingly solve (1.1) exactly when the argument matrix A of the quadratic objec-
tive is positive semidefinite and has constant rank. The approach relies on a
hyper-spherical transformation of the low-rank space and has complexity that
scales exponentially in the rank of the input, but polynomially in the ambient
dimension. This novel approach allows us to handle constraints like integral-
ity, sparsity and nonnegativity. Further, we describe a simpler approximation
algorithm based on exploring the low-rank space with an ε-net, drastically
improving the dependence on the ambient dimension, implying a Polynomial
Time Approximation Scheme (PTAS) for rank scaling up to logarithmically
in the dimension. We discuss extensions of our approach to jointly comput-
ing multiple principal components under combinatorial constraints, such as
the problem of extracting multiple orthogonal nonnegative components, and
sparse components with common or disjoint supports, and related approximate
matrix factorization problems. We further adapt our quadratic maximization
framework to bilinear optimization problems and employ it in the context of
specific applications, e.g., to develop an approximation algorithm for Bipartite
4
Correlation Clustering (BCC) (Chapter 7).
Our framework can solve quadratic problems when the involved matrix
has constant rank. Of course, real datasets will typically produce covariance
matrices that have full rank, rendering our algorithms not applicable. Our
natural approach is to first obtain a low-rank approximation of the input data
and subsequently solve the low-rank problem using our framework. For full
rank matrices we establish approximation guarantees that depend on the de-
cay of the eigenvalues: when a covariance matrix is close to low rank, our
approximation error is very small. We obtain provable, data-dependent per-
formance bounds relying on various low-rank approximation methods ranging
from simple Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to more sophisticated tech-
niques. Interestingly, most real matrices can be well approximated by low-rank
surrogates since the eigenvalues display a significant decay. Empirically, our
preliminary work shows that the algorithms obtained from our framework have
excellent performance and in many cases outperform the previous state of the
art, at least with respect to the objective function of the optimization problem.
Further, in the context of specific applications, even though the involved ma-
trices may have full rank, we can exploit properties of the problem to obtain
interesting theoretical guarantees; in Chapter 4, for example, we describe an
algorithm for computing an approximate orthogonal nonnegative matrix fac-
torization problem on arbitrary input and obtain provable guarantees, while
in Chapter 7, we exploit the “density” of the BCC problem to obtain a PTAS
for the problem of maximizing the number of agreements between the input
5
graph and the output clustering.
It is noteworthy, however, that a low-rank approximation step is not
always suitable. For example, in the context of sparse PCA and in particular
under the spiked covariance model [78] studied in statistics, such low-rank ap-
proximation step nullifies the original motivation of seeking a sparse principal
component.
We will now show that some quadratic optimization problems of the
form of (1.1) can be hard even when the input argument A has rank equal
to 1. It is a common misconception that optimization problems lying in a
space with low intrinsic dimension are inherently easy, especially if we can
afford computational complexity that scales exponentially in the intrinsic di-
mension. As an example, consider the SubsetSum problem: given a multiset
of d integers, we ask whether there exists a non-empty subset whose elements
sum to zero. For instance, for the set {−9,−2, 1, 4, 5}, the answer would be
affirmative since the nonempty subset {−9, 4, 5} has a zero sum. SubsetSum
can be solved utilizing the optimization (1.1) with a rank-1 matrix argument
over sparsity and integrality constraints as follows. Given a multiset of d inte-
gers, we arbitrarily arrange its elements in an d-dimensional vector y, construct
A = −yy>. Then, for s = 1, . . . , d, we invoke an oracle to solve max x>Ax
over all x ∈ {0, 1}n such that ‖x‖0 ≤ s. SubsetSum has a solution if and
only if the maximum value of the quadratic is zero for at least one value of
the parameter s = 1, . . . , d. From this simple reduction it immediately follows
that the quadratic maximization is NP-hard in general, even for a rank-1 input
6
argument.1
Similar hardness observations arise in Nonnegative Matrix Factoriza-
tion (NMF), which is broadly related to the Orthogonal NMF problem consid-
ered in Chapter 4. The nonnegative rank of an m× d nonnegative matrix M,
denoted by rank+(M), is the smallest integer s for which there exist nonneg-
ative matrices U ∈ Rm×k and V ∈ Rk×n such that M = UV. Determining
whether rank+(M) = rank(M) is NP-hard for arbitrary input [139], while
questions pertaining to the complexity of computing the nonnegative rank
remain unanswered to date, even for input matrices with fixed rank r > 2.
In [61], Gillis defined the restricted nonnegative rank (RNR) of a nonnegative
matrix, a variant of the aforementioned problem with the additional restric-
tion rank(U) = rank(M) (see [61], Sec 3.3), and shows that computing the
RNR is NP-hard even if the input matrix has constant rank r ≥ 4.
1.1 Outline
We describe our contributions in the context of specific applications.
Chapter 2 We consider the problem of computing the leading nonnegative
and sparse principal component. Sparse PCA is the most extensively studied
variant of PCA in machine learning and statistics; the extracted component
1SubsetSum is considered one of the “easiest” NP-Complete problems; an FPTAS was
provided by [86]. For our purposes, however, it is noteworthy that the quadratic maximiza-
tion cannot be solved exactly in polynomial time even for a rank-1 input argument.
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is restricted to have at most s nonzero entries for a given parameter s. Re-
stricting those nonzero entries to be positive, yields directions of maximum
data variability which depend only on positive interactions of the observed







x ∈ Rd : ‖x‖2 = 1, ‖x‖0 = s, x ≥ 0
}
. (1.3)(NNSPCA)
The `0-norm constraint restricts the cardinality of the support of x. As ex-
pected, both the sparsity and the nonnegativity constraints individually render
the problem NP-hard and hence computationally intractable in general.
In our preliminary work [20, 18], we showed that if the matrix A is
positive semidefinite and has constant rank r then (1.3) can be solved exactly
in polynomial time (but time exponential in the rank r). Our algorithm relied
on an hyperspherical transformation of the low-dimensional range of A, which
allowed as to efficiently collect a large but tractable number of candidate sup-
ports for the sparse principal component. Once the candidate supports are
collected, the optimal solution can be determined via exhaustive search. In
this chapter, we describe our algorithm in the context of nonnegative and
sparse PCA [16]; nonnegativity constraints incur additional technical chal-
lenges. For the case where the input matrix has full rank, we develop approx-
imation guarantees that depend on the decay of the eigenvalues; for example,
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for a power-law (or faster) decay, we can provably approximate the optimal
objective within any desired accuracy factor. Finally, we describe an alter-
native approximate algorithm for the low-rank problem using ε-nets, which
drastically improves the computational complexity with respect to the ambi-
ent dimension of our data. As a corollary, our approximation algorithm implies
a PTAS for (1.3) when the rank of the input scales at most logarithmically in
the ambient dimension.
Chapter 3 In many cases, one is not interested in finding only the first prin-
cipal component, but rather the leading k, where k is the reduced dimension
where the data will be projected. Contrary to the single-component problem,
there has been very limited work on computing multiple sparse components.
The scarcity is partially attributed to conventional wisdom stemming from
PCA: multiple components can be computed one by one, repeatedly solving
the single-component sparse PCA problem and deflating [103] the input data
to remove information captured by previously extracted components.
We extend the algorithmic ideas and approximation guarantees of the
previous chapter to the problem of jointly extracting multiple sparse compo-
nents. Our algorithm can extract orthogonal sparse components that either
share a common support or have pairwise disjoint supports. Here, we focus on
the latter case and present an algorithm for sparse PCA that jointly optimizes
multiple disjoint components. The extracted features capture variance that
lies within a multiplicative factor arbitrarily close to 1 from the optimal. Our
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algorithm is combinatorial and computes the desired components by solving
multiple instances of the bipartite maximum weight matching problem. We
evaluate our algorithm on real datasets and empirically demonstrate that in
many cases it outperforms existing, deflation-based approaches.
Chapter 4 We describe an algorithm to jointly compute multiple orthogonal
nonnegative components. Our developments are similar to those in Chapter 3,
substituting appropriate subroutines to handle the nonnegativity constraints.
Further, utilizing our NNPCA algorithm, we develop an algorithm for Orthog-
onal Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (ONMF); given a nonnegative matrix,
ONMF aims to approximate it as the product of two k-dimensional nonneg-
ative factors, one of which has orthonormal columns. This yields potentially
useful data representations as superposition of disjoint parts. Effectively, we
present a new ONMF algorithm with provable approximation guarantees. For
any constant dimension k, we obtain an additive EPTAS on the relative Frobe-
nious error without any assumptions on the input beyond it being nonnegative.
We evaluate our algorithms on several real and synthetic datasets and show
that their performance matches or outperforms the state of the art.
Chapter 5 We derail from our algorithmic developments and revisit the
single-component sparse PCA problem. While sparsity results in succinct mod-
els, it may fall short in capturing the true interactions in a physical system,
especially when the number of samples is limited. Incorporating higher-order
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prior structural information can improve interpretability of the extracted com-
ponent. In this chapter, we introduce the idea of (sparse) structure captured
by an underlying graph. In particular, motivated by a problem in neuroscience,
we introduce a novel problem referred to as Path PCA: given a covariance ma-
trix and a separate directed graph defined on the same variables, we seek a
principal component whose support coincides with some path on the graph.
The covariance matrix A and the graph are independent inputs in this prob-
lem: the matrix captures data correlations, while the graph is a mathematical
tool to efficiently describe interpretable supports.
From a statistical perspective, information on the underlying network
may potentially reduce the number of observations required to recover the
population principal component. We introduce a simple and natural network
and analyze the the canonical estimator which optimally exploits the prior
knowledge by solving a non-convex quadratic maximization on the empirical
covariance (as in (1.1)) under the spiked covariance model. We show that the
additional side information can reduce the statistical complexity of recovering
the true principal component.
Chapter 6 Up to this point, we have considered only quadratic maximiza-
tion problems of the form (1.1) where the argument matrix was positive
semidefinite. We describe extensions of our algorithm to approximately solve
11




over combinatorial constraints and an arbitrary argument matrix B. In Chap-
ter 6, we present our developments in the context of (an approximate formula-
tion [148] of) sparse Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA): given two sets of
variables derived from a common set of samples, CCA seeks linear combina-
tions of a small number of variables in each set, such that the induced canonical
variables are maximally correlated. In contrast to the majority of existing ap-
proaches, our algorithm administers precise control on the sparsity of either
or both extracted canonical vectors. Similar to the symmetric quadratic case,
the algorithm comes with theoretical data-dependent global approximation
guarantees, that hinge on the spectrum of the input data, it can be straight-
forwardly adapted to other constrained variants of CCA, enforcing additional
structure beyond sparsity. We empirically evaluate the proposed scheme.
Chapter 7 We study the NP-hard problem of Bipartite Correlation Clus-
tering (BCC): given a complete bipartite graph G with + and − edges, find a
vertex clustering that maximizes the number of agreements, i.e., the number
of all + edges within clusters plus all − edges cut across clusters.
We present a novel approximation algorithm for k-BCC, a variant of
BCC with an upper bound k on the number of clusters. Our algorithm out-
puts a k-clustering that provably achieves a number of agreements within a
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multiplicative (1− δ)-factor from the optimal, for any desired accuracy δ. It
relies on solving a combinatorially constrained bilinear maximization on the








where the feasible region comprises all binary valid cluster assignment matri-
ces. The algorithm runs in time exponential in s and 1/δ, but linear in the
size of the input. Further, we show that, in the (unconstrained) BCC setting,
an (1− δ)-approximation can be achieved by O(δ−1) clusters regardless of the
size of the graph. In turn, our k-BCC algorithm implies an Efficient PTAS




We introduce a novel algorithm to compute nonnegative sparse princi-
pal components of positive semidefinite (PSD) matrices. Our algorithm comes
with approximation guarantees contingent on the spectral profile of the input
data: the sharper the spectrum decay, the better the quality of the approxi-
mation.
If the eigenvalues decay like any asymptotically vanishing function, we
can approximate nonnegative sparse PCA within any accuracy ε in time poly-
nomial in the matrix dimension n and desired sparsity s, but not in 1/ε. Fur-
ther, we obtain a data dependent bound that is computed by executing an
algorithm on a given data set. This bound is significantly tighter than a-priori
bounds and can be used to show that for all tested datasets our algorithm is
provably within 40%− 90% from the unknown optimum.
Our algorithm is combinatorial and explores a subspace defined by the
Chapter 2 is based on material from Reference [16]: Megasthenis Asteris, Dimitris
Papailiopoulos, and Alexandros Dimakis, “Nonnegative Sparse PCA With Provable Guar-
antees”, Proceedings of the 31st International Conference on Machine Learning (ICML),
pp. 1728–1736, 2014. The author of this dissertation is the lead author of [16], and con-
tributed to the conception of the research problem, the theoretical and analytical develop-
ments, the experimental design and implementation, the writing of the manuscript and its
revisions.
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leading eigenvectors of A. We test our scheme on several data sets, showing
that it matches or outperforms the previous state of the art.
2.1 Introduction
Given a data matrix S ∈ Rn×m comprising m zero-mean vectors on n




where A = 1/m ·SS> is the n×n positive semidefinite (PSD) empirical covari-
ance matrix. Subsequent PCs can be computed after A has been appropriately
deflated to remove the first eigenvector. PCA is arguably the workhorse of high
dimensional data analysis and achieves dimensionality reduction by computing
the directions of maximum variance. Typically, all n features affect positively
or negatively these directions resulting in dense PCs, which explain the largest
possible data variance, but are often not interpretable.
Enforcing nonnegativity on the computed principal components can
aid interpretability. This is particularly true in applications where features
interact only in an additive manner. For instance, in bioinformatics, chemical
concentrations are nonnegative [87], or the expression level of genes is typically
attributed to positive or negative influences of those genes, but not both [23].
Here, enforcing nonnegativity, in conjunction with sparsity on the computed
components can assist the discovery of local patterns in the data. In computer
vision, where features may coincide with non negatively valued image pixels,
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nonnegative sparse PCA pertains to the extraction of the most informative im-
age parts [94]. In other applications, nonnegative weights admit a meaningful
probabilistic interpretation.
Sparsity emerges as an additional desirable trait of the computed com-
ponents because it further helps interpretability [160, 50], even independently
of nonnegativity. From a machine learning perspective, enforcing sparsity
serves as an unsupervised feature selection method: the active coordinates in
an optimal l0-norm constrained PC should correspond to the most informative
subset of features. Although nonnegativity inherently promotes sparsity, an
explicit sparsity constraint enables precise control on the number of selected
features.
Nonnegative Sparse PC Nonnegativity and sparsity can be directly en-
forced on the principal component optimization by adding constraints to (2.1).
The s-sparse nonnegative principal component of A is
x? = arg maxx∈Sns
x>Ax, (2.2)
where
Sns = {x ∈ Rn : ‖x‖2 = 1, ‖x‖0 ≤ s,x ≥ 0}, (2.3)
for a desired sparsity parameter s ∈ [n].
The problem of computing the first eigenvector (2.1) is easily solvable,
but with the additional sparsity and nonnegativity constraints problem (2.2)
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becomes computationally intractable. The cardinality constraint alone ren-
ders sparse PCA NP-hard [110]. Even if the l0-norm constraint is dropped,
we show that problem (2.2) remains computationally intractable by reduc-
ing it to checking matrix copositivity, a well known co-NP complete decision
problem [112, 116]. Therefore, each of the constraints x ≥ 0 and ‖x‖0 ≤ s
individually makes the problem intractable.
Our Contributions We introduce a novel algorithm for approximating the
nonnegative s-sparse principal component with provable approximation guar-
antees.
Given any PSD matrix A ∈ Rn×n, sparsity parameter s, and accuracy
parameter r ∈ [n], our algorithm outputs a nonnegative, s-sparse, unit norm
vector xr that achieves at least ρr fraction of the maximum objective value
in (2.2), i.e.,












Here, λi is the ith largest eigenvalue of A, and the accuracy parameter r
specifies the rank of the approximation used and controls the running time.
Specifically, our algorithm runs in time O(nrsr + nr+1). As can be seen our
result depends on the spectral profile of A: the faster the eigenvalue decay,
the tighter the approximation.
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Near-Linear Time Approximation Our algorithm has a running
time O(nrsr + nr+1), which in the linear sparsity regime can be as high
as O(n2r). This can be non-practical for large data sets, even if we set the
rank parameter r to be two or three. We present a modification of our algo-
rithm that can provably approximate the result of the first in near-linear time.
Specifically, for any desired accuracy ε ∈ (0, 1] it computes a nonnegative,
s-sparse, unit norm vector x̂r such that
x̂>r Ax̂r ≥ (1− ε) · ρr · x?>Ax?, (2.6)
where ρr is as described in (2.5). We show that the running time of our
approximate algorithm is O(ε−r · n log n), which is near-linear in n for any
fixed accuracy parameters r and ε.
Our approximation theorem has several implications.
Exact Solution for Low-Rank Input Observe that if the matrix A
has rank r, our algorithm returns the optimal s-sparse PC for any target
sparsity s. The same holds in the case of the rank-r update matrix A =
σI + C, with rank(C) = r and arbitrary constant σ, since the algorithm can
be equivalently applied on C.
PTAS for any Spectral Decay Consider the linear sparsity regime
s = c · n and assume that the eigenvalues follow a decay law λi ≤ λ1 · f(i)
for any decay function f(i) which vanishes: f(i) → 0 as i → ∞. Special
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cases include power law decay f(i) = 1/iα or even very slow decay functions
like f(i) = 1/ log log i. For all these cases, we can solve nonnegative sparse
PCA for any desired accuracy ε in time polynomial in n and s, but not in 1/ε.
Therefore, we obtain a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) for any
spectral decay behavior.
Computable Data-Dependent Bounds In addition to these the-
oretical guarantees, our method yields a data dependent upper bound on the
maximum value of (2.2), that can be computed by running our algorithm.
As it can be seen in Fig. 2.4-2.6, the obtained upper bound, combined with
our achievable point, sandwiches the unknown optimum within a narrow re-
gion. Using this upper bound we are able to show that our solutions are
within 40− 90% from the optimal in all the datasets that we examine. To the
best of our knowledge, this framework of data dependent bounds has not been
considered in the previous literature.
2.2 Related Work
There is a substantial volume of work on sparse PCA, spanning a rich
variety of approaches: from early heuristics in [80], to the LASSO based tech-
niques in [81], the elastic net l1-regression in [160], a greedy branch-and-bound
technique in [110], or semidefinite programming approaches [48, 159, 51]. This
line of work does not consider or enforce nonnegativity constraints.
When nonnegative components are desired, fundamentally different ap-
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proaches have been used. Nonnegative matrix factorization [94] and its sparse
variants [71, 87] fall within that scope: data is expressed as (sparse) nonnega-
tive linear combinations of (sparse) nonnegative parts. These approaches are
interested in finding a lower dimensionality representation of the data that
reveals latent structure and minimizes a reconstruction error, but are not ex-
plicitly concerned with the statistical significance of individual output vectors.
Nonnegativity as an additional constraint on (sparse) PCA first ap-
peared in [157]. The authors suggested a coordinate-descent scheme that
jointly computes a set of nonnegative sparse principal components, maximiz-
ing the cumulative explained variance. An l1-penalty promotes sparsity of
computed components on average, but not on each component individually. A
second convex penalty is incorporated to favor orthogonal components.
Similar convex optimization approaches for nonnegative PCA have been
subsequently proposed in the literature. In [5] for instance, the authors suggest
an alternating maximization scheme for the computation of the first nonneg-
ative PC, allowing the incorporation of known structural dependencies.
A competitive algorithm for nonnegative sparse PCA was established
in [127], with the development of a framework stemming from Expectation-
Maximization (EM) for a probabilistic generative model of PCA. The pro-
posed algorithm, which enforces hard sparsity, or nonnegativity, or both con-
straints simultaneously, computes the first approximate PC in O(n2), i.e., time
quadratic in the number of features.
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To the best of our knowledge, no prior works provide provable approx-
imation guarantees for the nonnegative sparse PCA optimization problem.
Further, no data dependent upper bounds have been present in the previous
literature.
Differences from SPCA work Our work is closely related to [85, 20, 113]
that introduced the ideas of solving low-rank quadratic combinatorial opti-
mization problems on low-rank PSD matrices using hyperspectral transforma-
tions. Such transformations are called spannograms and follow a similar ar-
chitecture. Here, we extend the spannogram framework to nonnegative sparse
PCA. The most important technical issue compared to [20, 113] is introducing
nonnegativity constraints in spannogram algorithms.
To understand how this changes the problem, notice that in the origi-
nal sparse PCA problem without nonnegativity constraints, if the support is
known, the optimal principal component supported on that set can be easily
found. However, under nonnegativity constraints, the problem is hard even
if the optimal support is known. This is the fundamental technical problem
that we address in this chapter. We show that if the involved subspace is
low-dimensional, it is possible to solve this problem.
2.3 Algorithm Overview
Given an n×n PSD matrix A, the desired sparsity s, and an accuracy
parameter r ∈ [n], our algorithm computes a nonnegative, s-sparse, unit norm
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vector xr approximating the nonnegative, s-sparse PC of A. We begin with a
high-level description of the main steps of the algorithm.
Step 1. Compute Ar, the rank-r approximation of A. We compute Ar,
the best rank-r approximation of A, zeroing out the n− r trailing eigenvalues





where λi is the ith largest eigenvalue of A and ui the corresponding eigenvec-
tor.





possible supports for s-sparse vectors in Rn is computationally intractable.
Using our Spannogram technique described in Section 2.5, we efficiently de-






provably contains the support of the nonnegative, s-sparse PC of Ar.
Step 3. Compute Xr, a set of candidate solutions. For each candidate





The constant rank of Ar is essential in solving (2.7): the constrained quadratic
maximization is in general NP-hard, even for a given support.
Step 4. Output the best candidate solution in Xr, i.e., the candidate that
maximizes the quadratic form.
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Algorithm 2.1 Spannogram Nonnegative Sparse PCA
input A – n× n real PSD matrix
s – parameter controlling target sparsity. Takes values in [n].
r – parameter controlling the rank of approximation of A to be
used.
output xr – n-dimensional real vector with at most s nonzero entries. See
Thm. 2.1 for guarantees.
1: U,Λ← svd(A, r)
2: V = UΛ1/2 {Ar = VV>}
3: Sr ← Spannogram(V, s) {Algo. 2.2}
4: Xr ← {} {|Sr| ≤ O(nr)}
5: for all I ∈ Sr do
6: c(I) ← arg max‖c‖2=1
VIc≥0
‖(VIc)‖22 {Sec. 2.6}
7: x(I)I ← |VIc|/‖VIc‖, x
(I)
Ic ← 0
8: Xr ← Xr ∪ {x(I)}
9: end for {|Xr| ≤ |Sr|}
10: xr ← arg maxx∈Xr x>Arx
If multiple components are desired, the procedure is repeated after an
appropriate deflation has been applied on Ar [103]. The steps are formally
presented in Algorithm 2.1. A detailed description is the subject of subsequent
sections.
2.3.1 Approximation Guarantees
Instead of the nonnegative, s-sparse, principal component x? of A,
which attains the optimal value OPT = x?>Ax?, our algorithm outputs a
nonnegative, s-sparse, unit norm vector xr. We measure the quality of xr
as a surrogate of x? by the approximation factor xr>Axr/OPT. Clearly, the
approximation factor takes values in (0, 1], with higher values implying tighter
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approximation.
Theorem 2.1. For any n × n PSD matrix A, sparsity parameter s, and ac-
curacy parameter r ∈ [n], Alg. 2.1 outputs a nonnegative, s-sparse, unit norm
vector xr such that












in time O(nr+1 + nrsr).
The approximation guarantee of Theorem 2.1 relies on establishing con-
nections among the eigenvalues of A, and the quadratic forms xr>Axr and
xr>Arxr. The proof can be found in the supplemental material. The com-
plexity of Algorithm 2.1 follows upon its detailed description.
2.4 Proposed Scheme
Our algorithm approximates the nonnegative, s-sparse PC of a PSD
matrix A by computing the corresponding PC of Ar, a rank-r surrogate of




vivi> = VV>, (2.8)
where vi =
√
λiui is the scaled eigenvector corresponding to the ith largest
eigenvalue of A, and V = [v1 · · ·vr] ∈ Rn×r. In this section, we delve into the
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details of our algorithmic developments and describe how the low rank of Ar
unlocks the computation of the desired PC.
2.4.1 Rank-1: A simple case
We begin with the rank-1 case because, besides its motivational sim-
plicity, it is a fundamental component of the algorithmic developments for the
rank-r case.
In the rank-1 case, V reduces to a single vector in Rn and x1, the








That is, x1 is the nonnegative, s-sparse, unit length vector that maxi-
mizes (v>x)2. Let I = supp(x1), |I| ≤ s, be the unknown support of x1.
Then, (v>x)2 = (∑i∈I vi · xi)2. Since x1 ≥ 0, it should not be hard to see
that the active entries of x1 must correspond to nonnegative or nonpositive
entries of v, but not a combination of both. In other words, vI , the entries









≤ ‖vI‖22‖xI‖22,= ‖vI‖22. (2.10)
Equality in (2.10) can always be achieved by setting xI = vI/‖vI‖2 if vI ≥ 0,
and xI = −vI/‖vI‖2 if vI ≤ 0. The support of the optimal solution x1 is the
set I for which ‖vI‖22 in (2.10) is maximized under the restriction that the
entries of vI do not have mixed signs.
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Def. 2.4.1. Let I+s (v), 1 ≤ s ≤ n denote the set of indices of the (at most) s
largest nonnegative entries in v ∈ Rn.
Proposition 2.4.1. Let x1 be the solution to problem (2.9). Then, supp(x1) ∈
S1 = {I+s (v), I+s (−v)}.
The collection S1 and the associated candidate vectors via (2.10) are
constructed in O(n) . The solution x1 is the candidate that maximizes the
quadratic.
2.4.2 Rank-r case
In the rank-r case, xr, the nonnegative, s-sparse PC of Ar is the solution





Consider an auxiliary vector c ∈ Rr, with ‖c‖2 = 1. From the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality,
‖V>x‖22 = ‖c‖22‖V>x‖22 ≥
∣∣∣c>(V>x)∣∣∣2. (2.12)
Equality in (2.12) is achieved if and only if c is colinear to V>x. Since c spans
the entire unit sphere, such a c exists for every x, yielding an alternative




where Sr = {c ∈ Rr : ‖c‖2 = 1} is the r-dimensional unit sphere. The maxi-












The Set of Candidate Supports A first key observation is that for fixed c,
the product (Vc) is a vector in Rn. Maximizing |(Vc)>x|2 over all vectors x ∈
Sns is a rank-1 instance of the optimization problem, as in (2.9). Let (cr,xr)
be the optimal solution of (2.11). By Proposition 2.4.1, the support of xr




















and present our Spannogram
technique (Alg. 2.2) for efficiently constructing Sr in O(nr+1). Each support
in Sr corresponds to a candidate principal component.
Solving for a Given Support We seek a pair (x, c) that maximizes (2.14)
under the additional constraint that x is supported only on a given set I. By
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the objective in (2.14) satisfies
|(Vc)>x|2 = |(VIc)>xI |2 ≤ ‖(VIc)‖22, (2.16)
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where VI is the matrix formed by the rows of V indexed by I. Equality
in (2.16) is achieved if and only if xI is colinear to VIc. However, it is not
achievable for arbitrary c, as xI must be nonnegative. From Proposition 2.4.1,
we infer that x being supported in I implies that all entries of VIc have
the same sign. Further, whenever the last condition holds, a nonnegative xI
colinear to VIc exists and equality in (2.16) can be achieved. Under the











The constraint VIc ≥ 0 in (2.17), is equivalent to requiring that all entries
in VIc have the same sign, since c and −c achieve the same objective value.
The optimization problem in (2.17) is NP-hard. In fact, it encompasses
the original nonnegative PCA problem as a special case. Here, however, the
constant dimension r = Θ(1) of the unknown variable c permits otherwise in-
tractable operations. In Section 2.6, we outline an O(sr) algorithm for solving
this constrained quadratic maximization.
The Algorithm The previous discussion suggests a two-step algorithm for
solving the rank-r optimization problem in (2.11). First, run the Spanno-
gram algorithm to construct Sr, the collection of O(nr) candidate supports
for xr, in O(nr+1). For each I ∈ Sr, solve (2.17) in O(sr) to obtain a candi-
date solution x(I) supported on I. Output the candidate solution that max-
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imizes the quadratic x>Arx. Efficiently combining the previous steps yields
an O(nr+1 + nrsr) procedure for approximating the nonnegative sparse PC,
outlined in Alg. 2.1.
2.5 The Nonnegative Spannogram
In this section, we describe how to construct Sr, the collection of can-








for a given V ∈ Rn×r. Sr comprises all support sets induced by vectors in
the range of V. The Spannogram of V is a visualization of its range, and a
valuable tool in efficiently collecting those supports.
2.5.1 Constructing S2
We describe the r = 2 case, the simplest nontrivial case, to facilitate
a gentle exposure to the Spannogram technique. The core ideas generalize to
arbitrary r and a detailed description is provided in the supplemental material.
Spherical Variables Up to scaling, all vectors v in the range of V ∈ Rn×2,
R(V), can be written as v = Vc for some c ∈ R2 : ‖c‖ = 1. We introduce a




































Figure 2.1: Example of rank-2 spannogram. The figure depicts the spanno-
gram of an arbitrary rank-2 matrix V ∈ R4×2. Each curve is associated with
(generated by) a row of V. At a point φ of the horizontal axis, the values of
the curves correspond to the entries of a vector v(φ) = Vc(φ) in the range
of V and vice versa.
The range of V, R(V) = {±v(φ) = ±Vc(φ), φ ∈ Φ}, is also a function of φ,





I+s (v(φ)), I+s (−v(φ))
}
.
Spannogram The ith entry of v(φ) is a continuous function of φ generated
by the ith row of V: [v(φ)]i = Vi,1 sin(φ) + Vi,2 cos(φ). Fig. 2.1 depicts the
functions corresponding to the rows of an arbitrary matrix V ∈ R4×2. We call
this a spannogram, because at each φ, the values of the curves coincide with
the entries of a vector in the range of V. A key observation is that the sorting
of the curves at some φ is locally invariant for most points in Φ. In fact, due
to the continuity of the curves, as we move along the φ-axis, the set I+s (v(φ))
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can only change at points where a curve intersects with i) another curve, or
ii) the zero axis; a change in either the sign of a curve or the relative order of
two curves is necessary, although not sufficient, for I+s (v(φ)) to change.
Appending a zero (n+1)th row to V, the two aforementioned conditions
can be merged into one: I+s (v(φ)) can change only at the points where two
of the n + 1 curves intersect. Finding the unique intersection point of two
curves [v(φ)]i and [v(φ)]j for all pairs {i, j} is the key to discovering all possible











+ 1 intervals within which the set of largest s nonnegative entries
of v(φ) and −v(φ) are invariant.
Constructing S2 The point φij where the ith and jth curves intersect, corre-
sponds to a vector v(φij) ∈ R(V) whose ith and jth entries are equal. To find
it, it suffices to compute a c 6= 0 such that (ei− ej)>Vc = 0, i.e., a unit norm
vector cij in the one-dimensional nullspace of (ei−ej)>V. Then, v(φij) = Vcij.
We compute the candidate support I+s (v(φij)) at the intersection. As-
suming for simplicity that only the ith and jth curves intersect at φij, the
sorting of all curves is unchanged in a small neighborhood of φij, except the
ith and jth curves whose order changes over φij. If both the ith and jth entries
of v(φij) or none of them is included in the s largest nonnegative entries, then
the set I+s (v(φ)) in the two intervals incident to φij is identical. Otherwise,
the ith and jth curve occupy the sth and (s+ 1)th order at φij, and the change
in their relative order implies that one leaves and one joins the set of s largest
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nonnegative curves at φij. The support sets associated with the two adjacent
intervals differ only in one element (one contains index i and the other con-
tains index j instear), while the remaining s − 1 common indices correspond
to the s− 1 largest curves at the intersection point φij. We include both in S2
and repeat the above procedure for I+s (−v(φij)).
Each pairwise intersection is computed in O(1) and the at most 4
associated candidate supports in O(n). In total, the collection S2 com-





= O(n2) candidate supports and can be constructed
in O(n3).
The generalized Spannogram algorithm for constructing Sr runs
in O(nr+1) and is formally presented in Alg. 2.2. A detailed description is
provided in the supplemental material.
2.6 Quadratic Maximization over Hyper-Spherical Cap
Each support set I in Sr yields a candidate nonnegative, s-sparse PC,
which can be obtained by solving (2.17), a quadratic maximization over the
intersection of halfspaces and the unit sphere:
c? = arg maxc∈Sr
Rc≥0
c>Qc, (Pr)
where Q = V>IVI is a r×r matrix and R is a s×r matrix. Problem (Pr) is NP-
hard: for Q PSD and R = Ir×r, it reduces to the original problem (2.2). Here,
however, we are interested in the case where the dimension r is a constant. We
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Algorithm 2.2 Spannogram algorithm for constructing Sr
input V – n× r real matrix.
s – parameter controlling target sparsity; takes values in [n].
output Sr – Collection of candidate support sets.























5: for α ∈ {+1,−1} do
6: I ← I+s (αVc) {Entries ≥ than the sth one}
7: if |I| ≤ s then
8: Sr ← Sr ∪ {I} {No ambiguity}
9: else
10: A ← {i1, . . . , ir}\{n+ 1} {Ambiguous set}
11: T ← I\{{i1, . . . , ir} ∪ {n+ 1}}
12: r ← s− |T |






r-subsets A(r) ⊆ A} do
15: Î ← T ∪ A(r)





outline anO(sr) algorithm, i.e., polynomial in the number of linear constraints,
for solving (Pr). A detailed proof is available in the supplemental material.
The objective of (Pr) is maximized by u1 ∈ Rr, the leading eigenvector
of Q. If u1 or −u1 is feasible, i.e., if it satisfies all linear constraints, then c? =
±u1. It can be shown that if none of ±u1 is feasible, at least one of the s linear
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constraints is active at the optimal solution c?, that is, there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ s
such that Ri,:c? = 0.
Fig. 2.2 depicts an example for r = 2. The leading eigenvector of Q
lies outside the feasible region, an arc of the unit-circle in the intersection
of s halfspaces. The optimal solution coincides with one of the two endpoints
of the feasible region, where a linear inequality is active, motivating a simple
algorithm for solving (P2): i) for each linear inequality determine a unit length
point where the inequality becomes active, and ii) output the point that is
feasible and maximizes the objective.
Back to the general (Pr) problem, if a linear inequality Ri,:c ≥ 0 for
some i ∈ [s] is enforced with equality, the modified problem can be written as
(a) Feasible φ set. (b) Q(φ) = c(φ)>Q2c(φ).
Figure 2.2: Visualization of an instance of (P2); a rank-2 quadratic maximiza-
tion over a hyperspherical cap. The point φ0, corresponding to the leading
eigenvector u1 of the argument matrix Q ∈ S2, lies outside the feasible re-
gion, denoted by a highlighted red arc in Fig. 2.2(a). Fig. 2.2(b) depicts the
quadratic objective function c(φ)>Qc(φ) as a function of φ. The maximum
value of the constrained maximization is attained at φ1, an endpoint of the
feasible φ-interval. The feasible interval has length at most equal to π.
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a quadratic maximization in the form of (Pr), with dimension reduced to r−1
and s − 1 linear constraints. This observation suggests a recursive algorithm
for solving (Pr): If ±u1 is feasible, it is also the optimal solution. Otherwise,
for i = 1, . . . , s, set the ith inequality constraint active, solve recursively,
and collect candidate solutions. Finally, output the candidate that maximizes
the objective. The O(sr) recursive algorithm is formally presented in the
supplemental material.
2.7 A Near-Linear Time Algorithm for NN-SPCA
Alg. 2.1 approximates the nonnegative, s-sparse PC of a PSD matrix A
by solving the nonnegative sparse PCA problem exactly on Ar, the best rank-r
approximation of A. Albeit polynomial in n, the running time of Alg. 2.1 can
be impractical even for moderate values of n.
Instead of pursuing the exact solution to the low-rank nonnegative
sparse PCA problem maxx∈Sns x>Arx, we can compute an approximate so-
lution in near-linear time, with performance arbitrarily close to optimal. The
suggested procedure is outlined in Algorithm 2.3, and a detailed discussion is
provided in the supplemental material. Alg. 2.3 relies on randomly sampling
points from the range of Ar and efficiently solving rank-1 instances of the
nonnegative sparse PCA problem as described in Section 2.4.1.
Theorem 2.2. For any n×n PSD matrix A, sparsity parameter s, and accu-
racy parameters r ∈ [n] and ε ∈ (0, 1], Alg. 2.3 outputs a nonnegative, s-sparse,
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Algorithm 2.3 Near-Linear Time Algorithm for Nonnegative Sparse PCA
input A – n× n real PSD matrix
s – parameter controlling the target sparsity, i.e., the number of
nonzero entries in the output.
r – parameter controlling the rank of the approximation of A to
be used.
ε – Accuracy parameter in (0, 1).
output x̂r – n-dimensional real vector with at most s nonzero entries. See
Thm 2.2 for guarantees.
1: U,Λ← svd(A, r)
2: V← UΛ1/2 {Ar = VV>}
3: Xr ← {}
4: for i = 1, . . . , O(ε−r · log n) do
5: c← randn(r, 1)
6: a← Vc/‖c‖2
7: x← rank1solver(a) {Section 2.4.1}
8: Xr ← Xr ∪ {x}
9: end for
10: x̂r ← arg maxx∈Xr ‖V>x‖22
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unit norm vector x̂r such that
x̂>r Ax̂r ≥ (1− ε) · ρr · x?>Ax?,
with probability at least 1 − 1/n, in time O(ε−r · n log n) plus TEIG(A, r), i.e.,
the time required to compute the r leading eigenvectors of A.
2.8 Experiments
We empirically evaluate the performance of our algorithm on various
datasets and compare it to the EM algorithm1 for sparse and nonnegative PCA
of [127] which is known to outperform previous algorithms.
CBCL Face Dataset The CBCL face image dataset [130], with 2429 gray
scale images of size 19×19 pixels, has been used in the performance evaluation
of both the NSPCA [157] and EM [127] algorithms.
Fig. 2.3 depicts samples from the dataset, as well as six orthogonal, non-
negative, s-sparse components (s = 40) successively computed by i) Alg. 2.3
configured with parameters r = 3 and ε = 0.1, and ii) the EM algorithm.
Features active in one component are removed from the dataset prior to com-
puting subsequent PCs to ensure orthogonality. Fig. 2.3 reveals the ability of
nonnegative sparse PCA to extract significant parts.
In Fig. 2.4, we plot the variance explained by the computed approxi-
mate nonnegative, s-sparse PC (normalized by the leading eigenvalue) versus
1Matlab implementation available by the author.
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the sparsity parameter s. Alg. 2.3 for r = 3 and ε = 0.1, and the EM algorithm
exhibit nearly identical performance. For this dataset, we also compute the
leading component using the NSPCA algorithm of [157]. Note that NSPCA
does not allow for a precise control of the sparsity of its output; an appropriate
sparsity penalty β was determined via binary search for each target sparsity s.
We plot the explained variance only for those values of s for which a s-sparse
component was successfully extracted. Finally, note that both the EM and
NSPCA algorithms are randomly initialized. All depicted values are the best
results over multiple random restarts.
Our theory allows us to obtain provable approximation guarantees:
based on Theorem 2.2 and the output of Alg. 2.3, we compute a data de-
pendent upper bound on the maximum variance, which provably lies in the
shaded area. For instance, for s = 180, the extracted component explains at
(a) Example images from
the CBCL Face dataset [130]
(b) Output of Alg. 2.3 (r = 3, ε = 0.1).
(c) Output of EM algorithm.
Figure 2.3: Visualization of the nonnegative sparse principal components ex-
tracted from the CBCL Face image dataset [130]. The figure depicts (a) ex-
ample images from the dataset, as well as the six leading orthogonal, non-
negative, s-sparse PCs for s = 40 extracted by (b) Alg. 2.3 configured with
parameters r = 3 and ε = 0.1, and (c) the EM algorithm of [127]. The compo-
nents were extracted one by one. The variables selected by a component were
removed from the dataset prior to extracting subsequent components.
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NSPCA (a = 1e5)
NSPCA (a = 1e6)
NSPCA (a = 1e7)
Ours (d = 3, 0 = 0:10)
Our OPT Up. Bound
6 48:0%OPT
6 58:7%OPT
Figure 2.4: Explained variance achieved by the top s-sparse nonnegative com-
ponent on the CBCL Face image dataset [130] as a function of the sparsity
parameter s. We plot the variance explained by the approximate nonnega-
tive, s-sparse PC computed by various algorithms as a function of the number s
of nonzero entries. Our theory yields a provable data dependent approxima-
tion guarantee: for any value of s, the true unknown optimum provably lies in
the shaded area.
least 58% of the variance explained by the true nonnegative, s-sparse PC. The
quality of the bound depends on the accuracy parameters r and ε, and the
eigenvalue decay of the empirical covariance matrix of the data. There exist
datasets on which our algorithm provably achieves 70% or even 90% of the
optimal.
Leukemia Dataset The Leukemia dataset [10] contains 72 samples, each
consisting of expression values for 12582 probe sets. The dataset was used
in the evaluation of [127]. In Fig. 2.5, we plot the normalized variance ex-
plained by the computed nonnegative, s-sparse PC versus the sparsity param-
eter s. For low values of s, Alg. 2.3 outperforms the EM algorithm in terms
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Ours (d = 3, 0 = 0:10)
Our OPT Up. Bound
6 45:6%OPT
6 57:5%OPT
Figure 2.5: Explained variance achieved by the top s-sparse nonnegative com-
ponent on the Leukemia dataset [10] as a function of the sparsity parameter s.
This dataset was also used as a benchmark in [127]. We plot the variance
explained by the output of Alg. 2.3 (r = 3, ε = 0.1), and compare with the
output of the EM algorithm of [127]. By our approximation guarantees, the
maximum variance provably lies in the shaded area.
of explained variance. For larger values, the two algorithms exhibit similar
performance.
The approximation guarantees accompanying our algorithm allow us
to upper bound the optimal performance. For s as small as 50, which
roughly amounts to 0.4% of the features, the extracted component captures
at least 44.6% of the variance corresponding to the true nonnegative s-sparse
PC. The obtained upper bound is a significant improvement compared to the
trivial bound given by λ1.
Low Resolution Spectrometer Dataset The Low Resolution Spectrom-
eter (LRS) dataset, available in [22], originates from the Infra-Red Astronomy
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Ours (d = 3, 0 = 0:10)
Our OPT Up. Bound
6 77:1%OPT
6 83:4%OPT
Figure 2.6: Explained variance achieved by the top s-sparse nonnegative com-
ponent on the Low Resolution Spectrometer (LRS) dataset [22] as a function
of the sparsity parameter s. Alg. 2.3 (r = 3, ε = 0.1) and the EM algo-
rithm [127] exhibit similar performance. The optimum value of the objective
in (2.2) provably lies in the shaded area, which in this case is particularly tight.
Satellite Project. It contains 531 high quality spectra (samples) measured in 93
bands. Fig. 2.6 depicts the normalized variance explained by the computed
nonnegative, s-sparse PC versus the sparsity parameter s. The empirical co-
variance matrix of this dataset exhibits sharper decay in the spectrum than
the previous examples, yielding tighter approximation guarantees according
to our theory. For instance, for s = 20, the extracted nonnegative component
captures at least 86% of the maximum variance. For values closer to s = 90,




We introduced a novel algorithm for nonnegative sparse PCA, expand-
ing the spannogram theory to nonnegative quadratic optimization. We observe
that the performance of our algorithm often matches and sometimes outper-
forms the previous state of the art [127]. Even though the theoretical running
time of Alg. 2.3 scales better than EM, in practice we observed similar speed,
both in the order of a few seconds. Our approach has the benefit of provable
approximation, giving both theoretical a-priori guarantees and data dependent
bounds that can be used to estimate the variance explained by nonnegative
sparse PCs, as shown in our experiments.
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Chapter 3
Sparse PCA – Components
with Disjoint Supports
We consider the following multi-component sparse PCA problem:
given a set of data points, we seek to extract a small number of sparse com-
ponents with disjoint supports that jointly capture the maximum possible
variance. Such components can be computed one by one, repeatedly solving
the single-component problem and deflating the input data matrix, but this
greedy procedure is suboptimal. We present a novel algorithm for sparse PCA
that jointly optimizes multiple disjoint components. The extracted features
capture variance that lies within a multiplicative factor arbitrarily close to 1
from the optimal. Our algorithm is combinatorial and computes the desired
components by solving multiple instances of the bipartite maximum weight
matching problem. Its complexity grows as a low order polynomial in the am-
bient dimension of the input data, but exponentially in its rank. However, it
can be effectively applied on a low-dimensional sketch of the input data. We
Chapter 3 is based on material from Reference [19]: Megasthenis Asteris, Dimitris
Papailiopoulos, Anastasios Kyrillidis, and Alexandros G Dimakis, “Sparse PCA via Bipartite
Matchings”, In Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, pp. 766–774, 2015. The
author of this dissertation is the lead author of [19], and contributed to the conception of
the research problem, the theoretical and analytical developments, the experimental design
and implementation, and the writing of the manuscript and its revisions.
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evaluate our algorithm on real datasets and empirically demonstrate that in
many cases it outperforms existing, deflation-based approaches.
3.1 Introduction
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) reduces data dimensionality by
projecting it onto principal subspaces spanned by the leading eigenvectors of
the sample covariance matrix. It is one of the most widely used algorithms with
applications ranging from computer vision, document clustering to network
anomaly detection (see e.g. [108, 145, 51, 76, 160]). Sparse PCA is a useful
variant that offers higher data interpretability [83, 80, 81] a property that is
sometimes desired even at the cost of statistical fidelity [160]. Furthermore,
when the obtained features are used in subsequent learning tasks, sparsity
potentially leads to better generalization error [31].
Given a real n× d data matrix S representing n centered data points
in d variables, the first sparse principal component is the sparse vector that




where A = 1/n·S>S is the d×d empirical covariance matrix. Unfortunately, the
directly enforced sparsity constraint makes the problem NP-hard and hence
computationally intractable in general. A significant volume of prior work
has focused on various algorithms for approximately solving this optimization
problem [80, 81, 160, 82, 110, 49, 159, 51, 155, 127, 114, 18], while some theoret-
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ical results have also been established under statistical or spectral assumptions
on the input data.
In most cases one is not interested in finding only the first sparse eigen-
vector, but rather the first k, where k is the reduced dimension where the data
will be projected. Contrary to the single-component problem, there has been
very limited work on computing multiple sparse components. The scarcity
is partially attributed to conventional wisdom stemming from PCA: multi-
ple components can be computed one by one, repeatedly solving the single-
component sparse PCA problem (3.1) and deflating [103] the input data to
remove information captured by previously extracted components. In fact,
multi-component sparse PCA is not a uniquely defined problem in the liter-
ature. Deflation-based approaches can lead to different output depending on
the type of deflation [103]; extracted components may or may not be orthog-
onal, while they may have disjoint or overlapping supports. In the statistics
literature, where the objective is typically to recover a “true” principal sub-
space, a branch of work has focused on the “subspace row sparsity” [142], an
assumption that leads to sparse components all supported on the same set of
variables. While in [106] the authors discuss an alternative perspective on the
fundamental objective of the sparse PCA problem.
We focus on the multi-component sparse PCA problem with disjoint
supports, i.e., the problem of computing a small number of sparse components
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X ∈ Rd×k : supp(Xi) ∩ supp(Xj) = ∅, ∀ i, j ∈ [k], i 6= j
}
,
and Xj denoting the jth column of X. The number k of the desired com-
ponents is considered a small constant. Contrary to the greedy sequential
approach that repeatedly uses deflation, our algorithm jointly computes all
the vectors in X and comes with theoretical approximation guarantees. Note
that even if we could solve the single-component sparse PCA problem (3.1)
exactly, the greedy approach could be highly suboptimal. We show this with
a simple example in Sec. B.1 of the appendix.
Our Contributions
1. We develop an algorithm that provably approximates the solution to the
sparse PCA problem (3.2) within a multiplicative factor arbitrarily close
to optimal. Our algorithm is the first that jointly optimizes multiple
components with disjoint supports and operates by recasting the sparse
PCA problem into multiple instances of the bipartite maximum weight
matching problem.
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2. The computational complexity of our algorithm grows as a low order
polynomial in the ambient dimension d, but is exponential in the intrinsic
dimension of the input data, i.e., the rank of A. To alleviate the impact
of this dependence, our algorithm can be applied on a low-dimensional
sketch of the input data to obtain an approximate solution to (3.2).
This extra level of approximation introduces an additional penalty in
our theoretical approximation guarantees, which naturally depends on
the quality of the sketch and, in turn, the spectral decay of A.We show
how these bounds further translate to an additive PTAS (polynomial-
time approximation scheme) for sparse PCA. Our additive PTAS outputs
an approximate solution with explained variance of at least OPT− ε · s,
for any sparsity s ∈ [n], any constant error ε > 0 and any k = O(1)
number of orthogonal components.1
3. We empirically evaluate our algorithm on real datasets, and compare it
against state-of-the-art methods for the single-component sparse PCA
problem (3.1) in conjunction with the appropriate deflation step. In
many cases, our algorithm—as a result of jointly optimizing over multiple
components—leads to significantly improved results, and outperforms
deflation-based approaches.
1Here, OPT is the explained variance captured by the optimal set of k components that
are s sparse and have disjoint supports.
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3.2 Related Work
A significant volume of work has focused on the single-component
sparse PCA problem (3.1); we scratch the surface and refer the reader
to citations therein. Representative examples range from early heuristics
in [80], to the LASSO based techniques in [81], the elastic net `1-regression
in [160], `1 and `0 regularized optimization methods such as GPower in [82],
a greedy branch-and-bound technique in [110], or semidefinite programming
approaches [49, 159, 51]. Many focus on a statistical analysis that pertains to
specific data models and the recovery of a “true” sparse component. In prac-
tice, the most competitive results in terms of the maximization in (3.1) seem to
be achieved by i) the simple and efficient truncated power (TPower) iteration
of [155], ii) the approach of [127] stemming from an expectation-maximization
(EM) formulation, and iii) the (SpanSPCA) framework of [114] which solves
the sparse PCA problem through low rank approximations based on [18].
We are not aware of any algorithm that explicitly addresses the multi-
component sparse PCA problem (3.2). Multiple components can be extracted
by repeatedly solving (3.1) with one of the aforementioned methods. To en-
sure disjoint supports, variables “selected” by a component are removed from
the dataset. However, this greedy approach can result in highly suboptimal
objective value (see Sec. B.1). More generally, there has been relatively limited
work in the estimation of principal subspaces or multiple components under
sparsity constraints. Non-deflation-based algorithms include extensions of the
diagonal [79] and iterative thresholding [102] approaches, while [143] and [146]
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propose methods that rely on the “row sparsity for subspaces” assumption
of [142]. These methods yield components supported on a common set of vari-
ables, and hence solve a problem different from (3.2). In [106], the authors
discuss the multi-component sparse PCA problem, propose an alternative ob-
jective function and for that problem obtain interesting theoretical guarantees.
In [74] they consider a structured variant of sparse PCA where higher-order
structure is encoded by an atomic norm regularization. Finally, [123] devel-
ops a framework for sparse matrix factorizaiton problems, based on an atomic
norm. Their framework captures sparse PCA (although not explicitly the
constraint of disjoint supports) but the resulting optimization problem, albeit
convex, is NP-hard.
3.3 Our Sparse PCA Algorithm
We present a novel algorithm for the sparse PCA problem with multi-
ple disjoint components. Our algorithm approximately solves the constrained
maximization (3.2) on a d× d rank-r Positive Semi-Definite (PSD) matrix A
within a multiplicative factor arbitrarily close to 1. It operates by recasting the
maximization into multiple instances of the bipartite maximum weight match-
ing problem. Each instance ultimately yields a feasible solution to the original
sparse PCA problem; a set of k s-sparse components with disjoint supports.
Finally, the algorithm exhaustively determines and outputs the set of com-
ponents that maximizes the explained variance, i.e., the quadratic objective
in (3.2).
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The computational complexity of our algorithm grows as a low order
polynomial in the ambient dimension d of the input, but exponentially in its
rank r. Despite the unfavorable dependence on the rank, it is unlikely that a
substantial improvement can be achieved in general [105]. However, decoupling
the dependence on the ambient and the intrinsic dimension of the input has
an interesting ramification; instead of the original input A, our algorithm
can be applied on a low-rank surrogate to obtain an approximate solution,
alleviating the dependence on r. We discuss this in Section 3.4. In the sequel,
we describe the key ideas behind our algorithm, leading up to its guarantees
in Theorem 3.3.
Let A = UΛU> denote the truncated eigenvalue decomposition of A;
Λ is a diagonal r×r whose ith diagonal entry is equal to the ith largest eigen-
value of A, while the columns of U coincide with the corresponding eigenvec-








, ∀ c ∈ Rr : ‖c‖2 = 1. (3.3)








where Sr−12 denotes the `2-unit sphere in r dimensions. More generally, for

















Under the variational characterization of the trace objective in (3.4), the sparse
PCA problem (3.2) can be re-written as a joint maximization over the vari-

















The alternative formulation of the sparse PCA problem in (3.5) may be seem-
ingly more complicated than the original one in (3.2). However, it takes a
step towards decoupling the dependence of the optimization on the ambient
and intrinsic dimensions d and r, respectively. The motivation behind the
introduction of the auxiliary variable C will become more clear in the sequel.
For a given C, the value of X ∈ Xk that maximizes the objective in (3.5)









where W,UL1/2C is a real d× k matrix. The constrained, non-convex maxi-
mization (3.6) plays a central role in our developments. We will later describe
a combinatorial O(d · (s · k)2) procedure to efficiently compute X̂, reducing
the maximization to an instance of the bipartite maximum weight matching
problem. For now, however, let us assume that such a procedure exists.
Let X?, C? be the pair that attains the maximum in (3.5); in other
words, X? is the desired solution to the sparse PCA problem. If the optimal
value C? of the auxiliary variable were known, then we would be able to
recover X? by solving the maximization (3.6) for C = C?. Of course, C? is
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Algorithm 3.4 Sparse PCA (Multiple disjoint components)
input A – d× d real PSD matrix of rank r
ε – Accuracy parameter in (0, 1)
k – target number of components
output X – d× k matrix in Xk. See Theorem 3.3 for guarantees.
1: C ← {}
2: U,L← eig(A)
3: for each C ∈ [Nε/2(Sr−12 )]⊗k do
4: W← UL1/2C {W ∈ Rd×k}
5: X̂←Output of Alg. 3.5 for input W









not known, and it is not possible to exhaustively consider all possible values
in the domain of C. Instead, we examine only a finite number of possible
values of C over a fine discretization of its domain. In particular, let Nε/2(Sr−12 )
denote a finite ε/2-net of the r-dimensional `2-unit sphere; for any point in Sr−12 ,
the net contains a point within an ε/2 radius from the former. There are
several ways to construct such a net. Further, let [Nε/2(Sr−12 )]⊗k ⊂ Rd×k denote
the kth Cartesian power of the aforementioned ε/2-net. By construction, this
collection of points contains a matrix C that is column-wise close to C?. In
turn, it can be shown using the properties of the net, that the candidate
solution X ∈ Xk obtained through (3.6) at that point C will be approximately
as good as the optimal X? in terms of the quadratic objective in (3.2). All
above observations yield a procedure for approximately solving the sparse PCA
problem (3.2). The steps are outlined in Algorithm 3.4. Given the desired
number of components k and an accuracy parameter ε ∈ (0, 1), the algorithm
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generates a net [Nε/2(Sr−12 )]⊗k and iterates over its points. At each point C, it
computes a feasible solution for the sparse PCA problem – a set of k s-sparse
components – by solving maximization (3.6) via a procedure (Alg. 3.5) that
will be described in the sequel. The algorithm collects the candidate solutions
identified at the points of the net. The best among them achieves an objective
in (3.2) that provably lies close to optimal. More formally,
Theorem 3.3. For any real d × d rank-r PSD matrix A, desired number
of components k, number s of nonzero entries per component, and accuracy












(4/ε)r·k · d · (s · k)2
)
. Here, X? denotes an optimal feasible





Algorithm 3.4 is the first nontrivial algorithm that provably approx-
imates the solution of the sparse PCA problem (3.2). According to Theo-
rem 3.3, it achieves an objective value that lies within a multiplicative factor
from the optimal, arbitrarily close to 1. Its complexity grows as a low-order
polynomial in the dimension d of the input, but exponentially in the intrin-
sic dimension r. Note, however, that it can be substantially better compared
to the O(ds·k) brute force approach that exhaustively considers all candidate
supports for the k sparse components. The complexity of our algorithm fol-
lows from the cardinality of the net and the complexity of Algorithm 3.5, the
subroutine that solves the constrained maximization (3.6). The latter is a key
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ingredient of our algorithm, and is discussed in detail in the next subsection.
A formal proof of Theorem 3.3 is provided in Section B.3.2.
3.3.1 Sparse Components via Bipartite Matchings
In the core of Alg. 3.4 lies a procedure that solves the constrained
maximization (3.6) (Alg. 3.5). The latter breaks down the maximization into
two stages. First, it identifies the support of the optimal solution X̂ by solving
an instance of the maximum weight matching problem on a bipartite graph G.
Then, it recovers the exact values of its nonzero entries based on the Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality. In the sequel, we provide a brief description of Alg. 3.5,
leading up to its guarantees in Lemma 3.3.1.
Let Ij,supp(X̂j) be the support of the jth column of X̂, j = 1, . . . , k.

















The inequality is due to Cauchy-Schwarz and the constraint
‖Xj‖2 = 1,∀j ∈ [k]. In fact, if an oracle reveals the supports Ij, j = 1, . . . , k,
the upper bound in (3.7) can always be achieved by setting the nonzero
entries of X̂ as in Algorithm 3.5 (Line 6). Therefore, the key in solving (3.6)
is determining the collection of supports to maximize the right-hand side
of (3.7).
By constraint, the sets Ij must be pairwise disjoint, each with cardi-
nality s. These structural constraints can be captured by a bipartite graph.
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Consider a weighted bipartite graph G = (U = {U1, . . . , Uk}, V, E) constructed
as follows2 (Fig. 3.1):
• V is a set of d vertices v1, . . . , vd, corresponding to the d variables, i.e.,
the d rows of X̂.
• U is a set of k · s vertices, conceptually partitioned into k disjoint sub-
sets U1, . . . , Uk, each of cardinality s. The jth subset, Uj, is associated
with the support Ij; the s vertices u(j)α , α = 1, . . . , s in Uj serve as place-
holders for the variables/indices in Ij.
• Finally, the edge set is E = U × V . The edge weights are determined by




















Figure 3.1: The complete bipartite graph G = ({U1, . . . , Uk}, V, E) on k · s+ d
vertices, generated by Alg. 3.5 with input an d × k real matrix W. Solving
the maximum weight matching problem on G determines the support of the
solution X̂ of the maximization (3.6).
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Algorithm 3.5 Compute Candidate Solution
input W – d× k real
output X̂ – d× k real matrix that maximizes ∑kj=1〈Xj,Wj〉2 over all X ∈
Xk. See Lemma 3.3.1.
1: Generate a bipartite graph G({U1, . . . , Uk}, V, E) based on W as described
in Alg. B.21.
2: Compute a maximum weight matching M⊂ E on G.
3: X̂← 0d×k
4: for j = 1, . . . , k do
5: Ij ← {i ∈ {1, . . . , d} : (u, vi) ∈M, u ∈ Uj}
6: [X̂j]Ij ← [Wj]Ij/‖[Wj]Ij‖2
7: end for
the d×k matrix W in (3.6). In particular, the weight of edge (u(j)α , vi) is
equal to W 2ij. Note that all vertices in Uj are effectively identical; they
all share a common neighborhood and edge weights.
Any feasible support {Ij}kj=1 corresponds to a perfect matching in G
and vice-versa. Recall that a matching is a subset of the edges containing no
two edges incident to the same vertex, while a perfect matching, in the case
of an unbalanced bipartite graph G = (U, V,E) with |U | ≤ |V |, is a matching
that contains at least one incident edge for each vertex in U . Given a perfect
matching M ⊆ E, the disjoint neighborhoods of Ujs under M yield a sup-
port {Ij}kj=1. Conversely, any valid support yields a unique perfect matching
in G (taking into account that all vertices in Uj are isomorphic). Moreover,
due to the choice of weights in G, the right-hand side of (3.7) for a given sup-
port {Ij}kj=1 is equal to the weight of the matching M in G induced by the
former, i.e., ∑kj=1∑i∈Ij W 2ij = ∑(u,v)∈Mw(u, v). It follows that determining
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the support of the solution in (3.6), reduces to solving the maximum weight
matching problem on the bipartite graph G.
Algorithm 3.5 readily follows. Given W ∈ Rd×k, the algorithm gener-
ates a weighted bipartite graph G as described, and computes its maximum
weight matching. Based on the latter, it first recovers the desired support
of X̂ (Line 5), and subsequently the exact values of its nonzero entries (Line 6).
The running time is dominated by the computation of the matching, which
can be done in O(|E||U |+ |U |2 log |U |) using a variant of the Hungarian algo-
rithm [122]. Hence,
Lemma 3.3.1. For any W ∈ Rd×k, Algorithm 3.5 computes the solution
to (3.6), in time O(d · (s · k)2).
A more formal analysis and proof of Lemma 3.3.1 is available in
Sec. B.3.1. This completes the description of our sparse PCA algorithm
(Alg. 3.4) and the proof sketch of Theorem 3.3.
3.4 Sparse PCA on Low-Dimensional Sketches
Algorithm 3.4 approximately solves the sparse PCA problem (3.2) on
a d× d rank-r PSD matrix A in time that grows as a low-order polynomial in
the ambient dimension d, but depends exponentially on r. This dependence
can be prohibitive in practice. To mitigate its effect, we can apply our sparse
PCA algorithm on a low-rank sketch of A. Intuitively, the quality of the
extracted components should depend on how well that low-rank surrogate
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Algorithm 3.6 Sparse PCA on Low Dim. Sketch
input S – n× d real matrix (Input data matrix.)
r – parameter controlling the rank of approximation of S to be
used. Takes values in [minn, d].
ε – Accuracy parameter taking values in (0, 1).
k – the number of desired componenets.
output X(r) – d× k real matrix in ∈ Xk. See Thm. 3.4.
1: S← Sketch(S, r)
2: A← S>S
3: X(r) ← Output of Algorithm 3.4 for input (A, ε, k)
approximates the original input.
More formally, let S be the real n× d data matrix representing n (po-
tentially centered) datapoints in d variables, and A the corresponding d × d
covariance matrix. Further, let S be a low-dimensional sketch of the original
data; an n × d matrix whose rows lie in an r-dimensional subspace, with r
being an accuracy parameter. Such a sketch can be obtained in several ways,
including for example exact or approximate SVD, or online sketching meth-
ods [66]. Finally, let A = 1/n · S>S be the covariance matrix of the sketched
data. Then, instead of A, we can approximately solve the sparse PCA prob-
lem by applying Algorithm 3.4 on the low-rank surrogate A. The above are
formally outlined in Algorithm 3.6. We note that the covariance matrix A
does not need to be explicitly computed; Algorithm 3.4 can operate directly
on the (sketched) input data matrix.
Theorem 3.4. For any n×d input data matrix S, with corresponding empirical
covariance matrix A = 1/n · S>S, any desired number of components k, and
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− 2 · k · λ1,s(A−A),
in time TSKETCH(r) + TSVD(r) +O
(
(4/ε)r·k · d · (s · k)2
)
. Here, X? ∈ Xk denotes




over all X? ∈ Xk, and λ1,s(A) denotes
the sparse eigenvalue, i.e., the eigenvalue that corresponds to the principal
s-sparse eigenvector of A.
The error λ1,s(A−A) and in turn the tightness of the approximation
guarantees hinges on the quality of the sketch A. Higher values of the parame-
ter r (the rank of the sketch) can allow for a more accurate solution and tighter
guarantees. That is the case, for example, when the sketch is obtained through
exact SVD. In that sense, Theorem 3.4 establishes a natural trade-off between
the running time of Algorithm 3.6 and the quality of the approximation guar-
antees. A formal proof of Theorem 3.4 is provided in Section B.3.3. Observe
that the error term itself is a sparse eigenvalue that is hard to approximate,
however even loose bounds provide tight conditional approximation results, as
we see next.
Using the main matrix approximation result of [6], the next theorem
establishes that Algorithm 3.6 can be turned into an additive PTAS.
Theorem 3.5. Let A be a d × d positive semidefinite matrix with entries in
[−1, 1], V be a d× d matrix such that A = VV>. Further, let R be a random
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d× r matrix with entries drawn i.i.d. according to N (0, 1/r), and define
A,VRR>V>.
For any constant ε ∈ (0, 1], let r = O(ε−2 log d). Then, for any desired sparsity
s, and number of components k = O(1), Algorithm 3.4 with input argument A









− ε · s
with probability at least 1− 1/poly(d), in time nO(log(1/ε)/ε2)).
Proof. See Appendix Sec. B.3.3.
Remark 3.4.1. Note that λ1(A − A) serves as another elementary upper
bound on λ1,s(A−A). If A is a the rank-d SVD approximation of A, then—
similar to [16]—we can obtain a multiplicative PTAS for sparse PCA, under
the assumption of a decaying spectrum (e.g., under a power-law decay), and
for s = Ω(n).
3.5 Experiments
We evaluate our algorithm on a series of real datasets, and compare it
to deflation-based approaches for sparse PCA using TPower [155], EM [127],
and SpanSPCA [114]. The latter are representative of the state of the art
for the single-component sparse PCA problem (3.1). Multiple components are
computed one by one. To ensure disjoint supports, the deflation step effec-
tively amounts to removing from the dataset all variables used by previously
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extracted components. For algorithms that are randomly initialized, we depict
best results over multiple random restarts.
Our experiments are conducted in a Matlab environment. Due to its
nature, our algorithm is easily parallelizable; its prototypical implementation
utilizes the Parallel Pool Matlab feature to exploit multicore (or distributed
cluster) capabilities. Recall that our algorithm operates on a low-rank approx-
imation of the input data. Unless otherwise specified, it is configured for a
rank-4 approximation obtained via truncated SVD. Finally, we note that our
algorithm is slower than the deflation-based methods. We set a barrier on the
execution time of our algorithm at the cost of the theoretical approximation
guarantees; the algorithm returns the best result at the time of termination.
This “early termination” can only hurt the performance of our algorithm.
Leukemia Dataset We evaluate our algorithm on the Leukemia
dataset [22]. The dataset comprises 72 samples, each consisting of expres-
sion values for 12582 probe sets. We extract k = 5 sparse components, each
active on s = 50 features. In Fig. 3.2(a), we plot the cumulative explained
variance versus the number of components. Deflation-based approaches are
greedy: the leading components capture high values of variance, but subse-
quent ones contribute less. On the contrary, our algorithm jointly optimizes
the k = 5 components and achieves higher total cumulative variance; one can-
not identify a top component. We repeat the experiment for multiple values
of k. Fig. 3.2(b) depicts the total cumulative variance capture by each method,
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Figure 3.2: Cumulative variance captured by k s-sparse extracted compo-
nents; Leukemia dataset [22]. The dataset comprises 72 samples in 12582
dimensions. We arbitrarily set the sparsity to s = 50 nonzero entries per com-
ponent. Fig. 3.2(a) depicts the cumulative variance versus the number of
components, for k = 5. Deflation-based approaches are greedy; first compo-
nents capture high variance, but subsequent contribute less. Our algorithm
jointly optimizes the k components and achieves higher objective. Fig. 3.2(b)
depicts the cumul. variance achieved for various values of k.
for each value of k.
Additional Datasets We repeat the experiment on multiple datasets, arbi-
trarily selected from [22]. Table 3.1 lists the total cumulative variance captured
by k = 5 components, each with s = 40 nonzero entries, extracted using the
four methods. Our algorithm achieves the highest values in most cases.
Bag of Words (BoW) Dataset This is a collection of text corpora [22]
stored under the “bag-of-words” model. For each text corpus, a vocabulary of d
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words is extracted upon tokenization, and the removal of stopwords and words
appearing fewer than ten times in total. Each document is then represented
as a vector in that d-dimensional space, with the ith entry corresponding to
the number of appearances of the ith vocabulary entry in the document.
We solve the sparse PCA problem (3.2) on the word-by-word cooc-
currence matrix, and extract k = 8 sparse components, each with cardinal-
ity s = 10. We note that the latter is not explicitly constructed; our algorithm
can operate directly on the input word-by-document matrix. Table 3.2 lists
the variance captured by each method; our algorithm consistently outperforms
the other approaches.
Finally, note that here each sparse component effectively selects a small
set of words. In turn, the k extracted components can be interpreted as a set
of well-separated topics. In Table 3.3, we list the topics extracted from the
NY Times corpus (part of the Bag of Words dataset). The corpus consists
TPower EM sPCA SpanSPCA SPCABiPart
Amzn Com Rev (1500×10000) 7.31e+ 03 7.32e+ 03 7.31e+ 03 7.79e + 03
Arcence Train (100×10000) 1.08e+ 07 1.02e+ 07 1.08e+ 07 1.10e + 07
CBCL Face Train (2429×361) 5.06e+ 00 5.18e+ 00 5.23e+ 00 5.29e + 00
Isolet-5 (1559×617) 3.31e+ 01 3.43e+ 01 3.34e+ 01 3.51e + 01
Leukemia (72×12582) 5.00e+ 09 5.03e+ 09 4.84e+ 09 5.37e + 09
Pems Train (267×138672) 3.94e + 00 3.58e+ 00 3.89e+ 00 3.75e+ 00
Mfeat Pix (2000×240) 5.00e+ 02 5.27e+ 02 5.08e+ 02 5.47e + 02
Table 3.1: Total cumulative variance captured by k = 5 40-sparse extracted
components on various datasets [22]. For each dataset, we list the size
(#samples×#variables) and the value of variance captured by each method.
Our algorithm operates on a rank-4 sketch in all cases.
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TPower EM sPCA SpanSPCA SPCABiPart
BoW:NIPS (1500×12419) 2.51e+ 03 2.57e+ 03 2.53e+ 03 3.34e + 03 (+29.98%)
BoW:KOS (3430×6906) 4.14e+ 01 4.24e+ 01 4.21e+ 01 6.14e + 01 (+44.57%)
BoW:Enron (39861×28102) 2.11e+ 02 2.00e+ 02 2.09e+ 02 2.38e + 02 (+12.90%)
BoW:NyTimes (300000×102660) 4.81e+ 01 − 4.81e+ 01 5.31e + 01 (+10.38%)
Table 3.2: Total variance captured by k = 8 extracted components, each
with s = 15 nonzero entries – Bag of Words dataset [22]. For each corpus,
we list the size (#documents×#vocabulary-size) and the explained variance.
Our algorithm operates on a rank-5 sketch in all cases.
of 3 · 105 news articles and a vocabulary of d = 102660 words.
Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5 Topic 6 Topic 7 Topic 8
1: percent zzz united states zzz bush company team cup school zzz al gore
2: million zzz u s official companies game minutes student zzz george bush
3: money zzz american government market season add children campaign
4: high attack president stock player tablespoon women election
5: program military group business play oil show plan
6: number palestinian leader billion point teaspoon book tax
7: need war country analyst run water family public
8: part administration political firm right pepper look zzz washington
9: problem zzz white house american sales home large hour member
10: com games law cost won food small nation
Table 3.3: BoW:NyTimes dataset [22]. The table lists the words correspond-
ing to the s = 10 nonzero entries of each of the k = 8 extracted components
(topics). Words corresponding to higher magnitude entries appear higher in
the topic.
3.6 Conclusions
We considered the sparse PCA problem for multiple components with
disjoint supports. Existing methods for the single component problem can
be used along with an appropriate deflation step to compute multiple compo-
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nents one by one, leading to potentially suboptimal results. We presented a
novel algorithm for jointly computing multiple sparse and disjoint components
with provable approximation guarantees. Our algorithm is combinatorial and
exploits interesting connections between the sparse PCA and the bipartite
maximum weight matching problems. Its running time grows as a low-order
polynomial in the ambient dimension of the input data, but depends exponen-
tially on its rank. To alleviate this dependency, we can apply the algorithm
on a low-dimensional sketch of the input, at the cost of an additional error in
our theoretical approximation guarantees. Empirical evaluation showed that





Orthogonal Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (ONMF) aims to ap-
proximate a nonnegative matrix as the product of two k-dimensional non-
negative factors, one of which has orthonormal columns. It yields potentially
useful data representations as superposition of disjoint parts, while it has been
shown to work well for clustering tasks where traditional methods underper-
form. Existing algorithms rely mostly on heuristics, which despite their good
empirical performance, lack provable performance guarantees.
We present a new ONMF algorithm with provable approximation guar-
antees. For any constant dimension k, we obtain an additive EPTAS without
any assumptions on the input. Our algorithm relies on a novel approximation
to the related Nonnegative Principal Component Analysis (NNPCA) problem;
Chapter 4 is based on material from Reference [17]: Megasthenis Asteris, Dimitris
Papailiopoulos, and Alexandros Dimakis, “Orthogonal NMF Through Subspace Exploration”,
In Advances in Neural Information Processing Systems, pp. 343–351, 2015. The author
of this dissertation is the lead author of [17], and contributed to the conception of the
research problem, the theoretical and analytical developments, the experimental design and
implementation, and the writing of the manuscript and its revisions.
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given an arbitrary data matrix, NNPCA seeks k nonnegative components that
jointly capture most of the variance. Our NNPCA algorithm is of independent
interest and generalizes previous work that could only obtain guarantees for a
single component.
We evaluate our algorithms on several real and synthetic datasets and
show that their performance matches or outperforms the state of the art.
4.1 Introduction
Orthogonal NMF The success of Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
(NMF) in a range of disciplines spanning data mining, chemometrics, sig-
nal processing and more, has driven an extensive practical and theoretical
study [95, 32, 126, 100, 43, 28, 62, 73]. Its power lies in its potential to gener-
ate meaningful decompositions of data into non-subtractive combinations of a
few nonnegative parts.
Orthogonal NMF (ONMF) [55] is a variant of NMF with an additional
orthogonality constraint: given a real nonnegative m× n matrix M and a
target dimension k, typically much smaller than m and n, we seek to approx-
imate M by the product of an m× k nonnegative matrix W with orthogonal
(w.l.o.g, orthonormal) columns, and an n× k nonnegative matrix H. In the
form of an optimization,





Since W is nonnegative, its columns are orthogonal if and only if they have
disjoint supports. In turn, each row of M is approximated by a scaled version
of a single (transposed) column of H.
Despite the admittedly limited representational power compared to
NMF, ONMF yields sparser part-based representations that are potentially
easier to interpret, while it naturally lends itself to certain applications. In a
clustering setting, for example, W serves as a cluster membership matrix and
the columns of H correspond to k cluster centroids [97, 55, 119]. Empirical ev-
idence shows that ONMF performs remarkably well in certain clustering tasks,
such as document classification [41, 153, 89, 152, 119, 28]. In the analysis of
textual data where M is a words by documents matrix, the orthogonal columns
of W can be interpreted as topics defined by disjoint subsets of words. In the
case of an image dataset, with each column of M corresponding to an image
evaluated on multiple pixels, each of the orthogonal base vectors highlights a
disjoint segment of the image area.
Nonnegative PCA For any given factor W ≥ 0 with orthonormal
columns, the second ONMF factor H is readily determined: H = M>W ≥ 0.
This follows from the fact that M is by assumption nonnegative. Based on
the above, it can be shown that the ONMF problem (4.1) is equivalent to










For arbitrary —i.e., not necessarily nonnegative— matrices M, the non-
convex maximization (4.2) coincides with the Nonnegative Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (NNPCA) problem [157]. Similarly to vanilla PCA, NNPCA
seeks k orthogonal components that jointly capture most of the variance of
the (centered) data in M. The nonzero entries of the extracted components,
however, must be positive, which renders the problem NP-hard even in the
case of a single component (k = 1) [16].
Our Contributions We present a novel algorithm for NNPCA. Our al-
gorithm approximates the solution to (4.2) for any real input matrix and is
accompanied with global approximation guarantees. Using the above as a
building block, we develop an algorithm to approximately solve the ONMF
problem (4.1) on any nonnegative matrix. Our algorithm outputs a solution
that strictly satisfies both the nonnegativity and the orthogonality constraints.
Our main results are as follows:
Theorem 1. (NNPCA) For any m× n matrix M, desired number of compo-
nents k, and accuracy parameter ε ∈ (0, 1), our NNPCA algorithm computes
W ∈ Wk such that∥∥∥M>W∥∥∥2
F
≥ (1− ε) · V? − k · σ2r+1(M),
in time TSVD(r) + O
(
(1/ε)r·k · k ·m
)
. Here, TSVD(r) denotes the time required
to compute a rank-r approximation M of the input M using the truncated
singular value decomposition (SVD), and σr+1(M) is the (r + 1)th singular
value of M.
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Our NNPCA algorithm operates on the low-rank matrix M. The pa-
rameter r controls a natural trade-off; higher values of r lead to tighter guaran-
tees, but impact the running time of our algorithm. Finally, note that despite
the exponential dependence in r and k, the complexity scales polynomially in
the ambient dimension of the input.
If the input matrix M is nonnegative, as in any instance of the ONMF
problem, we can compute an approximate orthogonal nonnegative factoriza-
tion in two steps: first obtain an orthogonal factor W by (approximately)
solving the NNPCA problem on M, and subsequently set H = M>W.
Theorem 2. (ONMF) For any m× n nonnegative matrix M, target dimen-
sion k, and desired accuracy ε ∈ (0, 1), our ONMF algorithm computes an
ONMF pair W,H, such that
∥∥∥M−WH>∥∥∥2
F
≤ E? + ε · ‖M‖2F,
in time TSVD(k/ε) +O
(
(1/ε)k
2/ε · k ·m
)
.
For any constant dimension k, Theorem 4.7 implies an additive EPTAS
for the relative ONMF approximation error. This is, to the best our knowl-
edge, the first general ONMF approximation guarantee since we impose no
assumptions on M beyond nonnegativity.
We evaluate our NNPCA and ONMF algorithms on synthetic and real
datasets. As we discuss in Section 4.5, for several cases we show improvements
compared to the previous state of the art.
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4.2 Related Work
ONMF as a variant of NMF first appeared implicitly in [156]. The for-
mulation in (4.1) was introduced in [55]. Several algorithms in a subsequent
line of work [96, 34, 98, 41, 153, 37] approximately solve variants of that opti-
mization problem. Most rely on modifying approaches for NMF to accommo-
date the orthogonality constraint; either exploiting the additional structural
properties in the objective [153], introducing a penalization term [55], or up-
dating the current estimate in suitable directions [41], they typically reduce
to a multiplicative update rule which attains orthogonality only in a limit
sense. In [119], the authors suggest two alternative approaches: an EM algo-
rithm motivated by connections to spherical k-means, and an augmented La-
grangian formulation that explicitly enforces orthogonality, but only achieves
nonnegativity in the limit. Despite their good performance in practice, existing
methods only guarantee local convergence.
A significant body of work [60, 11, 12, 90] has focused on Separable
NMF, a variant of NMF partially related to ONMF. Sep. NMF seeks to de-
compose M into the product of two nonnegative matrices W and H> where W
contains a permutation of the k × k identity matrix. Intuitively, the geomet-
ric picture of Sep. NMF should be quite different from that of ONMF: in the
former, the rows of H> are the extreme rays of a convex cone enclosing all
rows of M, while in the latter they should be scattered in the interior of that
cone so that each row of M has one representative in small angular distance.
Algebraically, ONMF factors approximately satisfy the structural requirement
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of Sep. NMF, but the converse is not true: a Sep. NMF solution is not a valid












Figure 4.1: ONMF and Separable NMF, upon appropriate permutation of the
rows of M. In the first case, each row of M is approximated by a single row
of H>, while in the second, by a nonnegative combination of all k rows of H>.
In the NNPCA front, nonnegativity as a constraint on PCA first ap-
peared in [157], which proposed a coordinate-descent scheme on a penalized
version of (4.2) to compute a set of nonnegative components. In [127], the au-
thors developed a framework stemming from Expectation-Maximization (EM)
on a generative model of PCA to compute a nonnegative (and optionally
sparse) component. In [16], the authors proposed an algorithm based on
sampling points from a low-dimensional subspace of the data covariance and
projecting them on the nonnegative orthant. [127] and [16] focus on the single-
component problem; multiple components can be computed sequentially em-
ploying a heuristic deflation step. Our main theoretical result is a generaliza-
tion of the analysis of [16] for multiple components. Finally, note that despite
the connection between the two problems, existing algorithms for ONMF are
not suitable for NNPCA as they only operate on nonnegative matrices.
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4.3 Algorithms and Guarantees
4.3.1 Overview
We first develop an algorithm to approximately solve the NNPCA prob-
lem (4.2) on any arbitrary —i.e., not necessarily nonnegative— m× n ma-
trix M. The core idea is to solve the NNPCA problem not directly on M, but
a rank-r approximation M instead. Our main technical contribution is a pro-
cedure that approximates the solution to the constrained maximization (4.2)
on a rank-r matrix within a multiplicative factor arbitrarily close to 1, in time
exponential in r, but polynomial in the dimensions of the input. Our Low Rank
NNPCA algorithm relies on generating a large number of candidate solutions,
one of which provably achieves objective value close to optimal.
The k nonnegative components W ∈ Wk returned by our Low Rank
NNPCA algorithm on the sketch M are used as a surrogate for the desired
components of the original input M. Intuitively, the performance of the ex-
tracted nonnegative components depends on how well M is approximated by
the low rank sketch M; a higher rank approximation leads to better results.
However, the complexity of our low rank solver depends exponentially in the
rank of its input. A natural trade-off arises between the quality of the ex-
tracted components and the running time of our NNPCA algorithm.
Using our NNPCA algorithm as a building block, we propose a novel
algorithm for the ONMF problem (4.1). In an ONMF instance, we are given
an m× n nonnegative matrix M and a target dimension k < m, n, and seek to
approximate M with a product WH> of two nonnegative matrices, where W
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Algorithm 4.7 NNPCA
input M – m× n real rank-r matrix
ε – Accuracy parameter in (0, 1)
k – target number of components
output W – m× k real nonnegative matrix in the feasible region Wk.
See Lemma 4.3.2.
1: C ← {} {Candidate solutions}
2: U,Σ,V← svd(M, r) {Trunc. SVD}





4: A← UΣC {A ∈ Rm×k}
5: Ŵ← Output of Algorithm 4.9 with input A





8: W← arg maxW∈C
∥∥∥M>W∥∥∥2
F
additionally has orthonormal columns. Computing such a factorization is
equivalent to solving the NNPCA problem on the nonnegative matrix M. (See
Appendix C.1.1 for a formal argument.) Once a nonnegative orthogonal fac-
tor W is obtained, the second ONMF factor is readily determined: H = M>W
minimizes the Frobenius approximation error in (4.1) for a given W. Under
an appropriate configuration of the accuracy parameters, for any nonnega-
tive m× n input M and constant target dimension k, our algorithm yields an
additive EPTAS for the relative approximation error, without any additional
assumptions on the input data.
4.3.2 Main Results
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Low Rank NNPCA We develop an algorithm to approximately solve the






The procedure, which lies in the core of our subsequent developments, is en-
coded in Alg. 4.7. We describe it in detail in Section 4.4. The key observation
is that irrespectively of the dimensions of the input, the maximization in (4.3)
can be reduced to k·r unknowns. The algorithm generates a large number of k-





the kth Cartesian power of an ε/2-net of the r-dimensional unit sphere. Using
these points, we effectively sample the column-space of the input M. Each
tuple yields a feasible solution W ∈ Wk through a computationally efficient
subroutine (Alg. 4.9). The best among those candidate solutions is provably
close to the optimal W? with respect to the objective in (4.2). The approxi-
mation guarantees are formally established in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3.2. For any real m× n matrix M with rank r, desired number
of components k, and accuracy parameter ε ∈ (0, 1), Algorithm 4.7 outputs
W ∈ Wk such that
∥∥∥M>W∥∥∥2
F
≥ (1− ε) ·
∥∥∥M>W?∥∥∥2F,
in time TSVD(r) + O
(
(2/ε)r·k · k ·m
)
. Here, W? denotes the optimal solution
defined in (4.3).
Proof. (See Appendix C.1.2.)
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Nonnegative PCA Given an arbitrary real m× n matrix M, we can gen-
erate a rank-r sketch M and solve the low rank NNPCA problem on M using
Algorithm 4.7. The output W ∈ Wk of the low rank problem can be used
as a surrogate for the desired components of the original input M. For sim-
plicity, here we consider the case where M is the rank-r approximation of M
obtained by the truncated SVD. Intuitively, the performance of the extracted
components on the original data matrix M will depend on how well the latter
is approximated by M, and in turn by the spectral decay of the input data.
For example, if M exhibits a sharp spectral decay, which is frequently the case
in real data, a moderate value of r suffices to obtain a good approximation.
This leads to our first main theorem which formally establishes the guarantees
of our NNPCA algorithm.
Theorem 4.6. For any real m× n matrix M, let M be its best rank-r ap-
proximation. Algorithm 4.7 with input M, and parameters k and ε ∈ (0, 1),
outputs W ∈ Wk such that∥∥∥M>W∥∥∥2
F
≥ (1− ε) ·




, in time TSVD(r) +O
(
(1/ε)r·k · k ·m
)
.
Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 4.3.2. It is formally provided in Ap-
pendix C.1.3.
Theorem 4.6 establishes a trade-off between the computational com-
plexity of the proposed NNPCA approach and the tightness of the approxi-
mation guarantees; higher values of r imply smaller ‖M−M‖22 and in turn a
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tighter bound (assuming that the singular values of M decay), but have an
exponential impact on the running time. Despite the exponential dependence
on r and k, our approach is polynomial in the dimensions of the input M,
dominated by the truncated SVD.
In practice, Algorithm 4.7 can be terminated early returning the best
computed result at the time of termination, sacrificing the theoretical approx-
imation guarantees. In Section 4.5 we empirically evaluate our algorithm on
real datasets and demonstrate that even for small values of r, our NNPCA
algorithms significantly outperforms existing approaches.
Orthogonal NMF The NNPCA algorithm straightforwardly yields an algo-
rithm for the ONMF problem (4.1). In an ONMF instance, the input matrix M
is by assumption nonnegative. Given any m× k orthogonal nonnegative fac-
tor W, the optimal choice for the second factor is H = M>W. Hence, it
suffices to determine W, which can be obtained by solving the NNPCA prob-
lem on M.
The proposed ONMF algorithm is outlined in Alg. 4.8. Given a non-
negative m× n matrix M, we first obtain a rank-r approximation M via the
truncated SVD, where r is an accuracy parameter. Using Alg. 4.7 on M, we
compute an orthogonal nonnegative factor W ∈ Wk that approximately max-
imizes (4.3) within a desired accuracy. The second ONMF factor H is readily
determined as described earlier.
The accuracy parameter r once again controls a trade-off between the
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Algorithm 4.8 ONMFS
input M – m× n real nonnegative matrix
ε – Accuracy parameter in (0, 1)
r – Accuracy parameter controlling the rank of the approxima-
tion to be used.
k – target number of components
output W,H – A pair of nonnegative matrices with W satisfying orthogo-
nality constraints. See Thm. 4.7
1: M← svd(M, r)





quality of the ONMF factors and the complexity of the algorithm. We note,
however, that for any target dimension k and desired accuracy parameter ε,
setting r = dk/εe suffices to achieve an additive ε error on the relative approx-
imation error of the ONMF problem. More formally,
Theorem 4.7. For any m× n real nonnegative matrix M, target dimension k,
and desired accuracy ε ∈ (0, 1), Algorithm 4.8 with parameter r = dk/εe out-
puts an ONMF pair W,H, such that
‖M−WH>‖2F ≤ E? + ε · ‖M‖2F,
in time TSVD(k/ε) +O
(
(1/ε)k
2/ε · (k ·m)
)
.
Proof. (See Appendix C.1.4.)
Theorem 4.7 implies an additive EPTAS1 for the relative approximation
error in the ONMF problem for any constant target dimension k; Algorithm 4.8
1 Additive EPTAS (Efficient Polynomial Time approximation Scheme [33, 35]) refers
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runs in time polynomial in the dimensions of the input M. Finally, note that
it did not require any assumption on M beyond nonnegativity.
4.4 The Low Rank NNPCA Algorithm
In this section, we re-visit Alg. 4.7, which plays a central role in our
developments, as it is the key piece of our NNPCA and in turn our ONMF
algorithm. Alg. 4.7 approximately solves the NNPCA problem (4.3) on a
rank-r, m× n matrix M. It operates by producing a large, but tractable
number of candidate solutions W ∈ Wk, and returns the one that maximizes
the objective value in (4.2). In the sequel, we provide a brief description of
the ideas behind the algorithm.
We are interested in approximately solving the low rank NNPCA
problem (4.3). Let M = UΣV> denote the truncated SVD of M. For














where Sr−12 denotes the r-dimensional `2-unit sphere. Let C denote the r × k
variable formed by stacking the unit-norm vectors cj, j = 1, . . . , k. The key
observation is that for a given C, we can efficiently compute a W ∈ Wk that
to an algorithm that can approximate the solution of an optimization problem within an
arbitrarily small additive error ε and has complexity that scales polynomially in the input
size n, but possibly exponentially in 1/ε. EPTAS is more efficient than a PTAS because it
enforces a polynomial dependency on n for any ε, i.e., a running time f(1/ε) · p(n), where
p(n) is polynomial. For example, a running time of O(n1/ε) is considered PTAS, but not
EPTAS.
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maximizes the right-hand side of (4.4). The procedure for that task is outlined
in Alg. 4.9. Hence, the NNPCA problem (4.3) is reduced to determining the
optimal value of the low-dimensional variable C. But, first let us we provide
a brief description of Alg. 4.9.
Algorithm 4.9 Projection on Wk
input A – m× k real matrix
output Ŵ – m× k real nonnegative matrix with orthonormal columns,
i.e., Ŵ ∈ Wk. See Lemma 4.3.2.
1: CW ← {}
2: for each s ∈ {±1}k do
3: A′ ← A · diag(s)
4: Ij ← {}, j = 1, . . . , k
5: for i = 1 . . . ,m do
6: j? ← arg maxj A′ij
7: if A′ij? ≥ 0 then




12: for j = 1, . . . , k do
















where A,UΣC. The challenge is to determine the support of the optimal
solution Ŵ; if an oracle revealed the optimal supports Ij, j = 1, . . . , k of its
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columns, then the exact value of the nonzero entries would be determined
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the contribution of the jth summand
in (4.5) would be equal to ∑i∈Ij A2ij. Due to the nonnegativity constrains inWk,
the optimal support Ij of the jth column must contain indices corresponding
to only nonnegative or nonpositive entries of aj, but not a combination of both.
Algorithm 4.9 considers all 2k possible sign combinations for the support sets
implicitly by solving (4.5) on all 2k matrices A′ = A · diag(s), s ∈ {±1}k.
Hence, we may assume without loss of generality that all support sets cor-
respond to nonnegative entries of A. Moreover, if index i ∈ [m] is assigned
to Ij, then the contribution of the entire ith row of A to the objective is
equal to A2ij. Based on the above, Algorithm 4.9 constructs the collection of
the support sets by assigning index i to Ij if and only if Aij is nonnegative
and the largest among the entries of the ith row of A. The algorithm runs
in time2 O(2k · k ·m) and guarantees that the output is the optimal solution
to (4.5). A more formal analysis of the Alg. 4.9 is provided in Section C.1.5.
Thus far, we have seen that any given value of C can be associated
with a feasible solution W ∈ Wk via the maximization (4.5) and Alg. 4.9. If
we could efficiently consider all possible values in the (continuous) domain of C,
we would be able to recover the pair that maximizes (4.4) and, in turn, the
optimal solution of (4.3). However, that is not possible. Instead, we consider
a fine discretization of the domain of C and settle for an approximate solution.
2 When used as a subroutine in Alg. 4.7, Alg. 4.9 can be simplified into an O(k · m)
procedure (lines 4-14).
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In particular, let Nε(Sr−12 ) denote a finite ε-net of the r-dimensional `2-unit
sphere; for any point in Sr−12 , the net contains a point within distance ε from
the former. (see Appendix C.3 for the construction of such a net). Further,
let [Nε(Sr−12 )]⊗k denote the kth Cartesian power of the previous net; the latter
is a collection of r × k matrices C. Alg. 4.7 operates on this collection: for
each C it identifies a candidate solution W ∈ Wk via the maximization (4.5)
using Algorithm 4.9. By the properties of the ε-nets, it can be shown that at
least one of the computed candidate solutions must attain an objective value
close to the optimal of (4.3).
The guarantees of Alg. 4.7 are formally established in Lemma 4.3.2. A
detailed analysis of the algorithm is provided in the corresponding proof in
Appendix C.1.2. This completes the description of our algorithmic develop-
ments.
4.5 Experiments
4.5.1 Experiments on NNPCA
We compare our NNPCA algorithm against three existing approaches:
NSPCA [157], EM [127] and NNSPAN [16] on real datasets. NSPCA computes
multiple nonnegative, but not necessarily orthogonal components; a parame-
ter α penalizes the overlap among their supports. We set a high penalty
(α = 1e10) to promote orthogonality. EM and NNSPAN compute only a sin-
gle nonnegative component. Multiple components are computed consecutively,
interleaving an appropriate deflation step. To ensure orthogonality, the de-
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flation step effectively zeroes out the variables used in previously extracted
components. Finally, note that both the EM and NSPCA algorithms are ran-
domly initialized. All depicted values are the best results over multiple random
restarts. For our algorithm, we use a sketch of rank r = 4 of the (centered)
input data. Further we apply an early termination criterion; execution is ter-
minated if no improvement is observed in a number of consecutive iterations
(samples). This can only hurt the performance of our algorithm.
CBCL Dataset The CBCL dataset [130] contains 2429, 19× 19 pixel, gray
scale face images. It has been used in the evaluation of all three methods [157,
127, 16]. We extract k orthogonal nonnegative components using all methods
and compare the total explained variance, i.e., the objective in (4.2). We note
that input data has been centered and it is hence not nonnegative.
Fig. 4.2(a) depicts the cumulative explained variance versus the number
of components for k = 8. EM and NNSPAN extract components greedily with
a deflation step; the first component achieves high value, but subsequent ones
contribute less to the total variance. On the contrary, our algorithm jointly
optimizes the k = 8 components, achieving an approximately 60% increase
in the total variance compared to the second best method. We repeat the
experiment for k = 2, . . . , 8. Fig. 4.2(b) depicts the total variance captured by












































































Figure 4.2: Cumulative variance captured by k nonnegative components;
CBCL Face image dataset [130]. In Fig. 4.2(a), we set k = 8 and plot the
cumul. variance versus the number of components. EM and NNSPAN extract
components greedily; first components achieve high value, but subsequent ones
contribute less to the objective. Our algorithm jointly optimizes the k = 8
components, achieving a 59.95% improvement over the second best method.
Fig. 4.2(b) depicts the cumul. variance for various values of k. We note the
percentage improvement of our algorithm over the second best method.
NSPCA EM NNSPAN Ours
Amzn Com. Rev (1500×10000) 5.44e+ 01 7.32e+ 03 7.32e+ 03 7.86e + 03 (+7.37%)
Arcence Train (100×10000) 4.96e+ 04 3.01e+ 07 3.00e+ 07 3.80e + 07 (+26.7%)
Isolet-5 (1559×617) 5.83e− 01 3.54e+ 01 3.55e+ 01 4.55e + 01 (+28.03%)
Leukemia (72×12582) 3.02e+ 07 7.94e+ 09 8.02e+ 09 1.04e + 10 (+29.57%)
Mfeat Pix (2000×240) 2.00e+ 01 3.20e+ 02 3.25e+ 02 5.24e + 02 (+61.17%)
Low Res. Spec. (531×100) 3.98e+ 06 2.29e+ 08 2.29e+ 08 2.41e + 08 (+5.34%)
BoW:KOS (3430×6906) 4.96e− 02 2.96e+ 01 3.00e+ 01 4.59e + 01 (+52.95%)
Table 4.1: Total variance captured by k = 5 nonnegative components on var-
ious datasets [22]. For each dataset, we list (#samples × #variables) and the
variance captured by each method; higher values are better. Our algorithm
operates on a rank-4 sketch in all cases, and consistently achieves the best
results. We note the percentage improvement over the second best method.
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Additional Datasets We solve the NNPCA problem on various datasets
obtained from [22]. We arbitrarily set the target number of components
to k = 5 and configure our algorithm to use a rank-4 sketch of the input.
Table 4.1 lists the total variance captured by the extracted components for
each method. Our algorithm consistently outperforms the other approaches.
4.5.2 Experiments on ONMF
We compare our algorithm with several state-of-the-art ONMF algo-
rithms i) the O-PNMF algorithm of [153] (for 1000 iterations), and ii) the
more recent ONP-MF [120], and iii) EM-ONMF algorithms of [119] (for 1000
iterations). We also compare to clustering methods, namely vanilla and spher-
ical k-means, since such algorithms also yield an approximate ONMF.
Synthetic data We generate a synthetic dataset as follows. We select five
base vectors cj, j = 1, . . . , 5 randomly and independently from the unit hyper-
cube in 100 dimensions. Then, we generate data points xi = ai · cj + p ·ni, for
some j ∈ {1, . . . , 5}, where ai ∼ U([0.1, 1]), ni ∼ N(0, I), and p is a parameter
controlling the noise variance. Any negative entries of xi are set to zero.
We vary p in [10−2, 1]. For each p value, we compute an approximate
ONMF on 10 randomly generated datasets and measure the relative Frobenius
approximation error. For the methods that involved random initialization, we
run 10 averaging iterations per Monte-Carlo trial. Our algorithm is configured

























Figure 4.3: ONMF approximation error on synthetic data. The figure depicts
the relative Frobenius approximation error achieved by the nonnegative factors
obtained through various algorithms. Data points (samples) are generated by
randomly scaling and adding noise to one of five base points that have been
randomly selected from the unit hypercube in 100 dimensions. We run ONMF
methods with target dimension k = 5. Our algorithm is labeled as ONMFS.
by each method (averaged over the random trials) versus the noise variance p.
Our algorithm, labeled ONMFS achieves competitive or higher accuracy for
most values in the range of p.
Real Data We apply the ONMF algorithms on various nonnegative datasets
obtained from [22]. We arbitrarily set the target number of components
to k = 6. Table 4.2 lists the relative Frobenius approximation error achieved
by each algorithm. We note that on the text datasets (e.g., Bag of Words [22])
we run the algorithms on the uncentered word-by-document matrix. Our al-
gorithm performs competitively compared to other methods.
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K-MEANS O-PNMF ONP-MF EM-ONMF ONMFS
Amzn Com. Rev (10000×1500) 0.0547 0.1153 0.1153 0.0467 0.0462(5)
Arcence Train (100×10000) 0.0837 − 0.1250 0.0856 0.0788(4)
Mfeat Pix (2000×240) 0.2489 0.2974 0.3074 0.2447 0.2615 (4)
Pems Train (267×138672) 0.1441 0.1439 0.1380 0.1278 0.1283 (5)
BoW:KOS (3430×6906) 0.8193 0.7692 0.7671 0.7671 0.7609(4)
BoW:Enron (28102×39861) 0.9946 − 0.6728 0.7148 0.6540(4)
BoW:NIPS (1500×12419) 0.8137 0.7277 0.7277 0.7375 0.7252(5)
BoW:NyTimes (102660×3 · 105) − − 0.9199 0.9238 0.9199(5)
Table 4.2: ONMF approximation error on nonnegative matrices obtained from
real datasets [22]. For each dataset, we list the size (#samples × #variables)
and the relative Frobenius approximation error achieved by each method; lower
values are better. We arbitrarily set the target dimension k = 6. Dashes (-)
denote an invalid solution/non-convergence. Lower values are better. For our
method, we note in parentheses the approximation rank r used.
4.6 Conclusions
We presented a novel algorithm for approximately solving the ONMF
problem on a nonnegative matrix. Our algorithm relied on a new method for
solving the NNPCA problem. The latter jointly optimizes multiple orthogo-
nal nonnegative components and provably achieves an objective value close to
optimal. Our ONMF algorithm is the first one to be equipped with theoreti-
cal approximation guarantees; for a constant target dimension k, it yields an
additive EPTAS for the relative approximation error. Empirical evaluation on
synthetic and real datasets demonstrates that our algorithms outperform or
match existing approaches in both problems.
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Chapter 5
PCA Along Graph Paths
We introduce a variant of (sparse) PCA in which the set of feasible
support sets is determined by a graph. In particular, we consider the following
special case: given input data in p dimensions and a directed acyclic graph G
on p vertices corresponding to the observed variables, we seek to extract a
(sparse) principal component such that the non-zero entries of the extracted
principal component coincide with vertices lying along a simple path in G.
From a statistical perspective, information on the underlying network
may potentially reduce the number of observations required to recover the
population principal component. We consider the canonical minimax esti-
mator which optimally exploits the prior knowledge by solving a non-convex
quadratic maximization on the empirical covariance. We introduce a simple
network and analyze the estimator under the spiked covariance model. We
Chapter 5 is based on material from Reference [13]: Megasthenis Asteris, Anastasios
Kyrillidis, Alex Dimakis, Han-Gyol Yi, and Bharath Chandrasekaran, “Stay On Path: PCA
Along Graph Paths”, In Proceedings of the 32nd International Conference on Machine Learn-
ing (ICML), pp. 1728–1736, 2015. The author of this dissertation is the lead author of [13],
and contributed to the conception of the research problem, the theoretical and analytical de-
velopments, the experimental design and implementation, and the writing of the manuscript
and its revisions. The interpretation of the experimental results on real data was provided
by Han-Gyol Yi and Bharath Chandrasekaran.
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show that side information potentially improves the statistical complexity.
Finally, we propose two simple algorithms to approximate the solu-
tion of the estimator and recover a component supported on the graph, and
empirically evaluate them on synthetic and real datasets.
5.1 Introduction
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is an invaluable tool in data anal-
ysis and machine learning. For a set of n centered datapoints lying in p-
dimensional ambient space, represented as the columns of a matrix Y ∈ Rp×n,
the leading principal component is the first eigenvector of the empirical co-




The principal component spans the direction of maximum data variability.
This direction is a linear combination of all p observed variables; in other
words, the PC vectors are typically non-sparse. However, it is often desirable
to obtain a principal component with specific structure, for example limit-
ing the support of non-zero entries. From a statistical viewpoint, in the high
dimensional regime n = O(p), the recovery of the true (population) principal
component is only possible if additional side-information is available; for exam-
ple, we may know that the leading principal component has a limited number
of nonzero entries, i.e., it is a sparse vector [7, 142].
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X , {x∈Rp : ‖x‖2 = 1, ‖x‖0 ≤ s}, (5.3)
with the parameter s controlling the number of nonzero entries in the extracted
component. The above estimator is optimal in terms of the statistical rate of
convergence [142] (with respect to a natural loss function defined by the Frobe-
nious distance of the projection matrices on the principal direction), i.e., it
optimally exploits the side information on the sparsity. However, it is NP-hard
(by a reduction from maximum clique problem), and hence computationally
intractable in general.
Path PCA In this chapter, we move beyond sparsity, to higher order struc-
ture. We consider the case where the desired principal component is not only
sparse, but its support satisfies additional restrictions captured by an under-
lying network, given as side-information along with the observed data. In
particular, motivated primarily by a neuroscience application, we consider the
following special case, hereafter referred to as Graph Path PCA, or simply
Path PCA. Consider a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G = (V,E) on p vertices
corresponding to the ambient dimension of the input data. Let S and T be
two additional special vertices and consider all simple paths from S to T on
the graph G. Ignoring the order of vertices along a path, let P(G) denote
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the collection of all S-T paths in G. We seek a sparse principal component






X (G) , {x∈Rp : ‖x‖2 = 1, supp(x) ∈ P(G)}. (5.5)
A natural question arises regarding the usefulness of the above Path
PCA formulation. We will argue that it can be used to impose several inter-
esting types of structure. Note that the data covariance matrix and the un-
derlying graph can be arbitrary: the matrix captures data correlations, while
the graph is a mathematical tool to efficiently describe the possible supports
of interest. We illustrate this through a few applications.
Multiple Choice PCA: The Financial Model Example Consider a
dataset formed by observing the stock prices of the companies listed in the
S&P500 index over a large time window. We wish to identify a small number
of companies that can form a direction of maximum data variability. Run-
ning Sparse PCA with a sparsity parameter s will select s companies that
maximize explained variance under this cardinality constraint. However, it
may be useful to enforce more structure. For example, the listed companies
can be conceptually grouped into a few business sectors (e.g., Energy, Health
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Care,etc.). If we are forced to choose at most one company from each sector,
how could we identify the best representatives?
More abstractly, given a partition of the observed variables, we may
wish to identify a sparse principal component in which the nonzero variables
correspond to distinct parts. In other words, each segment of the partition is
represented in the principal component by a single variable; this is a Multiple
Choice PCA problem.
In Section 5.5, we show that Multiple Choice PCA can be encoded
using our graph path framework. We compare our variable selection with that
of Sparse PCA in the context of the aforementioned finance model selection
example and show that it leads to interpretable results.
Biological and fMRI Networks Several problems involve variables that
are naturally connected in a network. In these cases, Path PCA can enforce
interpretable sparsity structure, especially when the starting and ending points
are manually selected by domain experts. In section 5.5, we apply our algo-
rithm on fMRI data using a graph on regions of interest (ROIs) based on the
Harvard-Oxford brain structural atlas [54].
We emphasize that our applications to brain data is preliminary: the
directional graphs we extract are simply based on distance and should not be
interpreted as causality; rather, simply as a way of encoding desired supports.
What can we say about the tractability of (5.4)? Note that despite the
additional constraints on the sparsity patterns, the number of admissible sup-
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port sets (i.e., the collection of S-T paths in the graph G) can be exponential
in p, the number of variables. For example, consider the following graph G:
all vertices except S and T are grouped in (p/2− 1) pairs; the source vertex S
is connected to the two vertices of the first pair, both of which are in turn
connected to the two vertices of the second pair and so on, and finally, the two
vertices of the last pair are connected to the terminal vertex T . Clearly, there
are by construction 2s ≈ 2p/2 S-T paths and therefore a brute-force search over
all admissible support sets is not tractable. It turns out that the Path PCA
optimization (5.4) is NP-hard. In Section D.1, we provide a proof based on a
multi-step reduction from the k-clique problem. The proof implies the same
hardness result for Multiple Choice PCA, which is a special case of Path PCA.
Our Contributions
1. From a statistical viewpoint, we show that side information on the un-
derlying graph G can potentially improve the statistical complexity of
recovering the true principal component x? ∈ X (G) via (5.4). For our
analysis, we introduce a simple, sparsity-inducing network model: the
network is defined on p vertices partitioned into s layers, with edges
from one layer to the next, and maximum out-degree upper bounded by
a parameter d (see path:appendix:pathpca-hardnessFig. 5.1). We show
that n = O(log p/s + s log d) observations yi ∼ N(0,Σ), suffice to obtain
an arbitrarily good estimate via (5.4) with respect to a natural choice for
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the loss function. Our analysis follows the steps of [142] for the sparse
PCA minimax estimator.
2. We complement the above with an information-theoretic lower bound on
the minimax estimation error under the spiked covariance model. Here,
the latent signal is assumed to be a vector supported along a path of the
given graph. The lower bound matches the aforementioned upper bound
on the statistical complexity.
3. We propose two algorithms for approximating the solution of (5.4), based
on those of [155] and [113, 16] for the sparse PCA problem. We empiri-
cally evaluate our algorithms on synthetic and real datasets.
5.2 Related Work
There is a large volume of work on algorithms and the statistical analy-
sis of sparse PCA [77, 160, 49, 51, 77, 142, 7]. On the contrary, there is limited
work that considers additional structure on the sparsity patterns. Motivated
by a face recognition application, [75] introduce structured sparse PCA using a
regularization that encodes higher-order information about the data. The au-
thors design sparsity inducing norms that further promote a pre-specified set of
sparsity patterns. Of course, we note that the idea of pursuing additional struc-
ture on top of sparsity is not limited to PCA: Model-based compressive sensing
seeks sparse solutions under a restricted family of sparsity patterns [24, 26, 92],
while structure induced by an underlying network is found in [107] for sparse
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linear regression.
Finally, we remark that on a technical level, our subsequent statistical
analysis of the minimax estimation error relies heavily on the work of Vu and
Lei [142], which analyzes the minimax rates of estimation for sparse PCA in
high dimensions.
5.3 Minimax Estimation Error for Path PCA
We analyze the minimax estimation error for Path PCA, i.e., the prob-
lem of recovering the leading eigenvector of the covariance matrix of the pop-
ulation from which the observed data samples originate under the assumption
that the leading eigenvector has a support belonging to the collection of sup-
ports induced by a given graph G as described in (5.5). The objective is to
quantify the difficulty of the estimation problem and the limitations of statisti-
cal inference imposed on any estimator, as well as characterize the performance
of specific estimators with respect to these fundamental statistical limits. Our
subsequent analysis follows closely the steps of Vu and Lei [142] for the analysis
of minimax rates of estimation in the case of sparse PCA.
To analyze the minimax estimation error, we need to first specify two
main components. The first component is a generative model for the observed
data. In turn, this requires specifying the collection of the parameter to be
estimated, i.e., the leading eigenvector of the population matrix, as well as
the random process (or more generally a class of random distributions) that
generates the observed samples for a given parameter. The second component
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is of course the loss function that captures the estimation error.
5.3.1 Loss Function
If x? denotes the true leading eigenvector of the population covariance
matrix, then a natural choice for the evaluation of any estimator x̂ is the
`2-distance ‖x? − x̂‖2. This loss function, however, has a two-fold weakness.
First, it fails to capture the sign ambiguity for x?; in other words, x̂ and −x̂
should be equally good estimators. Secondly, although beyond the scope or our
analysis, it cannot be straightforwardly extended to the problem of estimating
a principal subspace of dimension k > 1 due to the fact that the basis of a
k-dimensional subspace is not unique, and the non-uniqueness is not limited
to a sign ambiguity.
To mitigate these issues, we resort to the loss function
`(x?, x̂) =
∥∥∥x?x>? − x̂x̂>∥∥∥F, (5.6)
which captures the distance between the projection matrices onto the cor-
responding one-dimensional subspaces spanned by x? and x̂, respectively. It
removes the sign ambiguity for the one-dimensional case and generalizes to the
problem of estimating high-dimensional subspaces since the projection matri-
ces are unique. Finally, note that for the one-dimensional estimation prob-
lem, that loss function lies within a small constant factor from the `2-distance
(See [142], Lemma A.1.2).
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5.3.2 Data Model
The second component required for our analysis is a data generative
model, which in turn, this requires specifying the collection of the parameter
to be estimated, i.e., the leading eigenvector of the population matrix, as well
as the random process (or more generally a class of random distributions)
that generates the observed samples for a given parameter. In our Path PCA
problem, the set of permissible vectors is induced by a given DAG G defined
on the p variables: it contains all vectors with unit `2-norm whose support
corresponds to a path on the graph. Hence, to specify the parameter space,
we need to adopt a model for the underlying network.
The Layer Graph Consider a directed acyclic graph G = (V,E) on p ver-
tices, with the following structure:
1. The set of vertices V contains a special source vertex S and a terminal
vertex T . The remaining p−2 vertices in V \{S, T} are partitioned into s
disjoint subsets (layers) L1, . . . ,Ls, i.e.,
⋃
i Li = V̂ , and Li ∩ Lj = ∅,
∀i, j ∈ [s], i 6= j. For simplicity, we will further assume that p− 2 is a
multiple of s and in turn all layers have exactly the same size.
2. The source vertex S is connected to all vertices of the first layer,
i.e., Γout(S) = L1, where Γout(v) denotes the out-neighborhood of v.
Similarly, all vertices of the sth layer are in the in-neighborhood of the





















Figure 5.1: The ((p, s, d)-layer graph G = (V,E) used for the theoretical anal-
ysis of Path PCA. G is a directed acyclic graph p vertices. One vertex is
considered a source vertex S and another is a terminal vertex T . The remain-
ing p − 2 vertices are partitioned into s disjoint sets (layers) L1, . . . ,Ls. S is
connected to all vertices in the first layer, and all vertices of the last layer are
connected to T . Each of the remaining intermediate vertices is connected to d
vertices of the subsequent layer. The in-degree of each vertex is also bounded
by d. The highlighted vertices form an S-T path.
3. Each of the remaining p−2 vertices is connected to (at most) d vertices of
the subsequent layer, that is Γout(v) ⊂ Li+1, ∀v ∈ Li, for i = 1, . . . , s−1.
Further, for simplicity, we assume that both the in-degree and out-degree
of each of the intermediate vertices is upper bounded by a parameter d,
that is, |Γout(v)| ≤ d, ∀v ∈ Li, i = 1, . . . , s− 1, and |Γin(v)| ≤ d, ∀v ∈ Li,
i = 2, . . . , s. In words, the edges from one layer are maximally spread
across the vertices of the next.
We refer to G as a ((p, s, d)-layer graph. The graph is illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
The highlighted vertices in Fig. 5.1 form an S-T path. Observe that by con-
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struction any path from the source to the terminval (excluding those two
vertices) has length exactly equal to s. Recall that in our Path PCA problem,
the feasible region contains vectors whose supports corresponds to S-T paths
in G. Hence, the number s of layers directly controls the number of nonzero
entries in the solution of Path PCA problem defined on that graph. Similarly,
the parameter d, which upper bounds the (in- and out-) degree of intermediate
vertices, effectively controls the size of the collection P(G) of S-T paths in the
graph. In particular,










i.e., the number of all possible supports of cardinality s. Intuitively, this is
the reason why the underlying graph structure may improve the statistical
complexity compared to vanilla sparse PCA.
The motivation behind the choice of the (p, s, d)-layer graph for the
data generative model is multi-fold. It is a simple and natural model. In
several physical or biological systems, variables are arranged in a grid in the
3-dimensional space and variable interactions tend to be spatially local. Such
simple grid structures are straightforwardly captured by our model. The model
further allows a straightforward comparison with sparse PCA. As explained
above, the network induces a feasible region containing s-sparse vectors. At
the same time, it does not make the problem easy; In fact, our proof of the
NP-hardness of the Path PCA problem, is based on an instance defined on a
(p, s, d)-layer graph.
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Spiked Covariance Model Having established the parameter space, we
need to determine the class of distributions under which our observed samples
are generated. We consider (a generalizaton of) the spiked covariance model,
as in the sparse PCA literature [77, 8], except instead of sparsity, we impose
the path constraints encoded by a (known) underlying graph G.
Let x? be a unit `2-norm p-dimensional vector. For λ1, λ2 ∈ R, with
λ1 > λ2 ≥ 0, let
Σ = λ1x?x>? + λ2Σ0 (5.8)
for some p × p PSD matrix Σ0 with ‖Σ0‖2 = 1. We will consider the class
of distributions whose second moment is of the form (5.8) for a latent signal
x? belonging to X (G) for a (p, s, d)-layer graph G. In particular, we will
assume that the n observations (samples) {yi}ni=1 ∈ Rp are indepedently drawn
according to such a distribution from a population with covariance matrix Σ.
Especially for the second part of our analysis, i.e., the upper bound on
the minimax estimation error, we will need a stricter technical assumption, in
order to bound the tails of the norm of the observations.
Assumption 1. There exist i.i.d. random vectors z1, . . . , zn ∈ Rp, such that
Ezi = 0 and Eziz>i = Ip,
yi = µ+ Σ
1/2zi and sup
x∈Sp−12
‖z>i x‖ψ2 ≤ K, (5.9)
where µ ∈ Rp and K > 0 is a constant depending on the distribution of zis.
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Here, ‖ · ‖ψα denote the Orlicz ψα-norm; for a random variable Y , the
Orlicz ψα-norm is ‖Y ‖ψα = inf{c > 0 : E exp(|Y/c|α) ≤ 2}. Random variables
with finite ψα-norm correspond to those whose tails are bounded by f(x) =
exp(−Cxα).
5.3.3 Main Results






∥∥∥x̂x̂> − x?x>? ∥∥∥F (5.10)
where the minimum is taken over all estimators x̂ which rely exclusively on
the collection of the n observed datapoints, while the maximum is over all
permissible values of the parameter x?, and more precisely over all distributions
that satisfy the criteria described in the previous subsection.
In particular, we develop (tight) non-asymptotic upper and lower
bounds on the minimax estimation error, which explicitly depend on the num-
ber n of observed samples, the ambient dimension p and of course the remain-
ing parameters of the model (e.g., the parameters of the underlying network).
The lower bound is information theoretic and relies on Fano’s inequality. Note
that to obtain a lower bound, it suffices to focus on a specific distribution in the
allowed class. The upper bound is based on the analysis of a specific estimator
(but must hold for all distributions in the class). Namely, we consider the esti-
mator obtained by solving the constrained quadratic maximization (5.4) with
argument the empirical covariance matrix of the available observations, over
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a feasible set induced by the aforementioned layer graph. Although that esti-
mato is computationally intractable, we show that it yields an upper bound on
the minimax error that nearly matches the information theoretic lower bound.
5.3.3.1 Lower Bound
Theorem 5.8 (Lower Bound). Consider a (p, s, d)-layer graph G defined on p
vertices, with s ≥ 4 layers, and degree bound d such that log d ≥ 4H(3/4) (Note
that by construction the parameters must also satisfy p− s · d ≥ 2), and let x?
be a vector in the feasible set X (G) induced by G as in (5.5). Let {yi}ni=1




0, Ip + β · x?x>?
)
,
for some β > 0. Let D(n)p (x?) denote the product measure over the n indepen-
dent draws. Consider the problem of estimating x? from the n observations,

















+ s4 log d
))1/2. (5.11)
Theorem 5.8 states that for some latent signal x? ∈ X (G), and ob-
servations generated according to the spiked covariance model, the minimax
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+ s log d
)
. (5.12)
Note that although the lower bound is derived based on a specific distribution
for the observed data, it is a lower bound for the entire class described in the
previous section, since the distribution described in the theorem is a member






are necessary and sufficient to recover the true s-sparse leading eigenvector
in the case of Sparse PCA [142]. In conjuction with the fact that the bound
in (5.12) is tight as we will show subsequently, depending on the scaling of the
parameters s (sparsity/number of layers) and d (degree upper bound) the side-
information of the underlying network G can potentially reduce the statistical
complexity of recovering the desired eigenvector.
In the sequel, we provide a sketch proof of Theorem 5.8, following the
steps of [142]. The key idea is to discretize the feasible space X (G) (i.e., the
parameter space) and utilize the Generalized Fano Inequality [154] to derive
the desired lower bound on the minimax estimation error. The next lemma
summarizes Fano’s Inequality for the special case in which the n observations
are distibuted according to the n-fold product measure D(n)p (x?):
Lemma 5.3.3 (Generalized Fano [154]). Let Xε ⊂ X (G) be a finite set of
points x1, . . . ,x|Xε| ∈ X (G). Each point xi implicitly yields a probability mea-
sure D(n)p (xi) on the n observations. If for all pair of points xi, xj, i 6= j, it
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holds that
d(xi,xj) ≥ α (5.13)
for some pseudo-metric1 d(·, ·) and some α > 0, and further Kullback-Leibler
divergence between the corresponding measures D(n)p (xi) and D(n)p (xj) satisfies
KL
(
D(n)p (xi) ‖ D(n)p (xj)
)
≤ γ,







1− γ + log 2log |Xε|
)
. (5.14)






i.e., using our loss function as a pseudo-metric in Lemma 5.3.3. But first, we
need to show the existence of a sufficiently large set Xε ⊆ X (G) such that
i) the points in Xε are well separated under the above pseudo-metric d(·, ·),
while ii) the KL divergence of the induced probability measures is upper ap-
propriately bounded.
Lemma 5.3.4 (Local Packing). Consider a (p, s, d)-layer graph G on p ver-
tices with s ≥ 4 and log d ≥ 4 · H(3/4) (i.e., the same assumptions as in
1A pseudometric on a set X is a function d : Q2 → R that satisfies all properties of a
distance (non-negativity, symmetry, triangle inequality) except the identity of indiscernibles:
d(q,q) = 0, ∀q ∈ Q but possibly d(q1,q2) = 0 for some q1 6= q2 ∈ Q.
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Thm. 5.8). For any ε ∈ (0, 1], there exists a set Xε ⊂ X (G) such that
ε/
√
2 < ‖xi − xj‖2 ≤
√
2 · ε,
for all xi,xj ∈ Xε, xi 6= xj, and
log |Xε| ≥ log
p− 2
s
+ 14 · s · log d.
Proof. The proof of the lemma relies on developing a modified version of the
Varshamov-Gilbert Lemma adapted to our specific model, i.e., the set of char-
acteristic vectors of the S-T paths of a (p, s, d)-layer graph G. The proof is
given in Appendix D.2.
Consider a set of points Xε ⊂ X (G) with the properties described in
Lemma 5.3.4. Taking into account the fact that for any two unit `2-norm
vectors x, y such that ‖x−y‖2 ≤
√
2 it holds that ‖xx>−yy>‖F ≥ ‖x−y‖2
(See [142], Lemma A.1.2), we have that for any two distinct points xi,xj ∈ Xε,
d2(xi,xj) = ‖xix>i − xjx>j ‖2F >
ε2
2 (5.16)
Moreover, for the KL divergence between the distributions Dp(xi) and Dp(xj)
for two distinct points xi,xj ∈ Xε, we have
KL(Dp(xi) ‖ Dp(xj))














4(1 + β) · ‖xix
>
i − xjx>j ‖2F
≤ β
2




and in turn, for the n-fold product distribution,
KL
(








(1 + β) , (5.17)
where the last inequality follows by the fact that ‖xi − xj‖2 ≤
√
2 · ε.
The lower bound (5.16) on the pseudo-metric d(·, ·) and the upper
bound (5.17) on the KL-divergence implicitly determine a value for the pa-








1− n 2ε2β2(1+β) + log 2log |Xε|
, (5.18)
for any ε ∈ (0, 1].
Inequality (5.18) resembles substantially the desired lower
bound (5.11). To get that desired result, it suffices to choose the ap-
propriate value of ε. For convenience, let B = log((p− 2)/s) + 1/4 · s log d
denote the lower bound on the log-cardinality of Xε given in Lemma 5.8, that

















≤ 14 . (5.20)
To verify that, observe that regardless of which of the two quantities in the
RHS of (5.19) is the smallest, we have that
ε2 ≤ 18 ·
1
n




from which (5.20) immediately follows taking into account that log |Xε| ≥ B.
Furthermore, by Lemma 5.3.4, and under the assumptions of Thm. 5.8 on the
parameters s and d (note that p− 2 ≥ k · d by the structure of G), we have
log |Xε| ≥ log
p− 2
s
+ s4 · log d ≥ 4 ·H(
3/4) ≥ 4 log 2. (5.21)









Substituting ε in the RHS of the last inequality according to (5.19) implies the
desired result (5.11), completing the proof of Theorem 5.8.
5.3.3.2 Upper bound
Up to this point, we have developed an information theoretic lower
bound on the minimax estimation error. That bound is oblivious to the esti-
mator; in principle, it may be unatainable by any estimator. In this section,
we derive an upper bound on the minimax estimation error, by analyzing the
(statistical) performance of a specific estimator: the one obtained by solving
the constrained quadratic maximization (5.4) on a constraint set induced by
the given (p, s, d)-layer graph G. This upper bound effectively implies that
there exists an estimator (although in our case computationally intractable)
which can recover the true eigenvector of the population covariance matrix
using approximately as few samples as required by the funamental statistical
limit. In particular, we will show the following.
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Theorem 5.9 (Upper bound). Consider a (p, s, d)-layer graph G and a vec-
tor x? ∈ X (G). Let {yi}ni=1 be a sequence of n indepdendent observations,
identically distributed according to N (0,Σ), where Σ  0 with eigenvalues
λ1 > λ2 ≥ . . ., and principal eigenvector x?. Further, let Σ̂ be the empirical
covariance of those n samples and x̂ be the estimate of x? obtained via (5.4)
for the given graph G. For the loss function `(x̂,x?) , ‖x̂x̂> − x?x>? ‖F, we
have










where C is a positive constant and
A = O(log((p− 2)/s) + s log d).
Here, the expectation is over the randomness of the observations.
Theorem 5.9 effectively determines the scaling of n –the number of
samples– with respect to the remaining parameters that suffices to obtain an
arbitrarily small expected error. In the sequel, we provide a sketch proof of
Theorem 5.9. Our proof relies heavily on the proof of [142] for a similar upper
bound for the sparse PCA problem, but we reproduce most of the steps for
completeness.
Lemma 5.3.5 (Lemma 3.2.1 [142]). Let Σ be a p × p symmetric, positive
semidefinite matrix whose principal eigenvector is x?. For any x̃ ∈ Rp such
that ‖x̃‖2 = 1, we have
λ1 − λ2
2 · ‖x̃x̃
> − x?x>? ‖2F ≤
〈




Let x̂ be an estimator of x? obtained via solving the constrained
quadratic maximization (5.4). The solution x̂ belongs to the feasible re-










Σ̂−Σ, x̂x̂> − x?x>?
〉
. (5.23)
Recall that both x? and its estimate x̂ are supported on (potentially different)
sets that belong to P(G), the set of S − T paths in G. Hence, for the inner
produt in the RHS of (5.23), the only entries of Σ̂ − Σ that are relevant,
are those in the rows and columns indexed by the union of the two supports.
More formally, let S = supp(x?) ∩ supp(x̂) and ΠS be the diagonal matrix
that takes the value 1 in the ith diagonal entry if i ∈ S. Further, define P2(G)
to be the collection of sets formed by the union of two sets in P(G); for
example, S ∈ P2(G). Similarly, define X 2(G) as the set of unit `2-norm













ΠS, x̂x̂> − x?x>?
〉
≤
∥∥∥ΠS(Σ̂−Σ)ΠS∥∥∥2 ·Tr(x̂x̂> − x?x>? )
≤
∥∥∥ΠS(Σ̂−Σ)ΠS∥∥∥2 · √2 · ∥∥∥x̂x̂> − x?x>? ∥∥∥F
≤ sup
x∈X 2(G)
∣∣∣x>(Σ̂−Σ)x∣∣∣ · √2 · `(x̂, x?), (5.24)
where the second inequality is due to Von Neumann’s trace inequality, the
third by the `1/`2 norm inquality and the fact that the matrix in the trace
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has rank equal to 2 and hence at most two nonzero singular values. The
last inequality is follows by the defintion of the spectral norm and the fact









Subsequently, [142] ultize a very interesting result by Mendelson [109]
to upper bound the constrained quadratic in the RHS of (5.25). This is the
only part where the additional assumptions (see Ass. 1) are needed. We note
that in their proof the constraint set is defined on sparse vectors, but the
argument is oblivious to the exact strcuture of that set and extends to our


















Here, c and K constants depending on the input distribution (Ass.1).
Inequality (5.26) (in conjuction with (5.25)), reduces the problem of
upper bounding E[`(x̂,x?)] to upper bounding the supremum of a Gaussian
process (5.27). To achieve that, we use a simple discretization of the relevant
set X 2(G) with a δ-covering net. In particular, we show the following.
Lemma 5.3.6. Let Nδ ⊂ X 2(G) be a δ-covering set of X 2(G) in the Euclidean
metric, with the following property: ∀x ∈ X 2(G), ∃y ∈ Nδ such that ‖x −
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≤ (1− δ)−1 ·
√
2 log |Nδ|. (5.28)
Proof. Let y? ∈ X 2(G) be such that 〈Y,y?〉 = supx∈X 2〈Y,x〉. The set Nδ, by
construction contains a point y] such that ‖y?−y]‖2 ≤ δ and supp(y?−y]) ∈
P2(G). It follows that
sup
x∈X 2
〈Y,x〉 = 〈Y,y? − y]〉+ 〈Y,y]〉
≤ ‖y? − y]‖2 · sup
y∈X 2(G)
〈Y,y〉+ 〈Y,y]〉








〈Y,x〉 ≤ (1− δ)−1 max
y∈Nδ
〈Y,y〉. (5.30)
The inner product 〈Y,y〉 in the RHS of the last inequality is a standard
Gaussian random variable for every y ∈ Nδ, since y’s have unit `2-norm and
Y consists of jointly Gaussian and uncorrelated (hence independent) random
variables. The expected value of the maximum of |Nδ| Gaussian random vari-










(see Lemma D.3.49). This implies the desired result.
The final remaining ingredient to obtain the upper bound of Thm. 5.9,
is to show that such a δ-covering of X 2(G) exists for the case where G is a
(p, s, d)-layer graph, and show that the covering is not too large.
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Lemma 5.3.7. For any δ ∈ (0, 1), there exists a δ-covering Nδ of X 2(G),
where G is a (p, s, d)-layer graph in the Euclidean metric, with the following
properties:
1. ∀x ∈ X 2(G), ∃y ∈ Nδ such that ‖x−y‖2 ≤ δ and supp(x−y) ∈ P2(G),
and
2. |Nδ| ≤ c(log ((p− 2)/s) + s log d), for some constant c > 0 that depends
potentially only on δ.
Proof. We construct the δ-covering with the desired properties by associating
isometric copies of S2s+12 with each support set in P2(G) (recall that supports
in P2(G) have cardinality equal to 2s+ 2), and subsequently using a separate
δ-covering for each copy. The union of the local δ-nets forms a set Nδ with
the desired properties.
To verify that, observe that for any point x ∈ X 2(G), the support
of x has cardinality at most 2s+ 2 and it is associated with one of the local
copies. That local copy by definition contains a point y that lies δ-close to x
in Euclidean distance. Furthermore, y has the same support as x and in turn,
so does their difference. Finally, it is known [140] that there exists a minimal
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δ-covering for S2s+12 with cardinality at most (1 + 2/δ)2s+2. Then,
log |Nδ| ≤ log |P2(G)|+ 2(s+ 1) log(1 + 2/δ)
≤ 2 log |P(G)|+ 2(s+ 1) log(1 + 2/δ)
≤ 2(log ((p− 2)/s) + s log d) + 2(s+ 1) log(1 + 2/δ)
≤ 2 log(1 + 2/δ) · (log ((p− 2)/s) + s log d),
which proves the second property.
Substituting the cardinality of Nδ in (5.28) as Lemma 5.3.7 yields the
desired bound on E[`(x̂,x?)], completing the proof of Theorem 5.9.
5.4 Algorithmic approaches
We propose two algorithms for approximating the solution of the con-
strained quadratic maximization in (5.4): The first is an adaptation of the
truncated power iteration method of [155] for the problem of computing sparse
eigenvectors. The second relies on approximately solving (5.4) on a low rank
approximation of Σ̂, similar to [113, 16]. Both algorithms rely on a projection
operation from Rp onto the feasible set X (G), for a given graph G = (V,E).
Besides the projection step, the algorithms are oblivious to the specifics of
the constraint set,2 and can adapt to different constraints by modifying the
projection operation.
2For Alg. 5.11, the observation holds under mild assumptions: X (G) must be such that
‖x‖2 = Θ(1), while ±x ∈ X (G) should both achieve the same objective value.
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5.4.1 Graph-Truncated Power Method
We consider a simple iterative procedure, similar to the truncated power
method of [155] for the problem of computing sparse eigenvectors. Our algo-
rithm produces sequence of vectors xi ∈ X (G), i ≥ 0, that serve as intermedi-
ate estimates of the desired solution of (5.4).
The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 5.10. In the ith iteration,
the current estimate xi is multiplied by the empirical covariance Σ̂, The prod-
uct wi ∈ Rp is projected back to the feasible set X (G), yielding the next esti-
mate xi+1. The core of Algorithm 5.10 lies in the projection operation,






which is analyzed separately in Section 5.4.3. The initial estimate x0 can be
selected randomly or based on simple heuristics, e.g., the projection on X (G)
of the column of Σ̂ corresponding to the largest diagonal entry. The algorithm
terminates when some convergence criterion is satisfied.
The computational complexity (per iteration) of Algorithm 5.10 is dom-
inated by the cost of matrix-vector multiplication and the projection step. The
former is O(s · p), where s is cardinality of the largest support in X (G). The
projection operation for the particular set X (G), boils down to solving the
longest path problem on a weighted variant of the DAG G (see Section 5.4.3),
which can be solved in time O(|V |+ |E|), i.e., linear in the size of G.
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Algorithm 5.10 Graph-Truncated Power Method
input Σ̂ – p× p real PSD covariance matrix
G – DAG G = (V,E) on p vertices corresponding to the dimensions




3: wi ← Σ̂xi
4: xi+1 ← ProjX (G)(wi)
5: i← i+ 1
6: until Convergence/Stop Criterion
output xi
5.4.2 Low-Dimensional Sample and Project
The second algorithm outputs an estimate of the desired solution
of (5.4) by (approximately) solving the constrained quadratic maximization








viv>i = VV>, (5.33)
where λi is the ith largest eigenvalue of Σ̂, qi is the corresponding eigenvector,
vi,
√
λi · qi, and V is the p× r matrix whose ith column is equal to vi. The
approximation rank r is an accuracy parameter; typically, r  p.
Our algorithm operates3 on Σ̂r and seeks
xr , argmax
x∈X (G)
x> Σ̂r x. (5.34)
3 Under the spiked covariance model, this approach may be asymptotically unsuitable;
as the ambient dimension increases, it with fail to recover the latent signal. Empirically,
however, if the spectral decay of Σ̂ is sharp, it yields very competitive results.
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Algorithm 5.11 Low-Dimensional Sample and Project
input Σ̂ – p× p real PSD covariance matrix
G – DAG G = (V,E) on p vertices corresponding to the dimensions
r – Accuracy parameter in [p]
ε – Accuracy parameter in (0, 1)
output x̂r – p-dimensional real vector supported on an S − T path of G.
1: [Q,Λ]← svd(Σ̂, r)
2: V← QΛ1/2 {Σ̂r,VV>}
3: C ← {} {Set of candidate solutions}
4: for i = 1 : O(ε−r · log p) do
5: ci ← uniformly sampled from Sr−1
6: wi ← Vci
7: xi ← ProjX (G)(wi)
8: C = C ∪ {xi}
9: end for
10: x̂r ← argmaxx∈C ‖V>x‖22
The motivation is that an (approximate) solution for the low-rank problem
in (5.34) can be efficiently computed. Intuitively, if Σ̂r is a sufficiently good
approximation of the original matrix Σ̂, then xr would perform similarly to
the solution x? of the original problem (5.4). Our algorithm samples points
from the low-dimensional principal subspace of Σ̂, and projects them on the
feasible set X (G), producing a set of candidate estimates for xr. It outputs the
candidate that maximizes the objective in (5.34). The exact steps are formally
presented in Algorithm 5.11. The following paragraphs delve into the details
of Algorithm 5.11.
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5.4.2.1 The Low Rank Problem






and in turn (see [16] for details), as a double maximization over the vari-
ables c ∈ Sr−1 and x ∈ Rp:
max
x∈X (G)





The rank-1 case Let w,Vc; w is only a vector in Rp. For given c and w,







The maximization in (5.37) is nothing but a rank-1 instance of the maximiza-
tion in (5.35). Observe that if x ∈ X (G), then −x ∈ X (G), and the two




Further, since ‖x‖2 = 1, ∀x ∈ X (G), the maximization in (5.38) is equivalent
to minimizing 12‖w−x‖
2
2. In other words, x(c) is just the projection of w ∈ Rp
onto X (G):
x(c) ∈ ProjX (G)(w). (5.39)
The projection operator is described in Section 5.4.3.
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Multiple rank-1 instances Let (cr,xr) denote a pair that attains the max-
imum value in (5.36). If cr was known, then xr would coincide with the pro-
jection x(cr) of w = Vcr on the feasible set, according to (5.39).
Of course, the optimal value cr of the auxiliary variable is not known.
Recall, however, that cr lies on the low dimensional manifold Sr−1. Consider
an ε-net Nε covering the r-dimensional unit sphere Sr−1; Algorithm 5.11 con-
structs such a net by random sampling. By definition, Nε contains at least
one point, call it ĉr, in the vicinity of cr. It can be shown that the corre-
sponding solution x(ĉr) in (5.37) will perform approximately as well as the
optimal solution xr, in terms of the quadratic objective in (5.36), for a large,
but tractable, number of points in the ε-net of Sr−1.
5.4.3 Projection on the Feasible Set
Algorithms 5.10, and 5.11 rely on a projection operation from Rp onto
the feasible set X (G) dfined in (5.5). We show that the projection effectively
reduces to solving the longest path problem on (a weighted variant of) the
side-information graph G.
The projection operation, defined in Eq. (5.32), can be equivalently4
written as
ProjX (G)(w) , argmax
x∈X (G)
w>x.
4 It follows from expanding the quadratic 12‖x −w‖
2
2 and the fact that ‖x‖2 = 1, ∀x ∈
X (G).
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For any x ∈ X (G), supp(x) ∈ P(G). For a given set π, by the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality,
w>x = ∑i∈π wixi ≤ ∑i∈π w2i = ŵ>1π, (5.40)
where ŵ ∈ Rp is the vector obtained by squaring the entries of w, i.e., ŵi = w2i ,
∀i ∈ [n], and 1π ∈ {0, 1}p denotes the characteristic of π. Letting x[π] denote
the subvector of x supported on π, equality in (5.40) can be achieved by x
such that x[π] = w[π]/‖w[π]‖2, and x[πc] = 0.




Consider a weighted graph Gw, obtained from G = (V,E) by assigning
weight ŵv = w2v on vertex v ∈ V . The objective function in (5.41) equals
the weight of the path π in Gw, i.e., the sum of weights of the vertices along π.
Determining the optimal support π(w) for a given w, is equivalent to solving
the longest (weighted) path problem5 on Gw.
The longest (weighted) path problem is NP-hard on arbitrary graphs.
In the case of DAGs, however, it can be solved using standard algorithms
relying on topological sorting in time O(|V |+ |E|) [45], i.e., linear in the size
of the graph. Hence, the projection x can be determined in time O(p+ |E|).
5 The longest path problem is commonly defined on graphs with weighted edges instead of
vertices. The latter is trivially transformed to the former: set w(u, v)← w(v), ∀(u, v) ∈ E,
where w(u, v) denotes the weight of edge (u, v), and w(v) that of vertex v. Auxiliary edges




We evaluate Alg. 5.10 and 5.11 on synthetic data, generated accord-
ing to the model of Sec. 5.3.2. We consider two metrics: i) the loss func-
tion `(x̂,x?) = ‖x̂x̂> − x?x?‖F, and ii) the Jaccard distance J(x̂,x?) between
the supports of the true signal x? and the estimate x̂.
For dimension p, we generate a (p, s, d)-layer graph G, with s = log p
layers and a degree upper bound d = p/s, i.e., each vertex is connected to all
vertices of the following layer. We augment the graph with auxiliary source
and terminal vertices S and T with edges to the original vertices as in Fig. 5.1.
Per random realization, we first construct a signal x? ∈ X (G) as fol-
lows: we randomly select an S-T path π in G, and assign random zero-mean
Gaussian values to the entries of x? indexed by π. The signal is scaled to unit
length. Given x?, we generate n independent samples according to (5.8).
Fig. 5.2 depicts the aforementioned distance metrics as a function of the
number n of observations. Results are the average of 100 independent realiza-
tions. We repeat the procedure for multiple values of the ambient dimension p.
Comparison with Sparse PCA We compare the performance of Alg. 5.10
and Alg. 5.11 with their sparse PCA counterparts: the Truncated Power
Method of [155] and the Spannogram Alg. of [113], respectively.
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Figure 5.2: Metrics on the estimate x̂ produced by Alg. 5.10 (Alg. 5.11 is
similar) as a function of the sample number (average of 100 realizations).
Samples are generated according to the spiked covariance model with signal
x? ∈ X (G) for a (p, k, d)-layer graph G. Here, k = log p and d = p/s. We
repeat for multiple values of p.
Samples n










































Figure 5.3: Estimation error between true signal x? and estimate x̂ from n
samples. (average of 100 realizations). Samples generated i.i.d. ∼ N(0,Σ),
where Σ has eigenvalues λi = i−1/4 and principal eigenvector x? ∈ X (G), for
a (p, s, d)-layer graph G. (p = 103, s = 50, d = 10).
Fig. 5.3 depicts the metrics of interest as a function of the number of
samples, for all four algorithms. Here, samples are drawn i.i.d from N(0,Σ),
where Σ has principal eigenvector equal to x?, and power law spectral de-
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cay: λi = i−1/4. Results are an average of 100 realizations.
The side information on the structure of x? assists the recovery: both
algorithms achieve improved performance compared to their sparse PCA coun-
terparts. Here, the power method based algorithms exhibit inferior perfor-
mance, which may be attributed to poor initialization. We note, though, that
at least for the size of these experiments, the power method algorithms are
significantly faster.
5.5.2 Finance Data
This dataset contains daily closing prices for 425 stocks of the S&P 500
Index, over a period of 1259 days (5-years): 02.01.2010 – 01.28.2015, collected
from Yahoo! Finance6. Stocks are classified, according to the Global Industry
Classification Standard7 (GICS), into 10 business sectors e.g., Energy, Health
Care, Information Technology, etc (see Fig. 5.4 for the complete list).
We seek a set of stocks comprising a single representative from each
GICS sector, which captures most of the variance in the dataset. Equivalently,
we want to compute a structured principal component constrained to have
exactly 10 nonzero entries; one for each GICS sector.
Consider a layer graph G = (V,E) (similar to the one depicted in
Fig. 5.1) on p = 425 vertices corresponding to the 425 stocks, partitioned




tors. Each vertex in layer Li has outgoing edges towards all (and only the)
vertices in layer Li+1. Note that (unlike Fig. 5.1) layers do not have equal
sizes, and the vertex out-degree varies across layers. Finally, we introduce
auxiliary vertices S and T connected with the original graph as in Fig. 5.1.
Observe that any set of sector-representatives corresponds to an S-T
path in G, and vice versa. Hence, the desired set of stocks can be obtained by
finding a structured principal component constrained to be supported along
an S-T path in G. Note that the order of layers in G is irrelevant.
Fig. 5.4 depicts the subset of stocks selected by the proposed structure
PCA algorithms (Alg. 5.10, 5.11). A single representative is selected from
each sector. For comparison, we also run two corresponding algorithms for
sparse PCA, with sparsity parameter k = 10, equal to the number of sectors.
As expected, the latter yield components achieving higher values of explained
variance, but the selected stocks originate from only 5 out of the 10 sectors.
5.5.3 Neuroscience Data
We use a single-session/single-participant resting state functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (resting state fMRI) dataset. The participant was not
instructed to perform any explicit cognitive task throughout the scan [137].
Data was provided by the Human Connectome Project, WU-Minn Consor-
tium.8
8(Principal Investigators: David Van Essen and Kamil Ugurbil; 1U54MH091657) funded
by the 16 NIH Institutes and Centers that support the NIH Blueprint for Neuroscience
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Figure 5.4: Output of Sparse PCA and Path PCA algorithms on the Finance
Dataset. The dataset comprises daily closing prices for 425 stocks of the
S&P 500 Index, over a period of 1259 days (crawled from Yahoo! Finance).
The figure depicts the sets of 10 stocks extracted by Sparse PCA and our
Path PCA approach. Sparse PCA (for k = 10), selects 10 stocks from 5 GICS
sectors (above). On the contrary, our structured PCA algorithms yield a set
of 10 stocks containing a representative from each sector (below) as desired.
Mean timeseries of n = 1200 points for p = 111 regions-of-interest
(ROIs) are extracted based on the Harvard-Oxford Atlas [54]. The timescale
of analysis is restricted to 0.01–0.1Hz. Based on recent results on resting
state fMRI neural networks, we set the posterior cingulate cortex as a source
node S, and the prefrontal cortex as a target node T [64]. Starting from S,
we construct a layered graph with s = 4, based on the physical (Euclidean)
distances between the center of mass of the ROIs: i.e., given layer Li, we
construct Li+1 from non-selected nodes that are close in the Euclidean sense.
Research; and by the McDonnell Center for Systems Neuroscience at Washington University.
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Figure 5.5: We highlight the nodes extracted for the neuroscience example.
Source node set to the posterior cingulate cortex (S: PCC), and target to the
prefrontal cortex (T: Prefrontal). The directed path proceeded from the nu-
cleus accumbens (1: NAcc), hippocampus (2: Hipp), parahippocampal gyrus
(3: Parahipp), and to the frontal operculum (4: Operculum). Here, X coor-
dinates (in mm) denote how far from the midline the cuts are.
Here, |L1| = 34 and |Li| = 25 for i = 2, 3, 4. Each layer is fully connected with
its previous one. No further assumptions are derived from neurobiology.
The extracted component suggests a directed pathway from the poste-
rior cingulate cortex (S) to the prefrontal cortex (T ), through the hippocam-
pus (1), nucleus accumbens (2), parahippocampal gyrus (3), and frontal oper-
culum (4) (Fig. 5.5). Hippocampus and the parahippocampal gyrus are crit-
ical in memory encoding, and have been found to be structurally connected
to the posterior cingulate cortex and the prefrontal cortex [64]. The nucleus
accumbens receives input from the hippocampus, and plays an important role
in memory consolidation [150]. It is noteworthy that our approach has pin-




We introduced a new problem: sparse PCA where the set of feasible
support sets is determined by a graph on the variables. We focused on the
special case where feasible sparsity patterns coincide with paths on the un-
derlying graph. We provided an upper bound on the statistical complexity of
the constrained quadratic maximization estimator (5.4), under a simple graph
model, complemented with a lower bound on the minimax error. Finally, we
proposed two algorithms to extract a component accommodating the graph
constraints and applied them on real data from finance and neuroscience.
A potential future direction is to expand the set of graph-induced spar-
sity patterns (beyond paths) that can lead to interpretable solutions and are
computationally tractable. We hope this work triggers future efforts to intro-
duce and exploit such underlying structure in diverse research fields.
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Chapter 6
A Simple Algorithm for Sparse CCA (SVD)
Given two sets of variables derived from a common set of samples,
sparse Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) seeks linear combinations of a
small number of variables in each set, such that the induced canonical variables
are maximally correlated. Sparse CCA is NP-hard.
We propose a novel combinatorial algorithm for sparse CCA. Our algo-
rithm operates on a low rank approximation of the input data and its compu-
tational complexity scales linearly with the ambient dimension, which makes
it suitable for large scale settings. It is simple to implement, and embarrass-
ingly parallelizable. In contrast to the majority of existing approaches, our
algorithm administers precise control on the sparsity of the extracted canoni-
cal vectors, and comes with theoretical data-dependent global approximation
guarantees, that hinge on the spectrum of the input data. Finally, it can
Chapter 6 is based on material from Reference [14]: Megasthenis Asteris, Anastasios
Kyrillidis, Oluwasanmi Koyejo, and Russell Poldrack, “A Simple and Provable Algorithm
for Sparse Diagonal CCA”, Proceedings of The 33rd International Conference on Machine
Learning, Volume 48, JMLR Workshop and Conference Proceedings, 2016. The author
of this dissertation is the lead author of [14], and contributed to the conception of the
research problem, the theoretical and analytical developments, the experimental design and
implementation, and the writing of the manuscript and its revisions. The interpretation
of the experimental results on real data was provided by Oluwasanmi Koyejo and Russell
Poldrack.
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be straightforwardly adapted to other constrained variants of CCA, enforcing
additional structure beyond sparsity.
We empirically evaluate the proposed scheme and apply it on a real
neuroimaging dataset to investigate associations between brain activity and
behavior measurements.
6.1 Introduction
One of the key objectives in cognitive neuroscience is to localize cogni-
tive processes in the brain, and understand their role in human behavior, as
measured by psychological scores and physiological measurements [121]. This
mapping may be investigated by using functional neuroimaging techniques to
measure brain activation during carefully designed experimental tasks [117].
Following the experimental manipulation, a joint analysis of brain activation
and behavioral measurements across subjects can reveal associations that exist
between the two [27].
Similarly, in genetics and molecular biology, several studies involve
the joint analysis of multiple assays performed on a single group of pa-
tients [118, 111, 129]. If DNA variants and gene expression measurements
are simultaneously available for a set of tissue samples, a natural objective
is to identify correlations between the expression levels of gene subsets and
variation in the related genes.
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) [70] is a classic method for dis-
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covering such linear relationships across two sets of variables and has been
extensively used to investigate association between multiple views of the same
set of observations; e.g., see [52, 99, 128] in neuroscience. Given two datasets X
and Y of dimensions k ×m and k × n, respectively, on k common samples,
CCA seeks linear combinations of the original variables of each type that are
maximally correlated. More formally, the objective is to compute a pair of
canonical vectors (or weights) x and y such that the canonical variables Xx








The optimal canonical pair can be computed via a generalized eigenvalue de-
composition involving the empirical estimates of the (cross-) covariance ma-
trices in (6.1).
Imaging and behavioral measurements in cognitive neuroscience, simi-
lar to genomic data in bioinformatics, typically involve hundreds of thousands
of variables with only a limited number of samples. In that case, the CCA
objective in (6.1) is ill-posed; it is always possible to design canonical vari-
ables for which the factors in the denominator vanish, irrespective of the data.
Model regularization via constraints such as sparsity, not only improves the
interpretability of the extracted canonical vectors, but is critical for enabling
the recovery of meaningful results.
1 We assume that the variables in X and Y are standardized, i.e., each column has zero
mean and has been scaled to have unit standard deviation.
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Sparse CCA seeks to maximize the correlation between subsets of vari-
ables of each type while performing variable selection. Here, we consider the





X = {x ∈ Rm : ‖x‖2 = 1, ‖x‖0 ≤ sx},
Y = {y ∈ Rn : ‖y‖2 = 1, ‖y‖0 ≤ sy},
(6.3)
for given parameters sx and sy. The m×n argument matrix A = X>Y is the
input of the optimization problem. Note that besides the introduced sparsity
requirement, the optimization problem in (6.2) is obtained from (6.1) treating
the covariance matrices for ΣXX and ΣYY as idenity matrices, which is common
in high dimensions [57, 135].
Disregarding the `0 cardinality constraint, although the objective is
non-convex, the optimal solution of (6.2) can be easily computed as it coincides
with the leading singular vectors of input matrix A. The constraint on the
number of nonzero entries of x and y, however, renders the problem NP-
hard as it can be shown by a reduction to the closely related sparse PCA
problem; see Appendix E.1. Several heuristics have been developed to obtain
an approximate solution.
2[148] consider a relaxation of (6.2) where the `0 cardinality constraint on x and y is
replaced by a threshold on the sparsity inducing `1-norm. The important aspect here is
the objective function, which is derived from (6.1) treating the covariance matrices of each
individual dataset as an identity matrix.
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Finally, we note that sparsity alone may be insufficient to obtain inter-
pretable results; genes participate in groups in biological pathways, and brain
activity tends to be localized forming connected components over an underly-
ing network. If higher order structural information is available on a physical
system, it is meaningful incorporate that in the optimization (6.2). We can
then consider Structured variants of CCA (6.2), by appropriately modifying
the feasible region in (6.3) to reflect the desired structure.
Our contributions We present a novel and efficient combinatorial algo-
rithm for sparse CCA. The main idea is to reduce the exponentially large
search space of candidate supports of the canonical vectors, by exploring a
low-dimensional principal subspace of the input data. Our algorithm runs in
polynomial time –in fact linear– in the dimension of the input. It administers
precise control over the sparsity of the extracted canonical vectors and can
extract components for multiple sparsity values on a single run. It is simple
and embarrassingly parallelizable; we empirically demonstrate that it achieves
an almost-linear speedup factor in the number of available processing units.
The algorithm is accompanied with theoretical data-dependent global
approximation guarantees with respect to the CCA objective (6.2); this is the
first approach with this kind of global guarantees. The latter depend on the
rank r of the low-dimensional space that is explored by the algorithm and the
spectral decay of the input matrix A. The main weakness is an exponential
dependence of the computational complexity on the accuracy parameter r. In
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practice, however, disregarding the theoretical approximation guarantees, our
algorithm can be executed for any allowable time window.
Beyond sparsity, our algorithm can be straightforwardly extended to
other constrained variants of CCA; we only require the existence of suit-
able subroutines for “projecting” a vector onto the non-convex feasible sets X
and Y . Similar to the vanilla sparsity case, such exact or approximate pro-
jections exist for several constraints of interest such as non-negativity, smooth
sparsity, group sparsity, or sparsity with patterns induced by underlying graph
models. Our theoretical approximation guarantees are oblivious to the type
of constraints and immediately extend to these cases.
Finally, we note that our approach is similar to that of [16] for sparse
PCA. The latter has a similar formulation with (6.2) but is restricted to a pos-
itive semidefinite argument A. Our main technical contribution is extending
those algorithmic ideas and developing theoretical approximation guarantees
for the bilinear maximization (6.2) where the input matrix can be arbitrary.
6.2 Related Work
Sparse CCA is closely related to sparse PCA; the latter can be for-
mulated as in (6.2) but on a positive semidefinite argument A and a single
multivariate x. There is a large volume of work on sparse PCA –see [160, 8]
and references therein– but these methods cannot be trivially generalized to
the CCA problem. One exception is the work of [51] where the authors discuss
extensions to the “non-square case”. Their approach relies on a semidefinite
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relaxation.
References to sparsity in CCA date back to [134] and [133] who iden-
tified the importance of sparsity regularization to obtain meaningful results 3.
However, no specific algorithm was proposed. Several subsequent works con-
sidered a penalized version of the CCA problem in (6.1), typically under a
Langrangian formulation involving a convex relaxation of the `0 cardinality
constraint [136, 67, 68]. [42] characterize the solutions of the unconstrained
problem and formulate convex `1 minimization problems to seek sparse solu-
tions in that set. [147] proposed an efficient greedy procedure that gradually
expands the supports of the canonical vectors. Unlike other methods, this
greedy approach allows precise control of the sparsity of the extracted compo-
nents.
[148, 115] formulate sparse CCA as the optimization (6.2) and in partic-
ular considered an `1 relaxation of the `0 cardinality constraint. They suggest
an alternating minization approach exploiting the bi-convex nature of the re-
laxed problem, solving a lasso regression in each step. The same approach is
followed in [144] combining `2 and `1 regularizers similarly to the elastic net
approach for sparse PCA [161]. A common weakness in these apporaches is the
lack of precise control over sparsity: the mapping between the reguralization
parameters and the number of nonzero entries in the extracted components is
3 [134]: “[. . . ], the fewer variables there are in a canonical analysis which yields a corre-
lation of a given magnitude, the greater is the likelihood that that correlation is due to real,
population-wide sources of co-variation, rather than to sample-specific sources.”.
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highly nonlinear. Further, such methods usually lack provable approximation
guarantees. Beyond sparsity, [148, 149] discuss alternative penalizations such
as fused lasso to impose additional structure, while [39] introduce a group-lasso
to promote sparsity with structure.
Finally, although a review of CCA applications is beyond the scope of
this manuscript, we simply note that CCA is considered a promising approach
for scientific research as evidenced by several recent works in the literature,
e.g, in neuroscience [125, 52, 99, 101, 128].
6.3 An Algorithm for Sparse CCA
We present SpanCCA, a novel and simple algorithm for sparse
CCA (6.2) with global approximation guarantees. We begin this section with
a brief discussion of the problem and the key ideas behind our approach. Next,
we provide an overview of SpanCCA and the accompanying approximation
guarantees and conclude with a short analysis.
6.3.1 Intuition
The hardness of the sparse CCA (6.2) lies in the detection of the optimal
supports for the canonical vectors. In the unconstrained problem, where only a
unit `2-norm constraint is imposed on x and y, the optimal CCA pair coincides
with the top singular vectors of the input argument A. In the sparse variant,
we restrict the feasible region to unit `2-norm vectors x and y with at most sx
and sy nonzero entries, respectively. If the optimal supports for x and y
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were known, computing the optimal solution would be straightforward: the
nonzero subvectors of x and y would coincide with the leading singular vectors
of the sx × sy submatrix of A, indexed by the two support sets. Hence, the
bottleneck lies in determining the optimal supports for x and y.
Exhaustive search A straightforward, brute-force approach to sparse CCA
is to exhaustively consider all possible supports for x and y: for each candidate
pair solve the unconstrained CCA problem on the restricted input, and deter-
mine the supports for which the objective (6.2) is maximized. Albeit optimal,









overwhelming even for small values of sx and sy.
Thresholding On the other hand, a feasible pair of sparse canonical vec-
tors x and y can be extracted by hard-thresholding the unconstrained CCA
solution, i.e., computing the leading singular vectors u and v of A, suppress-
ing to zero all but the sx and sy largest in magnitude entries, respectively, and
rescaling to obtain a unit `2-norm solution. Essentially, this heuristic resorts
to unconstrained CCA for a guided selection of the sparse support.
Proposed method Our sparse CCA algorithm covers the ground between
these two approaches. Instead of relying on the unconstrained CCA solution
for the choice of the sparse support pair, it explores a principal subspace
of the input matrix A, spanned by its leading r ≥ 1 singular vector pairs.
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For r = 1, its output coincides with that of the thresholding approach, while
for r = min{m,n} it approximates that of exhaustive search.
Effectively, we solve the sparse CCA problem (6.2) on a rank-r approx-
imation of the original input A. The key observation is that the low inner
dimension of the argument matrix can be exploited to substantially reduce
the search space: our algorithm identifies an (approximately) optimal pair of
supports for the low rank sparse CCA problem, without considering the entire
collection of possible supports of cardinalities sx and sy.
6.3.2 Overview and Guarantees
SpanCCA is outlined in Algorithm 6.12. The first step is to com-
pute a rank-r approximation B of the input A, where r is an accuracy input
parameter. The low rank surrogate matrix can be easily obtained via the
truncated singular value decomposition (SVD) of A, or in the case of very
high dimensionality, where standard Lanczos-based methods may be compu-
tationally prohibitive, using faster randomized approaches; see [66]. Here, for
simplicity, we consider the exact case.
From that point on, the algorithm operates exclusively on B effectively




where X ⊆ Sm−12 and Y ⊆ Sn−12 are defined in (6.3). As we discuss in the
next section, we can consider other constrained variants of CCA on potentially
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arbitrary, non-convex sets. We do require, however, that there exist procedures







for any given vectors a ∈ Rm×1 and b ∈ Rn×1. Fortunately, this is the case
for the sets of sparse unit `2-norm vectors. Algorithm 6.13 outlines an effi-
cient O(m) procedure that given a ∈ Rm×1 computes an exact solution to (6.5)
with at most s ≤ m nonzero entries: first it determines the s largest (in magni-
tude) entries of a (breaking ties arbitrarily), it zeroes out the remaining entries
and re-scales the output to meet the `2-norm requirement.
The main body of Algorithm 6.12 consists of a single iteration. In
the ith round, it independently samples a point, or equivalently direction, ci
from the r-dimensional unit `2 sphere and uses it to appropriately sample a
point ai in the range of B. The latter is then used to compute a feasible solu-
tion pair xi, yi via a two-step procedure: first the algorithm computes xi by
“projecting” ai onto X invoking Alg. 6.13 as a subroutine to solve maximiza-
tion (6.5), and then computes yi by projecting bi = B>xi onto Y in a similar
fashion. The algorithm repeats this procedure for T rounds and outputs the
pair that achieves the maximum objective value in (6.4). We emphasize that
consecutive rounds are completely independent and can be executed in paral-
lel.
For a sufficiently large number T of rounds (or samples) the procedure
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Algorithm 6.12 SpanCCA
input A – m× n real matrix.
r – Parameter controlling the rank of the approximation to be
used.
T – Parameter controlling the number samples/iterations.
output (x],y]) – Pair of feasible vectors x] ∈ X , y] ∈ Y . See Thm. 6.11.
1: U,Σ,V← svd(A, r) { B← UΣV> }
2: for i = 1, . . . , T do
3: ci ← randn(r) {∼ N (0, Ir×r)}
4: ci ← ci/‖ci‖2
5: ai ← UΣci {ai ∈ Rm}
6: xi ← argmaxx∈X a>i x {PX (·)}
7: bi ← VΣU>xi {bi ∈ Rn}
8: yi ← argmaxy∈Y b>i y {PY(·)}
9: obji ← b>i yi
10: end for
11: i0 ← arg maxi∈[T ] obji
12: (x],y])← (xi0 ,yi0)
Algorithm 6.13 Maximization Oracle PX (·) for X,
{
x ∈ Sm−12 : ‖x‖0 ≤ s
}
input a – d-dimensional real vector.
output x0 – d-dimensional vector that maximizes 〈a,x〉 over all x ∈ X .
1: x0 ← 0d×1
2: t← index of sth order element of abs(a)
3: I ← {i : |ai| ≥ |at|}
4: x0[i]← a[i],∀i ∈ I
5: x0 ← x0/‖x0‖2
guarantees that the output pair will be approximately optimal in terms of
the low-rank CCA objective (6.4). That, it turn, translates to approximation
guarantees for the sparse CCA problem on the original input A:
Theorem 6.10. For any real m× n matrix A, ε ∈ (0, 1), and r ≤ max{m,n},




outputs x] ∈ X and
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y] ∈ Y such that
x>] Ay] ≥ x>? Ay? − ε · σ1(A)− 2σr+1(A),
in time TSVD(r) +O(T · (TX + TY + r ·max{m,n})).
Here, x? and y? denote the unknown optimal pair of canonical vectors
satisfying the desired constraints. TSVD(r) denotes the time to compute the
rank-r truncated SVD of the input A, while TX and TY denote the time
required to compute the maximizations (6.5) and (6.6), respectively, which in
the case of Alg. 6.13 are linear in the dimensions m and n.
The first term in the additive error is due to the sampling approach of
Alg. 6.12. The second term is due to the fact that the algorithm operates on
the rank-r surrogate matrix B. Theorem 6.10 establishes a trade-off between
the computational complexity of Alg. 6.12 and the quality of the approxima-
tion guarantees: the latter decreases as r increases, but the former depends
exponentially in r.
Finally, in the special case where we impose sparsity constraints on only
one of the two variables, say x, while allowing the second variable, here y, to
be any vector with unit `2 norm, we obtain stronger guarantees.
Theorem 6.11. If Y = {y : ‖y‖2 = 1}, i.e., if no constraint is imposed on
variable y besides unit length, then Algorithm 6.12 under the same configura-
tion as that in Theorem 6.10 outputs x] ∈ X and y] ∈ Y such that
x>] Ay] ≥ (1− ε) · x>? Ay? − 2 · σr+1(A).
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Theorem 6.11 implies that due to the flexibility in the choice of the
canonical vector y, Alg. 6.12 solves the low-rank sparse CCA problem (6.4)
within a multiplicative (1−ε)-factor from the optimal; the extra additive error
term is once again due to the fact that the algorithm operates on the rank-r
approximation B instead of the original input A. In this case, the optimal
choice of y in (6.6) is just a scaled version of the argument b. A formal proof
for Theorem 6.11 is provided in the Appendix, Sec. E.2.
Overall, SpanCCA is simple to implement and is trivially paralleliz-
able: the main iteration can be split across and arbitrary number of processing
units achieving a potentially linear speedup. It is the first algorithm for sparse
CCA with data-dependent global approximation guarantees. As discussed in
Theorem 6.10, the input accuracy parameter r establishes a trade-off between
the running time and the tightness of the theoretical guarantees. Its com-
plexity scales linearly in the dimensions of the input for any constant r, but
admittedly becomes prohibitive even for moderate values of r. In practice,
however, the spectrum of the data exhibits sharp decay leading to useful ap-
proximation guarantees even for small values of r such as 2 or 3. Moreover,
disregarding the theoretical guarantees, the algorithm can always be executed




Let B = UΣV>, and x(B),y(B) be a pair that maximizes –not necessarily
uniquely– the objective x>By in (6.4) over all feasible solutions. We assume
that x>(B)By(B) > 0.4 Define the r × 1 vector c(B),V>y(B) and let ρ denote its
`2-norm. Then, 0 < ρ ≤ 1; the upper bound follows from the fact that the r
columns of V are orthonormal and ‖y(B)‖2 = 1, while the lower follows by the
aforementioned assumption. . Finally, define c(B) = c(B)/ρ, the projection of c(B)
on the unit `2-sphere Sr−12 .
Def. 6.3.2. For any ε ∈ (0, 1), an ε-net of Sr−12 is a finite collection N
of points in R such that for any c ∈ Sr−12 , N contains a point c′ such that
‖c′ − c‖ ≤ ε.
Lemma 6.3.8 ([140], Lemma 5.2). For any ε ∈ (0, 1), there exists an ε-net
of Sr−12 equipped with the Euclidean metric, with at most (1 + 2/ε)
r points.
Algorithm 6.12 runs in an iteration with T rounds. In each round, it
independently samples a point ci from Sr−12 , by randomly generating a vector
according to a spherical Gaussian distribution and appropriately scaling its
length. Based on Lemma 6.3.8 and elementary counting arguments, for suffi-
ciently large T the collection of sampled points forms a ε-net of Sr−12 with high
probability:
4Observe that this is always true for any nonzero argument B as long as at least one of
the two variables x and y can take arbitrary signs. It is hence true under vanilla sparsity
constraints.
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Lemma 6.3.9. For any ε, δ ∈ (0, 1), a set of T = O(r(ε/4)−r · ln 4/ε · δ) ran-
domly and independently drawn points uniformly distributed on Sr−12 suffices
to construct an ε/2-net of Sr−12 with probability at least 1− δ.
It follows that there exists i? ∈ [T] such that
‖ci? − c(B)‖2 ≤ ε/2. (6.7)
In the i?th round, the algorithm samples the point ci? and computes a
feasible pair (xi? ,yi?) via the two step maximization procedure, that is,
xi? , argmax
x∈X




x>(B)By(B) = ρ · x>(B)UΣc(B)
= ρ · x>(B)UΣci? + ρ · x>(B)UΣ(c(B) − ci?)
≤ ρ · x>i?UΣci? + ρ · x
>
(B)UΣ(c(B) − ci?)
≤ ρ · x>i?UΣci? +
ε
2 · σ1(A). (6.8)
The first step follows by the definition of c(B) and the second by linearity.
The first inequality follows from the fact that xi? maximizes the first term
over all x ∈ X . The last inequality follows straightforwardly from the fact
that ‖x(B)‖2 = 1 and ρ ≤ 1 (see Lemma E.3.55). Using similar arguments,
ρ · x>i?UΣci? = x
>
i?UΣV
>y(B) + ρ · x>i?UΣ(ci? − c(B))
≤ x>i?Byi? +
ε
2 · σ1(A). (6.9)
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The inequality follows by the fact that yi? maximizes the inner product
with B>xi? over all y ∈ Y , as well as that ‖x(B)‖2 = 1 and ρ ≤ 1. Com-
bining (6.8) and (6.9), we obtain
x>i?Byi? ≥ x
>
(B)By(B) − ε · σ1(A). (6.10)
Algorithm 6.12 computes multiple candidate solution pairs and outputs the
pair (x],y]) that achieves the maximum objective value. The latter is at least
as high as that achieved by (xi? ,yi?).
Inequality (6.10) establishes an approximation guarantee for the low-
rank sparse CCA problem (6.4). Those can be translated to guarantees on the
original problem with input argument A. Let x? and y? denote the (unknown)
optimal solution of the sparse CCA problem (6.2). By the definition of x(B)
and y(B), it follows that
x>(B)By(B) ≥ x>? By? = x>? Ay? − x>? (A−B)y?
≥ x>? Ay? − σr+1(A). (6.11)
Similarly,
x>] Ay] = x>] By] − x>] (B−A)y]
≥ x>] By] − σr+1(A). (6.12)
Combining (6.11) and (6.12) with (6.10), we obtain the approximation guar-
antees of Theorem 6.10.
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The running time of Algorithm 6.12 follows straightforwardly by in-
spection. The algorithm first computes the truncated singular value decom-
position of inner dimension r in time denoted by Tsvd(r). Subsequently, it
performs T iterations. The cost of each iteration is determined by the cost
of the matrix-vector multiplications and the running times TX and TY of the
operators PX (·) and PY(·). Note that matrix multiplications can exploit the
available matrix decomposition and are performed in time r ·max{m,n}. Sub-
stituting the value of T with that specified in Lemma 6.3.9 completes the proof
of Thm. 6.10. The proof of Theorem 6.11 follows a similar path; see Appendix
Sec. E.2.
6.4 Beyond Sparsity: Structured CCA
While enforcing sparsity results in succinct models, the latter may fall
short in capturing the true interactions in a physical system, especially when
the number of samples is limited. Incorporating additional prior structural in-
formation can improve interpretability5; e.g., [56] argue that a structure-aware
sparse CCA incorporating group-like structure obtains biologically more mean-
ingful results, while [101] demonstrated that group prior knowledge improved
performance compared to standard sparse CCA in a task of identifying brain
regions susceptible to schizophrenia. Several works suggest using structure-
inducing regularizers to promote smoothness [148, 38, 88] or group sparse
structure [42] in CCA.
5This is a shared insight in the broader area of sparse approximations [26, 72, 21, 92].
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Our sparse CCA algorithm and its theoretical approximation guaran-
tees in Theorems 6.10 and 6.11 extend straightforwardly to constraints beyond
sparsity. In the overview of Algorithm 6.12 and its guarantees, we only made
two assumptions on the feasible sets X and Y : i) we seek canonical vec-
tors with unit `2-norm, and ii) there exists a tractable procedure PX that
solves the constrained maximization in (6.5), and similarly a procedure PY
for (6.6). The specific structure of the feasible sets only manifests itself in
the implementation of those subroutines, e.g., Alg. 6.13 for the case of spar-
sity constraints. Therefore, Alg. 6.12 can be straightforwardly adapted to any
structural constraint for which the aforementioned conditions are satisfied.
In fact, observe that under the unit `2 restriction on the feasible vectors,
the maximizations in (6.5) and (6.6) are equivalent to computing the Euclidean
projection of a given real vector on the (nonconvex) sets X and Y . Such exact
or approximate projection procedures exist for several interesting constraints
beyond sparsity such as smooth or group sparsity [72, 24, 91], sparsity con-
straints onto norm balls [93], or even sparsity patterns guided by underlying
graphs [69, 13]. Of course, in the case where the projection is approximate,
our theoretical guarantees would have to be adjusted accordingly.
6.5 Experiments
We empirically evaluate our sparse CCA algorithm on two real datasets:
i) a publicly available breast cancer dataset [40], also used in the evaluation of
the sparse CCA algorithm of [148], and ii) a neuroimaging dataset obtained
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from the Human Connectome Project [137] on which we investigate associa-
tions between brain activation and behavior measurements.
6.5.1 Breast Cancer Dataset
The breast cancer dataset [40] consists of gene expression and DNA
copy number measurements on a set of 89 tissue samples. Among others,
it contains a 89× 2149 matrix (DNA) with CGH spots for each sample and
a 89× 19672 matrix (RNA) of genes, along with information for the chromo-
somal locations of each CGH spot and each gene. As described in [148], this
dataset can be used to perform integrative analysis of gene expression and
DNA copy number data, and in particular to identify sets of genes that have
expression that is correlated with a set of chromosomal gains or losses.
We run our sparse CCA algorithm on the breast cancer dataset and
compare the output with the PMD algorithm of [148]; PMD is regarded as
state of the art by practitioners and has been used –in its original form or
slightly modified– in several neuroscience and biomedical applications; see also
Section 6.2. The input to both algorithms is the m × n matrix A = X>Y
(m = 2149, n = 19672), where X and Y are obtained from the aforementioned
DNA and RNA matrices upon feature standardization. Recall that PMD is an
iterative, alternating optimization scheme, where the sparsity of the extracted
components x and y is implicitly controlled by enforcing upper bounds c1
and c2 on their `1-norm, respectively, with 1 ≤ c1 ≤
√
m and 1 ≤ c2 ≤
√
n.
Here, for simplicity, we set c1 = c
√
m and c2 = c
√
n and consider multiple val-
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Breast Dataset: Comparison with PMD
PMD (10 random restarts)
SpanCCA (T = 1 · 104, r = 3)
Algorithm Avg Exec. Time Configuration
PMD ∼ 44 seconds 10 rand. restarts
SpanCCA ∼ 24 seconds T = 104, r = 3.
Figure 6.1: Comparison of SpanCCA and the PMD algorithm [148] on the
Breast Cancer dataset [40]. We configure PMD with `1-norm thresholds c1 =
c·
√
m and c2 = c·
√
n, and consider various values of the constant c ∈ (0, 1). For
each c, we run PMD 10 times, select the canonical vectors x, y that achieve the
highest objective value and count their nonzero entries (depicted as percentage
of the corresponding dimension). Finally, we run our SpanCCA algorithm
with T = 104 and r = 3, using the latter as target sparsities, and compare
the objective values achieved by the two methods. We also list the execution
time for each algorithm for the aforementioned configurations; execution times
remain approximately the same for all target sparsity values (equiv. all c).
ues of the constant c in (0, 1). Note that under this configuration, for any
given value of c, we expect that the extracted components will be approxi-
mately equally sparse, relatively to their dimension.
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For each c, we first run the PMD algorithm 10 times with random
initializations, determine the pair of components x and y that achieves the
highest objective value, and count the number of nonzero entries of both com-
ponents as a percentage of their corresponding dimension. Subsequently, we
run SpanCCA (Alg. 6.12) with parameters T = 104, r = 3, and target sparsity
equal to that of the former PMD output. Recall that our algorithm administers
precise control on the number of nonzero entries of the extracted components.
Figure 6.1 depicts the CCA objective value achieved by the two algo-
rithms, as well as the corresponding sparsity level of the extracted components.
SpanCCA achieves a higher CCA objective value in all cases. Finally, note
that under the above configuration, both algorithms run for a few seconds per
target sparsity, with SpanCCA running approximately half the time of PMD.
6.5.2 Brain Imaging Dataset
We analyzed functional statistical maps and behavioral variables
from 497 subjects available from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) [137].
The HCP consists of high-quality imaging and behavioral data, collected from
a large sample of healthy adult subjects, motivated by the goal of advanc-
ing knowledge between human brain function and its association to behavior.
We apply our sparse CCA algorithm to investigate the shared co-variation
between patterns of brain activity as measured by the experimental tasks,
and behavioral variables. We selected the same subset of behavioral variables
examined by [128], which include scores from psychological tests, physiologi-
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cal measurements, and self reported behavior questionnaires (Y dataset with
dimensions 497× 38).
For each subject, we collected statistical maps corresponding to 2-back
task and the reasoning task. These statistical maps summarize the activation
of each voxel in response to the experimental manipulation. In the “n-back”
task, designed to measure working memory, items are presented one at a time
and subjects identify each item that repeats relative to the item that occurred n
items before. Further details on all tasks and variables are available in the HCP
documentation [137].
We used the pre-computed 2-back / 0-back statistical contrast maps
provided by the HCP. Standard preprocessing included motion correction, im-
age registration to the MNI template (for comparison across subjects), and
general linear model analysis, resulting in 91 × 109 × 91 voxels. Voxels are
then resampled to 61 × 73 × 61 using the nilearn python package6 and ap-
plying standard brain masks, resulting in 65598 voxels after masking non-grey
matter regions. (X dataset with dimensions 497× 65598).
We apply our SpanCCA algorithm on the HCP data with arbitrarily
selected parameters T = 106 and r = 5. We set the target sparsity at 15%
for each canonical vector. Figure 6.2 depicts the brain regions and the behav-
ioral factors corresponding to the nonzero weights of the extracted canonical
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Figure 6.2: Brain regions and behavioral factors selected by the sparse left
and right canonical vectors extracted by our SpanCCA algorithm. Target
sparsity is set at 15% for each canonical vector and SpanCCA is configured
to run for T = 106 samples operating on a rank r = 5 approximation of the
input data. The map identifies a set of fronto-parietal regions known to be
involved in executive function and working memory and deactivation in the
default mode areas (medial prefrontal and parietal), which is also associated
with engagement of difficult cognitive functions. The behavioral variables
identified to be positively correlated with the activation of this network are all
related to various aspects of intelligence.
in executive function and working memory, which are the major functions
isolated by the 2-back / 0-back contrast. In addition, it identifies deactiva-
tion in the default mode areas (medial prefrontal and parietal), which is also
associated with engagement of difficult cognitive functions. The behavioral
variables associated with activation of this network are all related to various
aspects of intelligence; the Penn Matrix Reasoning Test (a measure of fluid
intelligence), picture vocabulary (a measure of language comprehension), and
reading ability.
Parallelization To speed up execution, our prototypical Python implemen-
tation of SpanCCA exploits the multiprocessing module: N independent
worker processes are spawned, and each one independently performs T/N
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rounds of the main iteration of Alg. 6.12 returning a single canonical vector
pair. The main process collects and compares the candidate pairs to determine
the final output.
To demonstrate the parallelizability of our algorith, we run SpanCCA
for the aforementioned task on the brain imaging data for various values of
the number N of workers on a single server with 36 physical processing cores7
and approximately 250Gb of main memory. In Figure 6.3 (top panel), we plot
the run time with respect to the number of workers used. The bottom panel
depicts the achieved speedup factor: using the execution time on 5 worker
processes as a reference value, the speedup factor is the ratio of the execution
time on 5 processes over that on N. As expected, the algorithm achieved a
speedup factor that grows almost linearly in the number of available processors.
6.6 Discussion
We presented a novel combinatorial algorithm for sparse CCA and other
constrained variants with provable data-dependent global approximation guar-
antees and several attractive properties: the algorithm is simple, embarrass-
ingly parallelizable, with complexity that scales linearly in the dimension of
the input data, while it administers precise control on the sparsity of the ex-
tracted canonical vectors. Further it can accommodate additional structural












































































Total Run time vs Number of Worker Processes
Figure 6.3: Speedup factors and corresponding total execution time, achieved
by the prototypical parallel implementation of SpanCCA (Alg. 6.12) as a func-
tion of the number of worker processes or equivalently the number of proces-
sors used. Depicted values are medians over 20 executions, each with T = 105
and r = 5, on the 65598× 38 example discussed in section 6.5.2. A speedup
factory approximately linear in the number of workers is achieved.
constraints by plugging in a suitable “projection” subroutine.
Several directions remain open. We addressed the question of comput-
ing a single pair of sparse canonical vectors. Numerically, multiple pairs can
be computed successively employing an appropriate deflation step. However,
determining the kind of deflation most suitable for the application at hand, as
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well as the sparsity level of each component can be a challenging task, leaving
a lot of room for research. As evidenced by the several works in scientific
research (e.g., in neuroscience or bioinformatics) that resort to CCA for in-
vestigating associations across datasets, exploring algorithmic solutions that




In Bipartite Correlation Clustering (BCC) we are given a complete
bipartite graph G with + and − edges, and we seek a vertex clustering that
maximizes the number of agreements: the number of all + edges within clusters
plus all − edges cut across clusters. BCC is known to be NP-hard [9].
We present a novel approximation algorithm for k-BCC, a variant of
BCC with an upper bound k on the number of clusters. Our algorithm out-
puts a k-clustering that provably achieves a number of agreements within a
multiplicative (1− δ)-factor from the optimal, for any desired accuracy δ. It
relies on solving a combinatorially constrained bilinear maximization on the
bi-adjacency matrix of G. It runs in time exponential in k and 1/δ, but linear
in the size of the input.
Further, we show that, in the (unconstrained) BCC setting, an (1− δ)-
approximation can be achieved by O(δ−1) clusters regardless of the size of the
Chapter 7 is based on material from Reference [15]: Megasthenis Asteris, Anastasios
Kyrillidis, Dimitris Papailiopoulos, and Alexandros Dimakis, “Bipartite Correlation Clus-
tering: Maximizing Agreements”, In Proceedings of the 19th International Conference on
Artificial Intelligence and Statistics, pp. 121–129, 2016. The author of this dissertation
is the lead author of [15], and contributed to the conception of the research problem, the
theoretical and analytical developments, the experimental design and implementation, and
the writing of the manuscript and its revisions.
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graph. In turn, our k-BCC algorithm implies an Efficient PTAS for the BCC
objective of maximizing agreements.
7.1 Introduction
Correlation Clustering (CC) [25] considers the task of partitioning a set
of objects into clusters based on their pairwise relationships. It arises naturally
in several areas such as in network monitoring [1], document clustering [25]
and textual similarity for data integration [44]. In its simplest form, objects
are represented as vertices in a complete graph whose edges are labeled + or −
to encode similarity or dissimilarity among vertices, respectively. The objec-
tive is to compute a vertex partition that maximizes the number of agreements
with the underlying graph, i.e., the total number of + edges in the interior
of clusters plus the number of − edges across clusters. The number of out-
put clusters is itself an optimization variable –not part of the input. It may
be meaningful, however, to restrict the number of output clusters to be at
most k. The constrained version is known as k-CC and similarly to the un-
constrained problem, it is NP-hard [25, 63, 84]. A significant volume of work
has focused on approximately solving the problem of maximizing the num-
ber of agreements (MaxAgree), or the equivalent –yet more challenging in
terms of approximation– objective of minimizing the number of disagreements
(MinDisagree) [25, 53, 36, 3, 138, 4].
Bipartite Correlation Clustering (BCC) is a natural variant of CC
on bipartite graphs. Given a complete bipartite graph G = (U, V,E) with
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edges labeled + or −, the objective is once again to compute a clustering of
the vertices that maximizes the number of agreements with the labeled pairs.
BCC is a special case of the incomplete CC problem [36], where only a subset
of vertices are connected and non-adjacent vertices do not affect the objective
function. The output clusters may contain vertices from either one or both
sides of the graph. Finally, we can define the k-BCC variant that enforces an
upper bound on the number of output clusters, similar to k-CC for CC.
The task of clustering the vertices of a bipartite graph is common across
many areas of machine learning. Applications include recommendation sys-
tems [132, 141], where analyzing the structure of a large sets of pairwise in-
teractions (e.g., among users and products) allows useful predictions about
future interactions, gene expression data analysis [9, 104] and graph partition-
ing problems in data mining [59, 158].
Despite the practical interest in bipartite graphs, there is limited work
on BCC and it is focused on the theoretically more challenging MinDisagree
objective: [9] established an 11-approximation algorithm, while [2] achieved a
4-approximation, the currently best known guarantee. Algorithms for incom-
plete CC [53, 36, 131] can be applied to BCC, but they do not leverage the
structure of the bipartite graph. Moreover, existing approaches for incomplete
CC rely on LP or SDP solvers which scale poorly.
Our contributions We develop a novel approximation algorithm for
k-BCC with provable guarantees for the MaxAgree objective. Further,
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we show that under an appropriate configuration, our algorithm yields an
Efficient Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (EPTAS1) for the uncon-
strained BCC problem. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. k-BCC: Given a bipartite graph G = (U, V,E), a parameter k, and
any constant accuracy parameter δ ∈ (0, 1), our algorithm computes a
clustering of U ∪ V into at most k clusters and achieves a number of
agreements that lies within a (1− δ)-factor from the optimal. It runs in
time exponential in k and 1/δ, but linear in the size of G.
2. BCC: In the unconstrained BCC setting, the optimal number of clusters
may be anywhere from 1 to |U | + |V |. We show that if one is willing
to settle for a (1− δ)-approximation of the MaxAgree objective, it
suffices to use at most O(δ−1) clusters, regardless of the size of G. In
turn, under an appropriate configuration, our k-BCC algorithm yields
an EPTAS for the (unconstrained) BCC problem.
3. Our algorithm relies on formulating the k-BCC/ MaxAgree problem








1 EPTAS refers to an algorithm that approximates the solution of an optimization prob-
lem within a multiplicative (1 − ε)-factor, for any constant ε ∈ (0, 1), and has complexity
that scales arbitrarily in 1/ε, but as a constant order polynomial (independent of ε) in the
input size n. EPTAS is more efficient than a PTAS; for example, a running time of O(n1/ε)
is considered a PTAS, but not an EPTAS.
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where B is the bi-adjacency matrix of G, and X , Y are the sets of cluster
assignment matrices for U and V , respectively. In Sec. 7.4, we briefly
describe our approach for approximately solving (7.1) and its guarantees
under more general constraints.
We note that our k-BCC algorithm and its guarantees can be extended to
incomplete, but dense BCC instances, where the input G is not a complete
bipartite graph, but |E| = Ω(|U | · |V |). For simplicity, we restrict the descrip-
tion to the complete case. Finally, we supplement our theoretical findings with
experimental results on synthetic and real datasets.
7.2 Related work
There is extensive literature on CC; see [29] for a list of references.
Here, we focus on bipartite variants.
BCC was introduced by Amit in [9] along with an 11-approximation
algorithm for the MinDisagree objective, based on a linear program (LP)
with O(|E|3) constraints. In [2], Ailon et al. proposed two algorithms for
the same objective: i) a deterministic 4-approximation based on an LP for-
mulation and de-randomization arguments by [138], and ii) a randomized 4-
approximation combinatorial algorithm. The latter is computationally more
efficient with complexity scaling linearly in the size of the input, compared to
the LP that has O
(
(|V |+ |U |)3
)
constraints.
For the incomplete CC problem, which encompasses BCC as a special
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case, [53] provided an LP-based O(log n)-approximation for MinDisagree.
A similar result was achieved by [36]. For the MaxAgree objective, [2, 131]
proposed an SDP relaxation, similar to that for MAX k-CUT, and achieved
a 0.7666-approximation. We are not aware of any results explicitly on the
MaxAgree objective for either BCC or k-BCC. For comparison, in the k-
CC setting [25] provided a simple 3-approximation algorithm for k = 2, while
for k ≥ 2 [63] provided a PTAS for MaxAgree and one for MinDisagree.
[84] improved on the latter utilizing approximations schemes to the Gale-
Berlekamp switching game. Table 7.1 summarizes the aforementioned results.
Finally, we note that our algorithm relies on adapting ideas from [19] for
approximately solving a combinatorially constrained quadratic maximization.
7.3 k-BCC MaxAgree as a Bilinear Maximization
We describe the k-BCC problem and show that it can be formulated
as a combinatorially constrained bilinear maximization on the bi-adjacency
matrix of the input graph. Our k-BCC algorithm relies on approximately
solving that bilinear maximization.
Maximizing Agreements An instance of consists of an undirected, com-
plete, bipartite graph G = (U, V,E) whose edges have binary ±1 weights, and
an integer parameter 1 ≤ k ≤ |U | + |V |. The objective, hereafter referred to
as MaxAgree[k], is to compute a clustering of the vertices into at most k





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































plus the number of negative edges across clusters is maximized.
Let E+ and E− denote the sets of positive and negative edges, re-
spectively. Also, let m = |U | and n = |V |. The bipartite graph G can be
represented by its weighted bi-adjacency matrix B ∈ {±1}m×n, where Bij is
equal to the weight of edge (i, j).
Consider a clustering C of the vertices U ∪ V into at most k clusters
C1, . . . , Ck. Let X ∈ {0, 1}m×k be the cluster assignment matrix for the vertices
of U associated with C, that is, Xij = 1 if and only if vertex i ∈ U is assigned
to cluster Cj. Similarly, let Y ∈ {0, 1}n×k be the cluster assignment for V .
Lemma 7.3.10. For any instance G = (U, V,E) of the k-BCC problem with
bi-adjacency matrix B ∈ {±1}|U |×|V |, and for any clustering C of U ∪V into k






where X ∈ {0, 1}|U |×k and Y ∈ {0, 1}|V |×k are the cluster assignment matrices
for the vertex sets U and V , respectively, corresponding to the clustering C.
Proof. Let B+ ∈ {0, 1}|U |×|V | be the indicator for the set of positive edges E+,
and similarly, B− ∈ {0, 1}|U |×|V | be the indicator for E−. Then, B = B+ −B−.
Given a clustering C = {Cj}kj=1, or equivalently the assignment matrices X ∈
{0, 1}|U |×k and Y ∈ {0, 1}|V |×k, the number of pairs of similar vertices as-




. Similarly, the num-




















which is the desired result.
It follows that computing a k-clustering that achieves the maximum




















Here, ‖X‖∞,1 denotes the maximum of the `1-norm of the rows of X. Since
X ∈ {0, 1}|U |×k, the constraint ensures that each row of X has exactly one
nonzero entry. Hence, X and Y describe the sets of valid cluster assignment
matrices for U and V , respectively.
In the sequel, we briefly describe our approach for approximately solv-
ing the maximization in (7.2) under more general constraints, and subsequently
apply it to the k-BCC/MaxAgree problem.
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7.4 An Algorithm for the Bilinear Maximization
We describe a simple algorithm for computing an approximate solution








where the input argument A is a real m × n matrix, and X , Y are norm-
bounded sets. Our approach is exponential in the rank of the argument A,
which can be prohibitive in practice. To mitigate this effect, we solve the
maximization on a low-rank approximation Ar of A, instead. The quality of
the output depends on the spectrum of A and the rank r of the surrogate
matrix. Alg. 7.14 outlines our approach for solving (7.4), operating directly
on the rank-r matrix Ar.
If we knew the optimal value for variable Y, then the optimal value for
















is the optimal value of Y for that X. Our algorithm requires that such a
linear maximization oracles PX (·) and PY(·) exist.2 Of course, the optimal
2 In the case of the k-BCC problem (7.2), where X and Y correspond to the sets of
cluster assignment matrices defined in (7.3), such optimization oracles exist (see Alg. 7.15).
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value for either of the two variables is not known. It is known, however,
that the columns of the m × k matrix L = ArY lie in the r-dimensional
range of Ar for all feasible Y ∈ Y . Alg. 7.14 effectively operates by sampling
candidate values for L. More specifically, it considers a large (exponential
in r · k) collection of r × k matrices C whose columns are points of an ε-net of
the unit `2-ball Br−12 . Each matrix C is used to generate a matrix L whose k
columns lie in the range of the input matrix Ar and in turn to produce a
feasible solution pair X,Y by successively solving (7.5) and (7.6). Due to the
properties of the ε-net, one of the computed feasible pairs is guaranteed to
achieve an objective value in (7.4) close to the optimal one (for argument Ar).
Lemma 7.4.11. For any real m× n, rank-r matrix Ar, and sets X ⊂ Rm×k
and Y ⊂ Rn×k (bounded under the Frobenious norm), let







Assuming the existence of linear maximization oracles PX and PY as in (7.5)
and (7.6), then Alg. 7.14 with input Ar and accuracy ε ∈ (0, 1) outputs X(r) ∈












k · ‖Ar‖2 · µX · µY ,
in time O
(
(2√r/ε)r·k · (TX + TY + (m+ n)r)
)
+ TSVD(r). Here, µX and µY are
such that supX∈X ‖X‖F ≤ µX and supY∈Y ‖Y‖F ≤ µY . TSVD(r) denotes the
time required to compute the truncated SVD of the rank-r matrix Ar, while TX




input Ar – m× n real matrix of rank r
ε – Accuracy parameter in (0, 1)
output X(r), Y(r) – Pair of matrices in X ×Y. See Lemma 7.4.11 for guarantees
1: C ← {} {Candidate solutions}
2: Ũ, Σ̃, Ṽ← svd(Ar) { Σ̃ ∈ Rr×r }
3: for each C ∈ (ε-net of Br−12 )⊗k do
4: L← ŨΣ̃C {L ∈ Rm×k}
5: X← PX (L)
6: R ← X>Ar {R ∈ Rk×n}
7: Y← PY(R)
8: C ← C ∪ {(X,Y)}
9: end for




The crux of Lemma 7.4.11 is that if there exists an efficient procedure
to solve the simpler maximizations (7.5) and (7.6), then we can approximately
solve the bilinear maximization (7.4) in time that depends exponentially on
the intrinsic dimension r of the input Ar, but polynomially on its dimensions.
A formal proof is given in Appendix Sec. F.1.
Recall that Ar is only a low-rank approximation of the potentially full
rank original argument A. The guarantees of Lemma 7.4.11 can be translated
to guarantees for the original matrix introducing an additional error term to
account for the extra level of approximation.








where X and Y satisfy the conditions of Lemma 7.4.11. Let Ar be a rank-r
approximation of A, and X(r) ∈ X , Y(r) ∈ Y be the output of Alg. 7.14 with
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k · ‖Ar‖2 + ‖A−Ar‖2
)
· µX · µY .
Lemma 7.4.12 follows from Lemma 7.4.11. A formal proof is deferred
to Appendix Sec. F.1. This concludes the brief discussion on our bilinear
maximization framework.
7.5 An Efficient PTAS for k-BCC
The k-BCC/MaxAgree problem on a bipartite graph G = (U, V,E)
can be written as a constrained bilinear maximization (7.2) on the bi-adjacency
matrix B over the sets of valid cluster assignment matrices (7.3) for V and U .
Adopting the bilinear maximization algorithm of the previous section to this
particular constraint set we obtain our k-BCC algorithm.
The missing ingredient is a pair of efficient procedures PX (·) and PY(·),
as described in Lemma 7.4.11 for solving (7.5) and (7.6), respectively, in the
case where X and Y are the sets of valid cluster assignment matrices (7.3).
Such a procedure exists and is outlined in Alg. 7.15.
Algorithm 7.15 Max. Oracle PX (·), for X =
{
X ∈ {0, 1}m×k : ‖X‖∞,1 = 1
}
input L – m× k real matrix
output X – m× k matrix in X that maximizes 〈X,L〉 over all X ∈ X
1: X← 0m×k
2: for i = 1, . . . ,m do
3: ji ← argmaxj∈[k] Lij
4: X iji ← 1
5: end for
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Lemma 7.5.13. For any L ∈ Rm×k, and X as defined in (7.3), Algorithm 7.15
outputs X ∈ X that maximizes 〈X,L〉 in time O(k ·m).
Proof. Appendix, Sec. F.1.
Note that in our case, Alg. 7.15 is used as both PX (·) and PY(·). Putting
the pieces together, we obtain the core of our k-BCC algorithm, outlined
in Alg. 7.16. Given a bipartite graph G, with bi-adjacency matrix B, we
first compute a rank-r approximation B̃ of B via the truncated SVD. Using
Alg. 7.14, equipped with Alg. 7.15 as a subroutine, we approximately solve the
bilinear maximization (7.2) with argument B̃. The output is a pair of valid
cluster assignment matrices for U and V .
Alg. 7.16 exposes the configuration parameters r and ε that control
the performance of our bilinear solver, and in turn the quality of the output
k-clustering. To simplify the description, we also create a k-BCC “wrapper”
procedure outlined in Alg. 7.17: given a bound k on the number of clusters
and a single accuracy parameter δ ∈ (0, 1), Alg. 7.17 configures and invokes
Alg. 7.16.
Theorem 7.12. (k-BCC.) For any instance (G = (U, V,E), k) of the k-BCC
problem and for any desired accuracy parameter δ ∈ (0, 1), Algorithm 7.17





≥ (1− δ) ·Agree(Ck?),
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Algorithm 7.16 k-BCC core algorithm via low-rank bilinear maximization
input G – bipartite graph G = (U, V,E)
k – the target number of clusters
ε – Accuracy parameter in (0, 1)
r – Accuracy parameter controlling the rank of approximation to
be used in the bilinear maximization; will be set as a function
of ε.
output C(r)k – Clustering of U ∪ V into k clusters
(X(r),Y(r)) – (Equivalently, cluster assignment matrices for U
and V , respectively; X(r) ∈ {0, 1}|U |×k and Y(r) ∈
{0, 1}|V |×k).
1: B← bi-adjacency matrix of G = (U, V,E).
2: B̃← svd(B, r) {Truncated SVD.}
3: Invoke Alg. 7.14 to approximately solve (7.2) with argument B̃, over
the sets X , Y of valid cluster assignment matrices defined in (7.3); Use







input G – Bipartite graph G = (U, V,E).
k – Target number of clusters.
δ – Accuracy parameter in (0, 1).
output C(r)k – A clustering of U ∪ V into (at most) k clusters. See Thm. 7.12.
1: Set up parameters ε and r as a function of k and δ:
ε← 2−3 · δ · k−1/2, r ← 26 · δ−2 − 1.
2: Return output of Alg. 7.16 for input (G, k, r, ε).
in time 2O(k/δ2·log
√
k/δ) · (δ−2 + k) · (|U |+ |V |) + TSVD(δ−2). Here, Ck? denotes the
optimal clustering into at most k clusters.
In the remainder of this section, we prove Theorem 7.12. We begin
with the core Alg. 7.16, which invokes the low-rank bilinear solver Alg. 7.14
with accuracy parameters ε and r on the rank-r matrix B̃ and computes a
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pair of valid cluster assignment matrices X(r), Y(r). By Lemma 7.4.11, and
taking into account that σ1(B̃) = σ1(B) ≤ ‖B‖F ≤
√
mn, and the fact that
‖X‖F =
√
m and ‖Y‖F =
√
n for all valid cluster assignment matrix pairs,









≤ 2 · ε ·
√
k ·mn,





In turn, by Lemma 7.4.12 taking into account that ‖B− B̃‖22 ≤ mn/r











k ·mn+ 2(r + 1)−1/2 ·mn. (7.7)
Here, Xk?,Yk? denotes the unknown optimal pair of cluster assignment matri-
ces representing the optimal k-clustering Ck?, i.e., the clustering that achieves





for the constraint sets defined in (7.3).
Similarly, let C(r)k be the clustering induced by the computed pair X(r), Y(r);
this is also a clustering into (at most) k clusters. From (7.7) and Lemma 7.3.10,









r + 1) ·mn. (7.8)
Eq. (7.8) establishes the guarantee of Alg. 7.16 as a function of its accuracy
parameters r and ε. Substituting those parameters by the values assigned by
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≤ 2−1 · δ ·mn. (7.9)
Fact 1. For any BCC instance (or k-BCC instance with k ≥ 2), the optimal
clustering achieves at least mn/2 agreements.
Proof. If more than half of the edges are labeled +, a single cluster contain-
ing all vertices achieves at least nm/2 agreements. Otherwise, two clusters
corresponding to U and V achieve the same result.
In other words, Fact 1 states that
Agree(Ck?) ≥ mn/2, ∀k ≥ 2. (7.10)





≥ (1− δ) ·Agree(Ck?),
which is the desired result. Finally, the computational complexity is obtained
substituting the appropriate values in that of Alg. 7.14 as in Lemma 7.4.11,
and the time complexity of subroutine Alg. 7.15 given in Lemma 7.5.13. This
completes the proof of Theorem 7.12.
7.6 An Efficient PTAS for BCC
We provide an efficient polynomial time approximation scheme (EP-
TAS) for BCC/MaxAgree, i.e., the unconstrained version with no upper
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bound on the number of output clusters. We rely on the following key obser-
vation: any constant factor approximation of the MaxAgree objective, can
be achieved by constant number of clusters.3 Hence, the desired approximation
algorithm for BCC can be obtained by invoking the k-BCC algorithm under
the appropriate configuration.
Recall that in the unconstrained BCC setting, the number of output
clusters is an optimization variable; the optimal clustering may comprise any
number of clusters, from a single cluster containing all vertices of the graph,
up to |U |+ |V | singleton clusters. In principle, one could solve MaxAgree[k]
for all possible values of the parameter k to identify the best clustering, but
this approach is computationally intractable.
On the contrary, if one is willing to settle for an approximately optimal
solution, then a constant number of clusters may suffice. More formally,
Lemma 7.6.14. For any BCC instance, and 0 < ε ≤ 1, there exists a clus-
tering C with at most k = 2 · ε−1 + 2 clusters such that Agree(C) ≥
Agree(C?)− ε · nm, where C? denotes the optimal clustering.
We defer the proof of Lemma 7.6.14 to the end of the section.
In conjunction with Fact 1, Lemma 7.6.14 suggests that in order to ob-
tain a constant factor approximation for the unconstrained BCC/MaxAgree
problem, for any constant arbitrarily close to 1, it suffices to solve a k-BCC
3This is an extension of a similar observation for CC/MaxAgree established in [25].
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Algorithm 7.18 (E)PTAS for BCC/MaxAgree
input G – Bipartite graph G = (U, V,E).
δ – Accuracy parameter in (0, 1).
output C̃ – A clustering of U ∪V into (at most) 23 ·δ−1 clusters. See Thm. 7.13.
1: Set up parameters k, ε and r as a function δ:
k ← 23 · δ−1, ε← 2−6 · δ2, r ← 28 · δ−2 − 1.
2: Return output of Alg. 7.16 for input (G, k, r, ε).
instance for a sufficiently large –but constant– number of clusters k. In par-
ticular, to obtain an (1− δ)-factor approximation for any constant δ ∈ (0, 1),
it suffices to solve the k-BCC problem with an upper bound k = O(δ−1) on
the number of clusters.
Alg. 7.18 outlines the approximation scheme for BCC. For a given
accuracy parameter δ, it invokes Alg. 7.16 under an appropriate configuration
of the parameters k, r and ε, yielding the following guarantees:
Theorem 7.13. (PTAS for BCC.) For any instance G = (U, V,E) of the BCC
problem and for any desired accuracy parameter δ ∈ (0, 1), Algorithm 7.18





≥ (1− δ) ·Agree(C?),
in time 2O(δ−3·log δ−3) · δ−2 · (m+ n) + TSVD(δ−2). Here, C? denotes an optimal
clustering (with no constraint on the number of clusters).
Proof. The proof of Theorem 7.13 follows from the guarantees of Alg. 7.16
in (7.8) substituting the values of the parameters k, r and ε with the values
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specified by Alg 7.18. The core k-BCC Alg. 7.16 returns a clustering C̃ with





≥ Agree(Ck′?)− δ/4 ·mn, (7.11)
where Ck′? is the best among the clusterings using at most k′ clusters. Also,
for k = k′, Lemma 7.6.14 implies that Agree(Ck′?) ≥ Agree(C?) − δ/4 · nm,






≥ Agree(C?)− δ/2 ·mn. (7.12)





≥ (1− δ) ·Agree(C?), (7.13)
which is the quarantee of Thm. 7.13.
Finally, the computational complexity of Alg. 7.18 follows from that
of Alg. 7.16 substituting the parameter values in Lemma 7.4.11, and taking
into account the running time TX = O(δ−2 ·m) of Alg. 7.15 used as subrou-
tine PX (·) and similarly TY = O(δ−2 · n) for PY(·). This concludes the proof
of Theorem 7.13.
For any desired constant accuracy δ ∈ (0, 1), Alg. 7.18 outputs a clus-
tering that achieves a number of agreements within a (1− δ)-factor from the
optimal, in time that grows exponentially in δ−1, but linearly in the size mn
of the input. In other words, Alg. 7.18 is an EPTAS for BCC/MaxAgree.
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It remains to prove Lemma 7.6.14, which stated that a constant number
of clusters suffices to obtain an approximately optimal solution.
7.6.1 Proof of Lemma 7.6.14
It suffices to consider ε > 2/(m+ n− 2) since any meaningful clustering
has at most m+ n clusters and the lemma holds trivially otherwise. Without
loss of generality, we focus on clusterings whose all but at most two clusters
contain vertices from both U and V ; one of the two remaining clusters can
contain vertices only from U and the other only from V . To verify that,
consider an arbitrary clustering C and let C ′ be the clustering obtained by
merging all clusters of C containing only vertices of U into a single cluster, and
those containing only vertices of V into another. The number of agreements
is not affected, i.e., Agree(C ′) = Agree(C).
We show that a clustering C with the properties described in the lemma
exists by appropriately modifying C?. Let SU ⊆ C? be the set of clusters that
contain at most εm/2 vertices of U , and SV ⊆ C? those containing at most εn/2
vertices of V . Note that that SU and SV may not be disjoint. Finally, let B be
the set of vertices contained in clusters of SU ∪SV . We construct C as follows.
Clusters of C? not in SU ∪ SV are left intact. Each such cluster has size at
least ε(n+m)/2. Further, all vertices in B are rearranged into two clusters:
one for the vertices in B ∩ U and one those in B ∩ V .
The above rearrangement can reduce the number of agreements by at
most εnm. To verify that, consider a cluster C in SU ; the cluster contains
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at most εm/2 vertices of U . Let t,|V ∩ C|. Splitting C into two smaller
clusters C ∩ U and C ∩ V can reduce the number of agreements by 12εmt, i.e.,
the total number of edges in C. Note that agreements on − edges are not
affected by splitting a cluster. Performing the same operation on all clusters





|V ∩ C| ≤ 12εm|V | =
1
2εmn.
Repeating on SV incurs an additional cost of at most εmn/2 agreements, while
merging all clusters containing only vertices from U (similarly for V ) into a
single cluster does not reduce the agreements. We conclude that Agree(C) ≥
Agree(C?)− εnm.
Finally, by construction all but at most two clusters in C contain at




|C| ≥ (|C| − 2) · 12ε(n+m),
from which the desired result of Lemma 7.6.14 follows.
7.7 Experiments
We evaluate our algorithm on synthetic and real data and compare with
PivotBiCluster [2] and the SDP-based approach of [131]4 Although [9, 36, 53]
provide algorithms applicable to BCC, those rely on LP or SDP formulations
with a high number of constraints which imposes limitations in practice.
4 All algorithms are prototypically implemented in Matlab. [131] was implemented using
CVX.
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We run our core k-BCC algorithm (Alg. 7.16) to obtain a k-clustering.
Disregarding the theoretical guarantees, we apply a threshold on the execution
time which can only hurt the performance; equivalently, the iterative procedure
of Alg. 7.14 is executed for an arbitrary subset of the points in the ε-net
(Alg. 7.14, step 3).
7.7.1 Synthetic Data
We generate synthetic BCC instances as follows. We arbitrarily set
m = 100, n = 50, and number of clusters k′ = 5, and construct a complete
bipartite graph G = (U, V,E) with |U | = m, |V | = n and assign binary ±1
labels to the edges according to a random k′-clustering of the vertices. Then,
we modify the sign of each label independently with probability p. We consider
multiple values of p in the range [0, 0.5]. For each value, we generate 10
random instances as described above and compute a vertex clustering using
all algorithms.
PivotBiCluster returns a clustering of arbitrary size; no parameter k is
specified and the algorithm determines the number of clusters in an attempt
to maximize the number of agreements. The majority of the output clusters
are singletons which can be merged into two clusters (see Subsec. 7.6). The
algorithm is substantially faster that the other approaches on examples of this
scale. Hence, we run PivotBiCluster with 3 · 104 random restarts on each in-
stance and depict best results to allow for comparable running times. Contrary
to PivotBiCluster, for our algorithm, which is reffered to as BccBilinear, we
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CC [131] k = 5 k = 10 k = 15
0.0 124 198 69 73 78
0.1 83 329 70 74 79
0.2 66 257 70 75 79
0.3 54 258 71 75 80
0.4 45 266 71 75 80
0.5 39 314 71 75 80
Average Runtimes/Instance (in seconds).
Figure 7.1: Maximizing agreements on synthetic instances of BCC. We gen-
erate an m × n bipartite graph with edge weights ±1 according to a random
vertex k-clustering and subsequently flip the sign of each edge with probabil-
ity p. We plot the average number of agreements achieved by each method
over 10 random instances for each p value. The bar plot depicts the average
number of output clusters for each scheme/p-value pair. Within each bar, a
horizontal line marks the number of singleton clusters.
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need to specify the target number k of clusters. We run it for k = 5, 10 and 15
and arbitrarily set the parameter r = 5 and terminate our algorithm after 104
random samples/rounds. Finally, the SDP-based approach returns 4 clusters
by construction, and is configured to output best results among 100 random
pivoting steps.
Fig. 7.1 depicts the number of agreements achieved by each algorithm
for each value of p, the number of output clusters, and the execution times.
All numbers are averages over multiple random instances.
We note that in some cases and contrary to intuition, our algorithm per-
forms better for lower values of k, the target number of clusters. We attribute
this phenomenon to the fact that for higher values of k, we should typically
use higher approximation rank and consider larger number of samples.
7.7.2 Real Data (MovieLens Dataset)
The MovieLens datasets [65] are sets of movie ratings: each of m users
assigns scores in {1, . . . , 5} to a small subset of the n movies. Table 7.2 lists
the dimensions of the datasets. From each dataset, we generate an instance of
the (incomplete) BCC problem as follows: we construct the bipartite graph
on the user-movie pairs using the ratings as edge weights, compute the average
weight and finally set weights higher than the average to +1 and the others
to −1.
We run our algorithm to obtain a clustering of the vertices. For a
reference, we compare to PivotBiCluster with 50 random restarts. Note, how-
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Dataset m (Users) n (Movies) Ratings
MovieLens100K 1000 1700 105
MovieLens1M 6000 4000 106
MovieLens10M 72000 10000 107
Table 7.2: Summary of datasets of the MovieLens collection [65].
ever, that PivotBiCluster is not designed for the incomplete BCC problem;
to apply the algorithm, we effectively treat missing edges as edges of negative
weight. Finally, the SDP approach of [131], albeit suitable for the incomplete
CC problem, does not scale to this size of input. Table 7.3 lists the number
of agreements achieved by each method on each one of the three datasets and
the corresponding execution times.
7.8 Conclusions
We presented the first algorithm with provable approximation guaran-
tees for k-BCC/MaxAgree. Our approach relied on formulating k-BCC as a
MovieLens 100K 1M 10M
PivotBiCluster 46134 429277 5008577
(27.95 sec) (651.13 sec) (1.5 · 105 sec)
BccBilinear 68141 694366 6857509
(6.65 sec) (19.50 sec) (1.2 · 103 sec)
Table 7.3: Number of agreements achieved by the two algorithms on incom-
plete k-BCC instances obtained from the MovieLens datasets [65]. For Piv-
otBiCluster we present best results over 50 random restarts. Our algorithm
was arbitrarily configured with r = 4, k = 10 and a limit of 104 samples (iter-
ations). We also note in parenteses the runtimes in seconds.
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constrained bilinear maximization over the sets of cluster assignment matrices
and developing a simple framework to approximately solve that combinatorial
optimization.
In the unconstrained BCC setting, with no bound on the number of
output clusters, we showed that any constant multiplicative factor approxima-
tion for the MaxAgree objective can be achieved using a constant number of
clusters. In turn, under the appropriate configuration, our k-BCC algorithm





Appendix for Chapter 2
A.1 NP-Hardness of Nonnegative PCA
We show that Nonnegative PCA (and in turn Nonnegative Sparse PCA)
is NP-hard via a reduction from the problem of checking whether a real sym-
metric matrix is copositive. By definition,
M is copositive ⇔ M ∈ Sn : x>Mx ≥ 0, ∀x ≥ 0.
Note that the set of copositive matrices forms a convex cone contained in the
cone of Positive Semidefinite matrices.
Checking whether a matrix is copositive is a co-NP Complete decision
problem [112]. Any vector x for which x>Mx < 0 serves as a certificate to
verify in polynomial time that M is not copositive. In order to check whether
a matrix M is copositive, it suffices to minimize the quadratic x>Mx over all
x ≥ 0; M is not copositive if and only if the minimum value is negative. Since
scaling x does not affect the sign of the quadratic, it suffices to check the sign






Let λ1, . . . , λn be the eigenvalues of M in decreasing order. The matrix M =
λ1I−M is positive semidefinite: its eigenvalues are λ1−λi ≥ 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Moreover, x>Mx = λ1 − x>Mx, ∀x : ‖x‖2 = 1. Hence, to check whether M





on the PSD matrix M. The maximum value of the latter is greater than λ1,
if and only if q < 0. Noting that the last optimization problem coincides with
Nonnegative PCA implies the desired hardness result.
A.2 Approximation Guarantees
In this section, we develop a series of Lemmata that establish the ap-




corresponds to the optimal value of the quadratic objective function with ar-
gument A, and let x? be the optimal solution, i.e., the nonnegative, s-sparse,
unit norm vector achieving value OPT. Similarly, OPTr denotes the optimal




and xr is the corresponding optimal solution. Alg. 2.1 with input A and
accuracy parameter r computes and outputs xr as a surrogate for the desired
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vector x?. We show that












Lemma A.2.15. Let xr denote the nonnegative s-sparse principal component
of Ar, i.e., xr = arg maxx∈Sns x>Arx, achieving value OPTr = xr>Arxr.
Then,
xr>Axr ≥ OPTr.













≥ OPTr, ∀r ∈ [n],
which is the desired result.
Lemma A.2.16. The optimal value OPTr of the rank-r nonnegative s-sparse
PCA problem satisfies
OPT− λr+1 ≤ OPTr ≤ OPT.
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= OPTr + λr+1,




OPTrλ1 , 11 + λr+1OPTr
, ∀r ∈ [n].
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Proof. It suffices to show that OPTr/OPT is lower bounded by both quantities







For the second lower bound, note that by Lemma A.2.16, OPT ≤ OPTr+λr+1,






Lemma A.2.18. The optimal value OPT1 of the nonnegative, s-sparse PCA







Proof. Let (v)+s denote the vector obtained by setting to zero all but the (at




































To verify that, let Is be the support of (q1)+s and In the support of (q1)
+
n .


















≤ ‖(q1)+s ‖2 + (n− s) · u2,
From the two inequalities, it follows that
‖(q1)+n ‖2
‖(q1)+s ‖2












1 = ‖q1‖2 = ‖(q1)+n ‖
2 + ‖(−q1)+n ‖
2,
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and combining with (A.1) and (A.2), we obtain




































Proof. A1 is the best rank-1 approximation of Ar. By Lemmata A.2.16
and A.2.18, we have OPTr ≥ OPT1 ≥ 12
s
n
λ1, for all r ≥ 1. The desired result
follows from Lemma A.2.17 and the previous lower bound on OPTr.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma A.2.15, xr>Axr ≥ OPTr. Dividing
both sides by OPT = x?>Ax?, we obtain
xr>Axr ≥ ρr · x?>Ax?,
where ρr = OPTr/OPT. The lower bound on ρr given in Theorem 2.1 follows
from Lemma A.2.19. The computational complexity of Alg. 2.1 follows from
the detailed description of the algorithm and is analyzed separately. 
A.2.1 Approximation Guarantees - Special Cases
Corollary 1. If the eigenvalues of A follow a decay law λi ≤ λ1 · f(i) for any
vanishing function f(i), i.e., for f(i)→ 0 as i→∞, then for s = c ·n, where c
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is constant 0 < c ≤ 1 (linear sparsity regime), Alg. 2.1 yields a polynomial time
approximation scheme (PTAS). That is, for any constant ε, we can choose a
constant accuracy parameter r and obtain a solution xr such that
xr>Axr ≥ (1− ε) ·OPT,
in time polynomial in n and s, but not in 1/ε.
Proof. By assumption, λi ≤ λ1 ·f(i) for some function f(i) such that f(i)→ 0
as i → ∞. For any constants c and ε, there must hence exists a finite i such
that
f(i) ≤ c2 ·
ε
1− ε.
Set r equal to the smallest i for which the above holds: r will be some function







≥ 11 + 2f(r)/c
≥ 11 + ε/(1− ε) ≥ (1− ε),
which implies that for any ε, the output xr will be within factor 1 − ε from
the optimal. Alg. 2.1 runs in time O(n2r) = O(ng(ε)), which completes the
proof.
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A.3 The Spannogram Algorithm for General Rank
In this section, we provide a detailed description of the Spannogram
algorithm for the construction of the collection Sr of candidate support sets
in the case of arbitrary r.
For completeness, we first give a proof for Proposition 2.4.1, which









where A1 = vv>, coincides with one of the two sets in the collection S1 =
{I+s (v), I+s (−v)}.
A.3.1 Proof of Proposition 2.4.1




. First, assume that v>x? ≥ 0. We will
show that supp(x?1) ⊆ I+s (v).
Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that the support of x? does not
coincide with I+s (v). This implies that there exists an index j /∈ I+s (v) such
that j ∈ supp(x?), i.e., [x?]j > 0. By the definition of I+s (v), j /∈ I+s (v)
implies that either i) vj < 0, or ii) there exist at least s nonnegative entries in
v larger than vj.
In the first case, consider a vector x̂ that is equal to x? in all entries
except the jth entry which is set to zero in x̂. Then, y = x̂/‖x̂‖2, is s-sparse
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(at most s− 1 nonzero entries), nonnegative and unit length. It should not be
hard to see that since vj < 0, v>y ≥ v>x?, contradicting the optimality of x?.
In the second case, let l be the index of one of the s largest nonnegative
entries in v such that [x?]l = 0. Such an entry exists, because otherwise x?
would have more than s nonzero entries. Construct a nonnegative, s-sparse,
unit length vector y by swapping the values in the jth and l-th entries of x?.
Then, v>y ≥ v>x?, contradicting the optimality of x?.
We conclude that
v>x? ≥ 0 ⇒ supp(x?) ⊆ I+s (v).
Similarly, if v>x? < 0, then −v>x? > 0, and
v>x? < 0 ⇒ supp(x?) ⊆ I+s (−v).
Since either v>x? ≥ 0 or v>x? < 0 holds, we conclude that supp(x?) ∈ S1 =
{I+s (v), I+s (−v)}. 
A.3.2 The general rank-r case
We generalize the developments of Section 2.5.1 to case of arbitrary








contains at most O(nr) candidate support sets and can be constructed
in O(nr+1).
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Hyperspherical Variables Let R(V) denote the range of V ∈ Rn×r. Up
to scaling, all vectors v in R(V), can be written as v = Vc for some c ∈ Rr :













cos(φ1) cos(φ2) · · · sin(φr−1)
cos(φ1) cos(φ2) · · · cos(φr−1)
 ∈ R
r. (A.3)
In other words, φ1, . . . , φr−1 are the spherical coordinates of c(φ). All unit
vectors in Rr can be mapped to a spherical coordinate vector φ ∈ (−π, π] ×
Φr−2. Restricting variable φ1 to Φ limits c(φ) to half the r-dimensional unit
sphere: for any unit norm vector c, there exists φ ∈ Φr−1 such that c = c(φ)
or c = −c(φ).
Under (A.3), the vectors in R(V) can be described as a function of φ:
R(V) = {±v(φ) = ±Vc(φ),φ ∈ Φr−1}. In turn, the set of indices of the s





I+s (v(φ)), I+s (−v(φ))
}
.
Spannogram The ith entry of v(φ) is




a continuous function of φ ∈ Φr−1; a (r−1)-dimensional hypersurface in the
































Figure A.1: Example of rank-3 spannogram. The figure depicts the spanno-
gram of an arbitrary rank-3 matrix V ∈ R4×3. Each surface is associated with
(generated by) a row of V. At every point φ = [φ1, φ2], the surface values
correspond to the entries of a vector in the range of V and vice versa.
faces constitutes the rank-r spannogram. As an example, Fig. A.1 depicts the
spannogram of an arbitrary 4× 3 (r = 3) matrix V.
At any particular point φ ∈ Φr−1, assuming that no two hypersurfaces
intersect at φ, the set I+s (v(φ)) can be readily determined: sort the entries
of v(φ) and pick the indices of the at most s largest nonnegative entries.
Note, however, that constructing I+s (v(φ)) does not require a complete sorting
the entries of v(φ): detecting the sth order entry and the (at most) s − 1
nonnegative entries larger than that can be done in O(n).
The key observation of our algorithm is that, due to their continu-
ity, the hypersurfaces will retain their sorting around φ and hence, I+s (v(φ))
tends to remain invariant. Moving away from φ, I+s (v(φ)) can only change if
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when either the sign of a hypersurface or its order relative to other hypersur-
faces changes. In other words, I+s (v(φ)) can only change at points φ ∈ Φr−1
where i) two hypersurfaces intersect, or ii) a hypersurface crosses the zero-
hypersurface. Henceforth, we will assume that V has n + 1 rows, where the
last row is the zero vector, 0r, generating the zero-hypersurface. As a result,
the points of interest lie in the intersection of subsets of the n+1 hypersurfaces
in the spannogram of V.
We have argued that in order to construct Sr, it suffices to consider
points corresponding to the intersection of pairs of hypersurfaces. For r > 2,
pairwise hypersurface intersections no longer correspond to single points. In
the sequel, however, we will show that the points of interest can be further
reduced to a finite set of points.
Let us examine when the set I+s (v(φ)) changes from the perspective of
the ith hypersurface. That is, we ask what are the points in Φr−1 where the
ith index might join or leave the candidate support set I+s (v(φ)). We know
it suffices to examine only those points in Φr−1 at which the ith hypersur-
face intersects with another of the n + 1 hypersurfaces. Let us focus on the
intersection with the jth hypersurface, j ∈ [n+ 1], j 6= i. We define
H(i, j) =
{
v(φ) : [v(φ)]i = [v(φ)]j, φ ∈ Φr−1
}
,
as the set of points lying in the intersection of hypersurfaces i and j. These
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points form a (r − 2)-dimensional hypersurface1. Further, let
Φ(i, j) = {φ : v(φ) ∈ H(i, j)},
be the corresponding φ’s. By definition, at every φ ∈ Φ(i, j), hypersurfaces
i and j have the same values, and in opposite directions over φ ∈ Φ(i, j) the
relative order of the two hypersurfaces changes. However, not all of the points
in Φ(i, j) are necessarily points of interest; it is not necessary that I+s (v(φ))
changes at every φ ∈ Φ(i, j). We seek to restrict our attention to a smaller
subset of points.
If at some φ ∈ Φ(i, j) the ith hypersurface is included or excluded from
I+s (v(φ)), we ask what are those points where index i might leave or join the
candidate support set. Once again, due to the continuity of the hypersurfaces,
the set I+s (v(φ)) is locally invariant as we scan Φ(i, j). The points of interest
are those points at which the ith hypersurface intersects another hypersurface.
Provided that Φ(i, j) corresponds to points where the ith and jth hypersurfaces
coincide, any intersection of the ith hypersurface with a third hypersurface,
say the l-th one, will be a joint intersection of the three hypersurfaces {i, j, l}.
The set of points where the hypersurfaces {i, j, l} intersect is
H(i, j, l) ⊆ H(i, j),
for all l ∈ [n + 1]\{i, j}. Repeating this argument recursively, we conclude
that it suffices to examine the intersections of subsets of r hypersurfaces,
1In the rank-2 case, the intersection was a single point.
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H(i1, i2, . . . , ir), for all possible sets {i1, i2, . . . , ir} ⊆ [n+1]. Such intersections
correspond to single points2, where r hypersurfaces have the same value. By
our perturbation argument, we can assume that exactly (i.e., not more than) r
hypersurfaces intersects at that exact φ. If all r intersecting hypersurfaces or
none of them are included or excluded from I+s (v(φ)), the candidate set does
not change (at least from the perspective of the ith hypersurface) around φ.
That is, index i neither leaves nor joins the candidate support set at φ. On
the contrary, if the r intersecting hypersurfaces {i1, i2, . . . , ir} are nonnegative
and in the s-th order at φ, then there are multiple candidate support sets
associated with the area around φ. In each of these candidates, only a sub-
set of {i1, i2, . . . , ir} can be included in I+s (v(φ)), due to the constraint that
|I+s (v(φ))| ≤ s. However, hypersurfaces {i1, i2, . . . , ir} are the only ones that
might join or leave the candidate set at that particular point and there are
at most 2r−1 partitions of {i1, i2, . . . , ir} into two subsets. Hence, at most a
constant number of candidates, readily determined, is associated with each
such intersection point.
Building Sr We consider all points where r hypersurfaces intersect, i.e., we
find φ such that
[v(φ)]i1 = [v(φ)]i2 = . . . = [v(φ)]ir ,
2We assume that every r rows of V are linearly independent. If that is not the case, we
can ignore the
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for all possible sets {i1, . . . , ir} ⊆ [n + 1]. To that end, it suffices to find φ
where the pairwise equalities
[v(φ)]i1 = [v(φ)]i2 , . . . , [v(φ)]i1 = [v(φ)]ir








In other words, we seek the unique (up to scaling) vector in the nullspace of
the r − 1× r matrix multiplying c(φ).
At the intersection point, the hypersurfaces indexed by {i1, . . . , ir}
are all equal. If all r intersecting hypersurfaces are all (or none) included
in I+s (v(φ)), then any modification in their sorting does not affect the set,
in the sense that none of these r hypersurfaces leaves or joins the set of s
largest nonnegative hypersurfaces. On the other hand, if the r hypersurfaces
are nonnegative and equal to the sth order hypersurface, then only a subset
of them can be included in I+s (v(φ)) at any point around the intersection
point. Further these are the only hypersurfaces that can leave or join the set











if one of them






candidate support sets around φ.
We repeat the process for I+s (−v(φ)). Therefore, a maximum of 2·2r−1
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The candidates at each intersection point are determined in linear time: deter-
mining the entries of v(φ) that are greater than its s-th largest nonnegative
entry can be done in linear time, and the algorithm produces at most 2r−1
candidates at each intersection point. We conclude that Sr can be constructed
in O(nr+1).
A.4 Quadratic Maximization over Hyper-Spherical Cap
We consider the constrained quadratic maximization




where Q is a r× r symmetric matrix, and R is a real s× r matrix. In general,
(Pr) is NP-hard: for Q PSD and R equal to the identity matrix Ir, (Pr) reduces
to the original problem in (2.2). In this section, however, we consider the case
where the dimension r of the problem is a constant and develop an O(sr)
algorithm for the non-trivial task of solving (Pr).
The r = 1 case. The optimization variable c is a scalar in {+1,−1}, and R
is a vector in Rs. If either R ≥ 0 or −R ≥ 0, the optimal solution is c? = 1
or −1, respectively. Otherwise, the problem is infeasible.
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The r = 2 case. The r = 2 case is the simplest nontrivial case. Let λ1 ≥ λ2,
be the two eigenvalues of Q ∈ S2. The corresponding eigenvectors u1,u2
form an orthonormal basis of R2. Any unit length vector c can be expressed
as c(φ) = U[cos(φ), sin(φ)]>, for some φ ∈ [0, 2π), where U = [u1 u2].
The feasible region is an arc on the unit circle in the intersection of
s half-spaces (see Fig. 2.2 for an example). It comprises vectors c(φ) with φ
restricted in some interval [φ1, φ2]. Note that φ1 and φ2 are points where
at least one linear constraint becomes active. Unless R is the zero matrix,
0 ≤ |φ1−φ2| ≤ π. If ±u1 lies in the feasible region, then c? = ±u1: the leading
eigenvector is the global unconstrained maximum. The key observation is that
if neither u1 or −u1 is feasible, the optimal solution coincides with either c(φ1)
or c(φ2). To verify that, let
Q(φ) = c(φ)>Qc(φ) = cos2(φ)λ1 + sin2(φ)λ2
denote the quadratic objective in (P2) as a function of φ. Q(φ) is differentiable
with four critical points at φ = 0, π/2, π, and 3π/2. By assumption, φ = 0 and
φ = π, which correspond to c(φ)±u1, lie outside the feasible interval [φ1, φ2].
Since 0 ≤ |φ1− φ2| ≤ π, at most one of the local minima φ = π/2 and φ = 3π/2
may lie in [φ1, φ2]. We conclude that either i) Q(φ) is monotonically increasing
in [φ1, φ2], ii) monotonically decreasing in [φ1, φ2], or iii) has a unique local
minimum in (φ1, φ2). In either case, Q(φ) attains its maximum at one φ1
and φ2.
The above motivate the following steps for solving (P2):
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Algorithm A.19 Compute the solution c? of (P2)
input Q – 2× 2 real symmetric matrix
R – s× 2 real symmetric matrix
output c? – 2-dimensional real vector in the feasible region Rc ≥ 0, ‖c‖2 =
1. See Lemma A.4.20.
1: u1 ← leading eigenvector of Q
2: if ±Ru1 ≥ 0 then
3: c? ← ±u1
4: else
5: C = {}
6: for i = 1, . . . , s do
7: ci ← [−Ri,2, Ri,1]>/‖Ri,:‖2
8: if R(±ci) ≥ 0 then
9: C ← C ∪ {±ci}
10: end if
11: end for {C = ∅ ⇒ (P2) infeasible}
12: c? ← arg maxc∈C c>Qc
13: end if
1. If ±Ru1 ≥ 0, then c? = ±u1.
2. Otherwise, initialize an empty collection C of candidate solutions. For i =
1, . . . , s:
- Compute ci = ±[−Ri,2, Ri,1]>/‖Ri,:‖, the unit norm vectors in the direc-
tion at which the ith inequality is active. If ±ci is feasible, include ±ci
in C.
3. Return c? = arg maxc∈C c>Qc.
The previous steps are formally presented in Algorithm A.19.
Lemma A.4.20. Algorithm A.19 computes the optimal solution of (P2) with
s linear inequality constraints in O(s2).
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Proof. There exist at most 2s + 2 candidate solutions, including ±u1. Each
candidate is computed in O(1), and its feasibility is checked in O(s). In total,
the collection C of feasible candidate solutions is constructed in O(s2). The op-
timal solution is determined via exhaustive comparison among the candidates
in C in O(s).
The arbitrary r case. We demonstrate an algorithm to solve (Pr) for any
arbitrary r. Our algorithm relies on generalizing the observations and ideas of
the r = 2 case. In particular, assuming that the feasible region is non-empty,
we will show the following claim:
Claim 1. Let u1 ∈ Rr be the leading eigenvector of Q. If ±u1 is feasible, c? =
±u1 is the optimal solution of (Pr). Otherwise, at least one of the s linear
constraints holds with equality at c?, i.e., ∃i ∈ [s] such that Ri,:c? = 0.
Proof. Let Q = UΛU> be the eigenvalue decomposition of Q: the diagonal
entries of Λ coincide with the real eigenvalues of Q, λ1, . . . , λr in decreasing
order, and the columns of U with the corresponding eigenvectors u1, . . . ,ur.
The latter form an orthonormal basis for Rr.
Clearly, if either of ±u1 is feasible, the quadratic objective attains its
maximum value at c? = ±u1. In the sequel, we are concerned with the case
where both ±u1 are infeasible.
Consider a feasible point c0, ‖c0‖ = 1, such that Rc0 > 0. That is, c0
satisfies all linear constraints with strict inequality. If no such a point exists,
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the claim holds trivially. We will show that c0 cannot be optimal.
In terms of the eigenbasis, we have c0 = Uµ, where µ = U>c0 ∈ Rr,
‖µ‖ = 1. Let ĉ0 denote the orthogonal projection of c0 on the subspace
spanned by the trailing eigenvectors u2, . . . ,ur, normalized to unit length.
That is, ĉ0 = (1−µ21)−1
∑r
i=2 uiµi. The unit norm vectors in the 2-dimensional










for φ ∈ [0, 2π). Note that α(0) = u1 and α(π) = −u1 are by assumption
infeasible. Therefore, points α(φ) are feasible only for φ restricted to some
interval [φ1, φ2], with 0 ≤ |φ1 − φ2| ≤ π. At the endpoints φ1 and φ2, at
least one of the inequality constraints becomes active. Further, there exists a




∈ [φ1, φ2], such that α(φ0) = c0. By assumption,
Ri,:α(φ0) > 0, ∀i ∈ [s].
Let Q(φ) denote the objective function of (Pr) over the unit norm vec-
tors α(φ), as a function of φ. We will show that Q(φ0) ≤ max{Q(φ1), Q(φ2)}.
We have
Q(φ) = α(φ)>UΛU>α(φ)













Taking into account that λ1 ≥ µ>Λµ, it is straightforward to verify through
the first derivative w.r.t. φ that Q(φ) has four critical points at φ = 0, π/2,
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Figure A.2: An instance of (P3). Feasible solutions lie in the intersection of
half-spaces with the unit sphere (highlighted region). The leading eigenvec-
tor ±u1 of Q is not feasible. Consider any solution c0 in the interior of the
feasible region. The highlited arc corresponds to unit length points in the
span of c0 and u1. The objective value at c0 cannot exceed the value at the
endpoints of that arc.
π and 3π/2. One of the following holds: i) Q(φ) is monotonically decreasing
in [φ1, φ2], ii) Q(φ) is monotonically increasing in [φ1, φ2], or iii) a unique
local minimum lies in (φ1, φ2). In either case, the maximum value of Q(φ)
over [φ1, φ2] is achieved at one of φ1 and φ2, which completes the proof.
According to Claim 1, at least one linear inequality constraint holds
with equality at the optimal point c?. Assume that the ith linear constraint is
such a constraint, i.e., Ri,:c? = 0. In the sequel, we investigate how this extra
assumption simplifies solving (Pr).
The constraint Ri,:c = 0 enforces a linear dependence on the entries
of c. Let j ∈ [r] be the index of a nonzero entry3 of Ri,:. Let c\j ∈ Rr−1
and Ri,\j ∈ R1×r−1 denote the vectors obtained excluding the jth entry of c
3If no such j exists, the ith row of R is the zero vector. In that case, the ith linear
constraint is redundant and can be omitted.
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and Ri,:, respectively. Then,






Let H = UHΣHV>H be the compact singular value decomposition of
the rank-(r − 1) matrix H: UH ∈ Rd×r−1 consists of the r − 1 leading left
singular vectors of H, VH ∈ Rr−1×r−1 is a unitary matrix comprising the right
singular vectors, and ΣH is a diagonal matrix containing the r − 1 nonzero
singular values of H.
Define ĉ = ΣHV>Hc\j ∈ Rr−1. Through (A.4), the original variable c
can be expressed in terms of ĉ: c = UH ĉ. Substituting c in (Pr) accordingly,
we conclude that in order to compute the solution to (Pr), it suffices to compute








The optimal solution of (Pr) will then be c(i) = UH ĉ(i), where the superscript
is used to remind that c(i) is optimal under the assumption that the ith linear
inequality constraint is active. In practice, it is not known which constraints
are active at the globally optimal solution c?. However, on principle, we can
compute s candidates c(i), i ∈ [s], one for each linear inequality constraint
in R, and determine c? via exhaustive comparison.
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It remains to show that we can efficiently solve (A.5). Due to the
fact that the columns of UH are orthonormal, the requirement ‖UH ĉ‖ = 1 is
equivalent to ‖ĉ‖ = 1, and (A.5) becomes




with R(i) = RUH and Q(i) = U>HQUH . One can verify that the new optimiza-
tion is identical in form to (Pr), but the dimension of the unknown variable is
reduced to r− 1. Further, the ith row of R(i) is the all zero vector, effectively
decreasing the number of linear constraints to s− 1.
The Algorithm The above discussion motivates a recursion for solving (Pr).
The procedure is outlined in the following steps and is formally presented in
Algorithm A.20.
1. If r = 2, compute and return the optimal solution according Algo-
rithm A.19.
2. Compute u1 ∈ Rr, the leading eigenvector of Q. If ±u1 is feasible, return
c? = ±u1.
3. Otherwise, for i = 1, . . . , s:
- Form the (r − 1)-dimensional problem (P (i)r−1), setting the ith linear in-
equality constraint active.
- Solve (P (i)r−1) recursively and obtain a candidate solution c(i) of (Pr). In-
clude c(i) in C, the collection of candidate solutions.
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Algorithm A.20 Compute the solution c? of (Pr)
input Q – r × r real symmetric matrix
R – s× r real matrix
output c? – r-dimensional real vector in the feasible region Rc ≥ 0, ‖c‖2 =
1. See Lemma A.4.21.
1: if r = 2 then
2: c? ← solve (P2[Q,R])
3: end if
4: u1 ← leading eigenvector of Q
5: if R(±u1) ≥ 0 then
6: c? ← ±u1
7: else
8: C = {} {Set of candidate solutions}
9: for i = 1 to k do





12: UH ,ΣH ,VH ← svd(H)
13: Q(i) ← UH>QUH {∈ Sr−1 }
14: R(i) ← R\i,:UH {∈ Rk−1×r−1}









16: c(i) ← UH ĉ(i) {∈ Rr}
17: C ← C ∪ {c(i)} {|C| ≤ s}
18: end for






4. Return c? = arg maxc∈C c>Qc.
Lemma A.4.21. Algorithm A.20 solves (Pr) in O(sr).
Proof. Let C(r, s) denote the complexity of solving (Pr) with s linear inequality
constraints using Algorithm A.20. The leading eigenvector of Q is computed
in O(r3) and its feasibility can be verified in O(rs). Each of the s sub-problems
(P (i)r−1) of dimension r − 1 with s− 1 inequalities can be formulated in O(r3s)
and solved recursively in C(r − 1, s − 1). The maximum recursion depth
is r − 2 and the base problem (P2) is solved in O(s2) by Alg. A.19. In total,
C(r, s) = k·C(r − 1, s− 1)+O(r3s2), which in turn yields C(r, s) = O(sr).
A.5 Near-Linear Time Nonnegative SPCA
Alg. 2.1 approximates the nonnegative, s-sparse principal component
of an n× n PSD matrix A,
x? = arg maxx∈Sns
x>Ax,
by efficiently solving the nonnegative sparse PCA problem on Ar, the best
rank-r approximation of A. More precisely, Alg. 2.1 computes and outputs
xr = arg max
Sns
x>Arx, (A.6)
in time polynomial in n, for any constant r. The output xr is a surrogate for
the desired vector x?.
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Albeit polynomial in n, the computational complexity of Alg. 2.1 can
be impractical even for moderate values of n. In this section, we develop Algo-
rithm 2.3, a simple randomized procedure for approximating the nonnegative,
s-sparse principal component of a PSD matrix in time almost linear in n.
Alg. 2.3 relies on the same core ideas as Alg. 2.1: solve the nonnegative sparse
PCA problem on a rank-r matrix Ar recasting the maximization in (A.6) into
a series of simpler problems. But instead of computing the exact solution xr
of the rank-r nonnegative PCA problem, Alg. 2.3 settles for an approximate
solution x̂r computed in near-linear time. This second level of approximation
introduces an additional error: x̂r may be a slightly worse approximation of
x? compared to xr. That extra approximation error, however, can be made
arbitrarily small.
Lemma A.5.22. Let A be an n × n PSD matrix given as input to Alg. 2.3,
along with sparsity parameter s ∈ [n] and accuracy parameters r ∈ [n] and ε ∈
(0, 1]. Let Ar be the best rank-r approximation of A, and xr its nonnegative,
s-sparse principal component. Alg. 2.3 outputs a nonnegative, s-sparse, unit
norm vector x̂r such that
x̂>r Arx̂r ≥ (1− ε) · xr>Arxr,
with probability at least 1− 1/n, in time O(ε−r · n log n) plus the time required
to compute the r leading eigenvectors of A.
The lemma follows from the analysis of Alg. 2.3, which is the focus of
Section A.5.1, and its proof is deferred until the end of that section. According
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to the lemma, the output x̂r of Alg. 2.3 is a factor (1 − ε) approximation of
xr, the nonnegative, s-sparse principal component of Ar, in terms of explained
variance on the rank-r matrix Ar. Our ultimate goal, however, is to character-
ize the quality of x̂r as a surrogate for x?, the nonnegative, s-sparse principal
component of A. The approximation guarantees of Alg. 2.3 are established in
the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. For any n×n PSD matrix A, sparsity parameter s, and accu-
racy parameters r ∈ [n] and ε ∈ (0, 1], Alg. 2.3 outputs a nonnegative, s-sparse,
unit norm vector x̂r such that
x̂>r Ax̂r ≥ (1− ε) · ρr · x?>Ax?,
with probability at least 1− 1/n, in time O(ε−r · n log n) plus the time required
to compute the r leading eigenvectors of A.
Proof. For the output x̂r of Alg. 2.3, we have
x̂>r Ax̂r = x̂>r Arx̂r + x̂>r (A−Ar)x̂r
(α)
≥ (1− ε) · xr>Arxr + x̂>r (A−Ar)x̂r
(β)
≥ (1− ε) · xr>Arxr
= (1− ε) ·OPTr
= (1− ε) · ρr ·OPT, (A.7)
where inequality (a) follows from Lemma A.5.22, and (β) from the fact that













The complexity of Alg. 2.3 is established in Lemma A.5.22, which completes
the proof.
A.5.1 Analysis of Algorithm 2.3
In this subsection, we examine Alg. 2.3 in detail and gradually build
towards establishing Lemma A.5.22.
Given an n× n PSD matrix A and an accuracy parameter r, Alg. 2.3
first computes the r leading eigenvectors of A to obtain the rank-r approxi-
mation Ar. Let V be an n × r square root of Ar. That is, Ar = VV>. In
subsection 2.4.2, we showed that the rank-r nonnegative sparse PCA problem
on Ar can be written as
max
x∈Sns





For a fixed c, the optimal x can be easily determined as described in Sec-
tion 2.4.1. In principle, scanning all vectors c on the surface of the r-
dimensional unit sphere Sr would suffice to detect the nonnegative, s-sparse
principal component xr.
Alg. 2.3 approximately solves the double maximization in (A.8) con-
sidering a finite set of m = O(ε−r · log n) points c1, . . . , cm drawn randomly
and independently, uniformly distributed over Sr. Each random point ci cor-
responds to an n-dimensional vector ai = Vci in the range of Ar, for which
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The rank-1 problem is solved in time O(n) as described in Section 2.4.1, and
yields a candidate solution x. Alg. 2.3 outputs the candidate that maximizes
‖V>x‖2 = x>Arx.
In the following, we argue that the m = O(ε−r · log n) random samples
suffice to establish the approximation guarantees of Lemma A.5.22, and in
turn Theorem 2.2.
Randomized Construction of an ε-net An ε-net on the unit sphere Sr is
a set N rε of points on Sr such that for any point on Sr there exists a point in
N rε within euclidean distance ε. More formally,
Def. A.5.3. An ε-net of Sr is a set N rε ⊂ Sr such that
∀c ∈ Sr, ∃ ĉ ∈ N rε : ‖c− ĉ‖2 ≤ ε.
Consider a (ε/2)-net N rε/2 on Sr for some given constant 0 < ε ≤ 1.
The following lemma states that if we solve the maximization in (A.8) over
the points c in the finite set of points N rε/2 instead of the entire sphere Sr, we
obtain a solution that is within a factor (1− ε) from OPTr.
Lemma A.5.23. Let N rε/2 be a ε/2-net of Sr. Then,








Proof. The upper bound follows from the fact that N rε/2 ⊆ Sr. For the lower
bound, let (xr, cr) denote the optimal solution of (A.8), i.e.,
OPTr = (crV>xr)2.
By definition, the ε/2-net N rε/2 contains a vector ĉr such that cr = ĉr + r for
some r ∈ Rr with ‖r‖ ≤ ε/2. Then,











where (α) is due to the triangle inequality, the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,


















There are many constructions for ε-nets on the sphere, both deter-
ministic and randomized [124, 30, 58]. In the following we review a simple
randomized construction, initially studied by Wyner [151] in the asymptotic
r →∞ regime. First, note the following existential result.
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Lemma A.5.24 ([140]). For any 0 < ε ≤ 1, there exists an ε-net N rε of the
unit sphere Sr with cardinality at most mε,r ≤ (1 + 2/ε)r.
Consider a set of sphere-caps of radius ε̂ centered at the points of the ε̂-
netN r
ε̂
. The caps cover the entire sphere surface. It can be easily shown, based
on a simple triangle inequality, that an arbitrary collection of points comprising
at least one point from each cap, forms a (2ε̂)-net. Further, using standard balls





) points uniformly distributed over Sr suffice for at least
one random point to lie in each sphere cap with probability at least 1 − 1/n.
That is, O(ε̂−r · log n) points suffice to form a (2ε̂)-net. Hence, for ε̂ = ε/4, we
will obtain an ε/2-net.
Lemma A.5.25. Randomly and independently drawing O(ε−r · log n) points
uniformly distributed on Sr suffices to form an ε/2-net of Sr, with probability
at least 1− 1/n.
Proof of Lemma A.5.22 By Lemma A.5.25, the O(ε−r ·log n) points drawn
randomly and independently uniformly over Sr, form an ε/2-net N rε/2, with
probability at least 1− 1/n. Alg. 2.3 solves the double maximization problem
in (A.8) over the points in N rε/2, and outputs a nonnegative, s-sparse, unit-
norm vector x̂r. By Lemma A.5.23, x̂r is within factor of (1− ε) from OPTr,
which proves the desired approximation guarantee.
Alg. 2.3 examines O(ε−r log n) points in the range of the n×r matrix V.
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Each sample yields a candidate solution computed in O(n). The total compu-
tational complexity is O(ε−r ·n log n), plus the time required to compute the r
columns of V, i.e., the r leading eigenvectors of A, which completes the proof.

A.6 Examples of Spectral Decay in Real Data
The approximation guarantees of our algorithm are contingent on the
spectrum of the data covariance matrix: the sharper the eigenvalue decay,
the tighter the approximation. Here, we provide empirical evidence that real
datasets often exhibit a steep decline in the spectrum of their empirical co-
variance matrix.
Fig. A.3 depicts the leading eigenvalues of the empirical covariance
matrix of various datasets, normalized by the maximum eigenvalue, λ1. In all
depicted cases, the eigenvalues can be upper bounded by a power law decay
function, i.e., λi ≤ c · λ1 · iα, for some constant c and α ≥ 1.
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Spectrum of Data Covariance Matrix (CBCL-FACE)
i!1
(a) CBCL Face Dataset
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Spectrum of Data Covariance Matrix (LRS)
i!1
(c) Low Res. Spectr. Dataset
100 101 102











Spectrum of Data Covariance Matrix (ISOLET-5)
i!1
(d) Isolet Dataset
Figure A.3: Spectrum of the empirical covariance matrix of various
real datasets. The eigenvalues exhibit approximately power law decay.
(Datasets A.3(b), A.3(c) and A.3(d) are available at [22]).
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Appendix B
Appendix for Chapter 3
B.1 On the sub-optimality of deflation – An example
We provide a simple example demonstrating the sub-optimality of defla-
tion based approaches for computing multiple sparse components with disjoint
supports. Consider the real 4× 4 matrix
A =

1 0 0 ε
0 δ 0 0
0 0 δ 0
ε 0 0 1
,
with ε, δ > 0 such that ε+ δ < 1. Note that A is PSD; A = B>B for
B =

























Iterative extraction with deflation Following an iterative, greedy proce-





Recall that for any unit norm vector x with support I = supp(x),
x>Ax ≤ λmax(AI,I), (B.3)
where AI,I denotes the principal submatrix of A formed by the rows and
columns indexed by I. Equality can be achieved in (B.3) for x equal to the
leading eigenvector of AI,I . Hence, it suffices to determine the optimal support
for x1. Due to the small size of the example, it is easy to determine that the
set I1 = {1, 4} maximizes the objective in (B.3) over all sets of two indices,
achieving value





= 1 + ε. (B.4)
Since subsequent components must have disjoint supports, it follows that the
support of the second 2-sparse component x2 is I2 = {2, 3}, and x2 achieves
value






In total, the objective value in (B.1) achieved by the greedy computation with
a deflation step is
2∑
j=1
x>j Axj = 1 + ε+ δ. (B.6)
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Sub-optimality of deflation Consider an alternative pair of 2-sparse com-
ponents x′1 and x′2 with support sets I ′1 = {1, 2} and I ′2 = {3, 4}, respectively.











= 1 + 1 = 2,
which clearly outperforms the objective value in (B.6) (under the assumption
ε + δ < 1), demonstrating the sub-optimality of the x1, x2 pair computed by
the deflation-based approach. In fact, for small ε, δ the objective value in the
second case is larger than the former by almost a factor of two.
B.2 Construction of Bipartite Graph
The following algorithm formally outlines the steps for generating the




given a weight d× k matrix W.
Algorithm B.21 Generate Bipartite Graph
input W – d× k real matrix




. See Fig. 3.1.










4: U ← ∪kj=1Uj {|U | = k · s}
5: V ← {1, . . . , d}
6: E ← U × V
7: for i = 1, . . . , d do
8: for j = 1, . . . , k do
9: for each u ∈ Uj do






B.3.1 Guarantees of Algorithm 3.5









in time O(d · (s · k)2).
Proof. Consider a matrix X ∈ Xk and let Ij, j = 1 . . . , k denote the support
sets of its columns. By the constraints in Xk, those sets are disjoint, i.e., Ij1 ∩


















The last inequality is due to Cauchy-Schwarz and the fact that ‖Xj‖2 ≤ 1,
∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. In fact, if the supports sets Ij, j = 1, . . . , k were known,




i.e., setting the nonzero subvector of the jth column of X colinear to the
corresponding subvector of the jth column of W. Hence, the key step towards
computing the optimal solution X̃ is to determine the support sets Ij, j =
1, . . . , k of its columns.
Consider the set of binary matrices Z , Z(1) ∩ Z(2) where
Z(1) ,
{









The set represents all possible supports for the members of Xk. Taking into
account the previous discussion, the maximization in (B.7) can be written with

















Let Z̃ ∈ Z denote the optimal solution, which corresponds to the (support)
indicator of X̃. Next, we show that computing Z̃ boils down to solving a
maximum weight matching problem on the bipartite graph generated by Al-
gorithm B.21. Recall that given W ∈ Rd×k, Algorithm B.21 generates a
complete weighted bipartite graph G = (U, V,E) where
• V is a set of d vertices v1, . . . , vd, corresponding to the d variables, i.e.,
the d rows of X̂.
• U is a set of k · s vertices, conceptually partitioned into k disjoint sub-
sets U1, . . . , Uk, each of cardinality s. The jth subset, Uj, is associated
with the support Ij; the s vertices u(j)α , α = 1, . . . , s in Uj serve as place-
holders for the variables/indices in Ij.
• Finally, the edge set is E = U × V . The edge weights are determined by
the d×k matrix W in (3.6). In particular, the weight of edge (u(j)α , vi) is
equal to W 2ij. Note that all vertices in Uj are effectively identical; they
all share a common neighborhood and edge weights.
It is straightforward to verify that any Z ∈ Z corresponds to a perfect match-
ing in G and vice versa; Zij = 1 if and only if vertex vi ∈ V is matched with
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a vertex in Uj (all vertices in Uj are equivalent with respect to their neigh-
borhood). Further, for a given Z ∈ Z the objective value in (B.9) is equal to
the weight of the corresponding matching in G. More formally, For a given
perfect matching M ⊂ E, the corresponding indicator matrix Z ∈ Z (and
equivalently the support of its columns) is determined by setting
Ij ← {i ∈ [d] : (u, vi) ∈M, u ∈ Uj}, j = 1, . . . , k. (B.10)



















Zij ·W 2ij, (B.11)
which is equal to the objective function in (B.9). Conversely, any given indi-
cator matrix Z ∈ Z corresponds to a perfect matchingM⊂ E. In particular,
letting Ij,supp(Zj), and for an arbitrary ordering σj : [s]→ Ij of the elements
of Ij, M←
{
(u(j)α , vσj(α)), α = 1, . . . , s, j = 1, . . . , k
}
is a perfect matching in




















It follows that to determine Z̃ that maximizes (B.9) with respect to Z ∈ Z,
it suffices to compute a maximum weight perfect matching in G. Then Z̃ is
obtained as described in (B.10). Finally, the values of the non-zero entries
of X̃ are determined as described in the beginning of the proof (lines 4-7
of Algorithm 3.5), guaranteeing the optimality of X̃ for the maximization
in (B.7).
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The weighted bipartite graph G is generated in O(d · (s · k)). The run-
ning time of Algorithm 3.5 is dominated by the computation of the maximum
weight matching of G. For the case of unbalanced bipartite graph with |U | =
s · k < d = |V | the Hungarian algorithm can be modified [122] to compute
the maximum weight bipartite matching in time O(|E||U |+ |U |2 log |U |) =
O(d · (s · k)2). This completes the proof.
B.3.2 Guarantees of Algorithm 3.4 – Proof of Theorem 3.3
We first prove a more general version of Theorem 3.3 for arbitrary
constraint sets. Combining that with the guarantees of Algorithm 3.5, we
prove the Theorem 3.3.
Lemma B.3.26. For any real d × d rank-r PSD matrix Ā and arbitrary




. Assuming that there exists
an operator PX : Rd×k → X such that PX (W) = argmaxX∈X 〈xj, wj〉
2, then















· (TX + kd)
)
, where TX is the time required to com-
pute PX (·) and TSVD(r) the time required to compute the truncated SVD of Ā.
Proof. Let Ā = UΛU> denote the truncated eigenvalue decomposition of Ā;
Λ is a diagonal r × r whose ith diagonal entry Λii is equal to the ith largest
eigenvalue of Ā, while the columns of U contain the corresponding eigenvec-
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, ∀ c ∈ Rr : ‖c‖2 = 1. (B.13)































Let C? be the maximizing value of C in (B.15) for X = X?, i.e., C? is an r×k












kth cartesian power of a finite ε/2-net of the r-dimensional l2-unit sphere. At








via Algorithm 3.5 (See Lemma B.3.1 for the guarantees of Algorithm 3.5). By




contains a C] such that
∥∥∥C] −C?∥∥∥∞,2 = maxj∈{1,...,k}
∥∥∥Cj] −Cj?∥∥∥2 ≤ ε/2. (B.17)
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∣∣∣∣〈Λ1/2U>Xj?, Cj]〉+ 〈Λ1/2U>Xj?, (Cj? −Cj])〉∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣〈Λ1/2U>Xj?, Cj]〉∣∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣∣〈Λ1/2U>Xj?, (Cj? −Cj])〉∣∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣∣〈Λ1/2U>Xj?, Cj]〉∣∣∣∣+ ∥∥∥∥Λ1/2U>Xj?∥∥∥∥ · ∥∥∥Cj? −Cj]∥∥∥
≤
∣∣∣∣〈Λ1/2U>Xj?, Cj]〉∣∣∣∣+ (ε/2) · (Xj?>ĀXj?)1/2. (B.18)
The first step follows by the definition of C?, the second by the linearity of
the inner product, the third by the triangle inequality, the fourth by Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality and the last by (B.17). Rearranging the terms in (B.18),












>ĀXj? ≥ (1− ε) ·Xj?
>ĀXj? (B.19)



























































where (α) follows from the observation in (B.15), (β) from the sub-optimality
of C], (γ) by the definition of X] in (B.21), while (δ) follows from (B.20).
According to (B.22), at least one of the candidate solutions produced by Al-
gorithm 3.4, namely X], achieves an objective value within a multiplicative
factor (1− ε) from the optimal, implying the guarantees of the lemma.
Finally, the running time of Algorithm 3.4 follows immediately from
the cost per iteration and the cardinality of the ε/2-net on the unit-sphere.
Note that matrix multiplications can exploit the singular value decomposition
which is performed once.
Theorem 3.3. For any real d × d rank-r PSD matrix Ā, desired number
of components k, number s of nonzero entries per component, and accuracy










in time TSVD(r) + O
(
(4/ε)r·k · d · (s · k)2
)






over all X ∈ Xk, and TSVD(r) denotes the time required
to compute the rank-r truncated SVD of Ā.
Proof. Recall that Xk is the set of d× k matrices X whose columns have unit
length and pairwise disjoint supports. Algorithm 3.5, given any W ∈ Rd×k,
computes X ∈ Xk that optimally solves the constrained maximization in line 5
in time O(d · (s · k)2) (See Lemma B.3.1 for the guarantee of Algorithm 3.5).
The desired result then follows by Lemma B.3.26 for the constrained set Xk.
B.3.3 Guarantees of Algorithm 3.6 – Proof of Theorem 3.4
We prove Theorem 3.4 with the approximation guarantees of Algo-
rithm 3.6.

































− 2 · ‖A− Ā‖2 ·maxX∈X ‖X‖
2
F.























































































































where the first inequality follows from (B.26) the second from (B.23), the
third from (B.27), and the last from the fact that R ≥ 0 and 0 < γ ≤ 1. This
concludes the proof.
Remark B.3.2. If in Lemma B.3.27 the PSD matrices A and Ā ∈ Rd×d are

























x>j Exj ≥ 0,



























The rest of the proof follows as is.
Theorem 3.4. For any n×d input data matrix S, with corresponding empirical
covariance matrix A = 1/n · S>S, any desired number of components k, and










− 2 · k · ‖A− Ā‖2,
in time TSKETCH(r) + TSVD(r) + O
(
(4/ε)r·k · d · (s · k)2
)
. Here, X? is a feasible




over all X ∈ Xk.
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Proof. The theorem follows from Lemma B.3.27 and the approximation guar-
antees of Algorithm 3.4.
B.3.4 Proof of Theorem 3.5
First, we restate and prove the following lemma by [6].
Lemma B.3.28. Let A ∈ Rd×d be an positive semidefinite matrix with entries
in [−1, 1] and V ∈ Rd×d such that A = VV>. Further, let R ∈ Rd×r be
a random matrix with entries drawn independently according to a Gaussian
distribution N (0, 1/r), and define
Ā = VRR>V>.
Then, for r = O(ε−2 log d), it holds that
∣∣∣Aij − Āij∣∣∣ ≤ ε
for all i, j with probability at least 1− poly(1/d).
Proof. The proof relies on the Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) Lemma [47], ac-
cording to which for any two unit norm vectors x,y ∈ Rd and R generated as
described in the lemma,
Pr
(∣∣∣x>RR>y− x>y∣∣∣ ≥ ε) ≤ 2 · e−(ε2−ε3)·r/4.
By the definition of V, we have
Aij = 〈Vi:, Vj:〉, ∀i, j ∈ [d]× [d]. (B.28)
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Recall that by assumption |Aij| ≤ 1, ∀i, j ∈ [d]× [d]. In particular, the bound
holds for the diagonal entries of A which in turn implies that ‖Vi:‖22 ≤ 1, for
all i = 1, . . . , d. Setting r = O(ε−2 log d) and using the JL lemma and a union
bound over all O(d2) vector pairs Vi:, Vj: we obtain the desired result.
Next, we provide the proof of Theorem 3.5 for the simple case of k = 1;
the proof easily generalizes to the multi-component case k > 1. According to
Lemma B.3.28, choosing d = O((δ/6)−2 log n) = O(δ−2 log n) suffices for all
entries of Ā constructed as described in the lemma to satisfiy
∣∣∣Aij − Āij∣∣∣ ≤ δ6
with probability at least 1− 1/d. In turn, for any s-sparse, unit `2-norm





























= δ6 · s, (B.29)
where the lst inequality follows from the fact that x is s-sparse has unit `2-
norm.
We run Algorithm 3.4 (for k = 1) with input argument the rank-r ma-
trix Ā, desired sparsity s and accuracy parameter ε = δ/6. Algorithm 3.4
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outputs an s-sparse unit `2-norm vector x̂ which according to Theorem 3.3
satisfies
(1− δ/6) · x>d Āxd ≤ x̂>Āx̂ ≤ x>d Āxd, (B.30)
where xd is the true s-sparse principal component of Ā. In turn,




· s ≤ δ3 · s, (B.31)
where the second inequality follows from the fact that the entries of Ā lie in
the interval [−1− δ/6, 1 + δ/6], and x̂ is an s-sparse vector with unit `2-norm.
Of course, we are interested in how the quadratic value achieved by x̂
compares to the optimal on the original matrix A rather than the rank-r
approximation Ā. Let x? denote the s-sparse principal component of A and
define OPT,x>? Ax?. Then,
∣∣∣OPT− x̂>Ax̂∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣OPT− x>d Āxd + x>d Āxd − x̂>Ax̂∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣OPT− x>d Āxd∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
D1
+
∣∣∣x>d Āxd − x̂>Ax̂∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
D2
. (B.32)
For the first quanity on the RHS of (B.32), we have
D1 =
∣∣∣OPT− x>d Axd + x>d Axd − x>d Āxd∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣OPT− x>d Axd∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣x>d Axd − x>d Āxd∣∣∣
≤ OPT− x>d Axd +
δ
6 · s, (B.33)
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where the last inequality follows from the fact that OPT ≥ x>d Āxd and in-
equality (B.29). Continuing from (B.33),
D1 ≤ OPT− x>d Axd +
δ
6 · s+ x
>
d Āxd − x>? Āx?︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0




∣∣∣x>? Ax? − x>? Āx?∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣x>d Āxd − x>d Axd∣∣∣+ δ6 · s
≤ δ2 · s, (B.34)
where the last inequality follows by applying (B.29) twice. Similarly, for the
second quanity on the RHS of (B.32), we have
D2 =
∣∣∣x>d Āxd − x̂>Āx̂ + x̂>Āx̂− x̂>Ax̂∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣x>d Āxd − x̂>Āx̂∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣x̂>Āx̂− x̂>Ax̂∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣x>d Āxd − x̂>Āx̂∣∣∣+ δ6 · s (B.35)
≤ 2δ6 · s+
δ
6 · s (B.36)
≤ δ2 · s. (B.37)
where inequality (B.35) follows from (B.29) since x̂ is an s-sparse unit `2-
norm vector, and inequality (B.36) from (B.31). Continuing from (B.32), and
combining (B.34) with (B.37), we find
∣∣∣OPT− x̂>Ax̂∣∣∣ ≤ δ2 · s+ δ2 · s = δ · s,
which is the desired result. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.5.
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B.4 Auxiliary Lemmas







where σi(M) is the ith largest singular value of M.


































Combining the two inequalities, the desired result follows.
Corollary 2. For any real d × n matrix M and k ≤ min{d, n}, σk(M) ≤
k−1/2 · ‖M‖F.
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma B.4.29.
Lemma B.4.30. Let a1, . . . , an and b1, . . . , bn be 2n real numbers and let p



















Lemma B.4.31. For any two real matrices A and B of appropriate dimen-
sions,
‖AB‖F ≤ min{‖A‖2‖B‖F, ‖A‖F‖B‖2}.











Similarly, using the previous inequality,
‖AB‖2F = ‖B>A>‖2F ≤ ‖B>‖22‖A>‖2F = ‖B‖22‖A‖2F.
Combining the two upper bounds, the desired result follows.
Lemma B.4.32. For any A,B ∈ Rn×k,
|〈A,B〉|,
∣∣∣Tr(A>B)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖A‖F‖B‖F.
Proof. The inequality follows from Lemma B.4.30 for p = q = 2, treating A
and B as vectors.











The maximum is attained by Y coinciding with the k leading right singular
vectors of A.
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Proof. Let UΣV> be the singular value decomposition of A; U and V are
m × m and n × n unitary matrices respectively, while Σ is a diagonal ma-
trix with Σjj = σj, the jth largest singular value of A, j = 1, . . . , d, where
d,min{m,n}. Due to the invariance of the Frobenius norm under unitary
multiplication,





































≤ ‖vj‖2 = 1,




























σ2j · zj ≤ σ21 + . . .+ σ2k. (B.39)
Finally, it is straightforward to verify that if yi = vi, i = 1, . . . , k, then (B.39)
holds with equality.
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Lemma B.4.34. For any real d × n matrix A, and pair of d × k matrix X
and n× k matrix Y such that X>X = Ik and Y>Y = Ik with k ≤ min{d, n},
the following holds:





Proof. By Lemma B.4.32,
|〈X, AY〉| =
∣∣∣Tr(X>AY)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖X‖F · ‖AY‖F = √k · ‖AY‖F.





Tr(Ik) = k. Combining with a bound on ‖AY‖F as in Lemma B.4.33, com-
pletes the proof.
Lemma B.4.35. For any real d× d PSD matrix A, and k× d matrix X with









where λi(A) is the ith largest eigenvalue of A. Equality is achieved for X
coinciding with the k leading eigenvectors of A.









= ‖V>X‖2F. The desired result follows by
Lemma B.4.33 and the fact that λi(A) = σ2i (V), i = 1, . . . , d.
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Appendix C
Appendix for Chapter 4
C.1 Proofs
C.1.1 On the connection of ONMF with NNPCA
Lemma C.1.36. Let E?,minW≥0H≥0,W>W=Ik ‖M−WH
>]‖2F be the optimal
ONMF approximation error for a given m× n real nonnegative matrix M and
target dimension k, as defined in (4.1). Then,
E? = ‖M‖2F − maxW≥0m×k
W>W=Ik
‖M>W‖2F, (C.1)
If W? is a solution of the maximization in (C.1), then the pair
W?,H?,M>W? is a feasible solution to the ONMF problem in (4.1), achiev-
ing the minimum error E?, i.e., ‖M−W?W>? M‖2F = E?.
Proof. Recall that by assumption, W is a m × k nonnegative matrix with
orthonormal columns. The subsequent analysis holds even in the case where
W is allowed to contain all-zero columns, as such columns do not contribute
to the objective function and can be ignored effectively reducing the dimension
k of the factorization.
Given a real nonnegative m × k matrix W, the real n × k matrix H
that minimizes the Frobenius error ‖M−WH>‖2F over all real n× k matrices
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(ignoring temporarily the fact what we seek a nonnegative H), is given by
H> = W†M, where W† denotes the pseudo-inverse of W. Here, however, the
columns of W are orthonormal and hence W† = W>. Moreover, since M
is nonnegative, H> = W?†M = W>? M automatically satisfies the additional
nonnegativity constraint. Therefore, the ONMF problem (defined in (4.1))




Expanding the objective in (C.2),












= ‖M‖2F − ‖M>W‖2F, (C.3)
where the first step follows from the cyclic property of the trace and the fact
that W>W = Ik. This concludes the proof.
C.1.2 Proof of Lemma 4.3.2
Lemma 4.3.2. For any real m × n matrix M with rank r, desired number
of components k, and accuracy parameter ε ∈ (0, 1), Algorithm 4.7 outputs
W ∈ Wk such that
‖M>W‖2F ≥ (1− ε) · ‖M
>W?‖2F,










Proof. Let M = UΣV> denote the truncated eigenvalue decomposition of M;
Σ is a diagonal r × r matrix with Σii being equal to the ith largest singular













, ∀ c ∈ Rr : ‖c‖2 = 1, (C.4)
where the first equality follows from the fact that the columns of V are or-
thonormal and span the entire row space of M, and the inequality is due to
Cauchy-Schwartz. In fact, equality is achieved for c colinear to ΣUw, appro-
























Recall that W? by definition maximizes the left hand side of (C.6)
over all W ∈ Wk. Let c̃?1, . . . , c̃?k ∈ Sr−1 be the set of k vectors achieving
equality in (C.6) for W = W?, and let C̃? ∈ Rr×k be the matrix formed by
stacking the k vectors. Algorithm 4.7 iterates over a set N⊗kε/2 (Sr−1) of points
(r × k matrices) C. Recall that N⊗kε/2 (Sr−1) is the kth cartesian power of an
ε/2-net of the r-dimensional `2-unit sphere. By construction, the set contains
a matrix C] such that
‖C] − C̃?j‖∞,2 ≤ ε/2. (C.7)
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Then, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k},
∥∥∥M>W?j∥∥∥2 = ∣∣∣〈ΣU>W?j, c̃?j〉∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣〈ΣU>W?j, c]j〉+ 〈ΣU>W?j, (c̃?j − c]j)〉∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣〈ΣU>W?j, c]j〉∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣〈ΣU>W?j, (c̃?j − c]j)〉∣∣∣
≤
∣∣∣〈ΣU>W?j, c]j〉∣∣∣+ ∥∥∥ΣU>W?j∥∥∥2 · ‖c̃?j − c]j‖2
≤
∣∣∣〈ΣU>W?j, c]j〉∣∣∣+ (ε/2) · ∥∥∥M>W?j∥∥∥2. (C.8)
The first step follows by the definition of C̃?, the second by the linearity
of the inner product, the third by the triangle inequality, the fourth by
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the last by the fact that ‖c̃?j − c]j‖ ≤ ε/2,
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , k} (by (C.7)). Rearranging the terms in (C.8),
∣∣∣〈ΣU>W?j, c]j〉∣∣∣ ≥ (1− ε2) · ∥∥∥M>W?j∥∥∥2 ≥ 0,





∥∥∥M>W?j∥∥∥22 ≥ (1− ε) · ∥∥∥M>W?j∥∥∥22 (C.9)






≥ (1− ε) ·
∥∥∥M>W?∥∥∥2F. (C.10)


































≥ (1− ε) ·
∥∥∥MW?∥∥∥2F, (C.12)
where (α) follows from the observation in (C.6), (β) from the suboptimality of
C], (γ) from the fact that W] maximizes the sum by its definition in (C.11),
while (δ) follows from (C.10). According to (C.12), at least one of the candidate
solutions produced by Algorithm 4.7, namely W], achieves an objective value
within a multiplicative factor (1−ε) from the optimal, implying the guarantees
of the lemma.
Finally, the running time of Algorithm 4.7 follows immediately from
the cost per iteration and the cardinality of the ε/2-net on the unit-sphere.
Note that matrix multiplications can exploit the available singular value de-
composition which is performed once.
C.1.3 Proof of Theorem 4.6
We first prove some auxiliary lemmata. The proof of the Theorem is
given in the end of this section.
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∥∥∥M>W?∥∥∥2F − 2 · k · ‖M−M‖22.
Proof. By the optimality of W? for M,
∥∥∥M>W?∥∥∥2F ≥ ∥∥∥M>W?∥∥∥2F.























∣∣∣Tr(W>EW)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖W‖2F · ‖E‖2 ≤ k · ‖E‖2 , R, (C.16)
where the last inequality follows from the fact that ‖W‖2F ≤ k for any W ∈




















































where the first inequality follows from (C.17) the second from (C.14), the
third from (C.18), and the last from the fact that R ≥ 0 and 0 < γ ≤ 1. This
concludes the proof.





















x>j Exj ≥ 0,
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The rest of the proof follows.
Theorem 4.6. For any real m × n (not necessarily nonnegative) matrix M




M be the best rank-r approximation of M. Algorithm 4.7 with input M and
accuracy parameters ε and r, outputs W ∈ Wk such that
∥∥∥M>W∥∥∥2
F
≥ (1− ε) ·
∥∥∥M>W?∥∥∥2F − k · ‖M−M‖22
in time TSVD +O
(
(1/ε)r·k · k ·m
)
.
Proof. Let W be the output of Algorithm 4.7 with input the best rank-r ap-
proximation of of M, M. By the guarantees of Algorithm 4.7, (Lemma 4.3.2),
the output W ∈ Wk of Algorithm 4.7 is such that
‖M>W‖2F ≥ (1− ε) · ‖M
>W?‖2F,
where W?, argmaxW∈Wk ‖M
>W‖2F. In turn, by Lemma C.1.37 (and in par-
ticular taking into account the remark C.1.3 whose conditions are satisfied
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since MM−MM> is PSD), we have
∥∥∥M>W∥∥∥2
F













The desired result readily follows.
C.1.4 Proof of Theorem 4.7
Lemma C.1.38. For any m× n real nonnegative matrix M, target dimension
k, and accuracy parameters r ∈ [n] and ε > 0, Algorithm 4.8 outputs an ONMF
pair W,H, such that







in time TSVD +O
(
(2/ε)r·k · k ·m
)
.
Proof. Recall that given a real nonnegative m × k matrix W ∈ Wk, H> =
W>? M minimizes the Frobenius error ‖M−WH>‖2F over the set of real non-
negative n× k matrices (Proof of Lemma C.1.36). In turn, for any W ∈ Wk,
and H selected as above,
‖M−WH>‖2F = ‖M‖2F − ‖M>W‖2F. (C.20)
Let W be the output of Algorithm 4.7, for input matrix Mr the best rank-
r approximation of of M. That is, in the sequel of this proof, M = Mr.
By the guarantees of Algorithm 4.7, (Lemma 4.3.2), the output W ∈ Wk of
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Algorithm 4.7 is such that
‖M>r W‖2F ≥ (1− ε) · ‖M>r W?‖2F,
where W?, argmaxW∈Wk ‖M
>
r W‖2F. In turn, by Lemma C.1.37 (and in par-
ticular taking into account the remark C.1.3 whose conditions are satisfied
since MM−MrM>r is PSD), we have∥∥∥M>W∥∥∥2
F













Given the output W of Algorithm 4.7, Algorithm 4.8 outputs the pair
W,H>,W>M. By (C.20), for this choice of H, taking into account (C.21),
‖M−WH>‖2F = ‖M‖2F − ‖M>W‖2F






















where the last inequality follows by Lemma C.2.44. This competes the proof.
Theorem 4.7. For any m× n real nonnegative matrix M, target dimension k,
and desired accuracy 0 < ε < 1, Algorithm 4.8 with parameters ε and r = dk/εe
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outputs an ONMF pair W,H, such that
‖M−WH>‖2F ≤ E? + ε · ‖M‖2F,
in time TSVD + (1/ε)(
k2/ε) · (k ·m).
Proof. By Lemma C.1.38, Algorithm 4.8 with parameters r and ε, outputs an
ONMF pair W,H, such that







Noting that for k < r the k squared singular values σ2i (M), i = r+1, . . . , r+k
are the smallest among the r squared singular values σ2i (M), i = k+1, . . . , r+k,










For r = dk/εe, and combining (C.23) and (C.22), we have
‖M−WH>‖2F ≤ E? + ε ·
k∑
i=1








≤ E? + ε · ‖M‖2F,
which is the desired guarantee. The time complexity readily follows from
the steps of Algorithm 4.8 and that of Algorithm 4.7, which concludes the
proof.
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C.1.5 Correctness of Algorithm 4.9







in time O(2k · k ·m).
Proof. Let Ij ⊆ [m], j = 1 . . . , k denote the supports of the k columns of
optimal solution Ŵ. The orthogonality requirements (in conjunction with
nonnegativity) imply that the supports Ij, j = 1, . . . , k are disjoint. Further,
it is straightforward to verify that due to the nonnegativity constrains in Wk,
the support of the jth column, Ij, must contain only indices corresponding
to nonnegative or nonpositive entries of aj, but not a combination of both.
Algorithm 4.9 considers all 2k sign combinations for the support sets, e.g.,
I1 containing positive entries, I2 negative, etc., by equivalently solving the
maximization on all 2k matrices Â = A · diag(s), b ∈ {±1}k and returning
the solution that performs best on the original input A. Therefore, without
loss of generality, in the sequel we assume that all support sets correspond to
nonnegative entries of A.
If an oracle reveals the supports Ij, j = 1, . . . , k, the exact value of
X̂ can be readily determined, according to the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
the jth column, x̂j, is supported only on Ij, and its nonzero sub-vector is
set to (x̂j)Ij = [aj]Ij/‖[aj]Ij‖, which maximizes the inner product with the
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where the first equality stems from the fact that [aj]Ij ≥ 0. It suffices to show
that Alg. 4.9 correctly determines the collection of support sets Ij, j = 1, . . . , k.
Alg. 4.9 constructs the collection of support sets Ij, j = 1, . . . , k, ac-
cording to the following rule:
i ∈ Ij ⇔ Aij > max{0, Aiw}, ∀w ∈ [k]\{j}, (C.25)
i.e., index i ∈ [m] is assigned to the support of the jth column if and only
if Aij is positive and the largest entry in the ith row of A. Note that any
procedure to construct supports that satisfy the requirements described in the
beginning of this proof would assign each index i ∈ [m] to at most one of the
sets Ij, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, while it would need to ensure that i ∈ Ij if and only if
Aij > 0. The rule in (C.25) additionally requires that index i ∈ [m] is assigned
to Ij if and only if Aij is the largest (positive) entry in the ith row of A.
Assume, for the sake of contradiction, that there exists a set of optimal
supports Ij, j = 1, . . . , k which does not adhere to the rule in (C.25), i.e.,
there exist u ∈ [k] and q ∈ [m], such q ∈ Iu, while 0 < Aqu < Aqv for some
v ∈ [k], v 6= u. Consider a collection of supports Ĩj, j = 1, . . . , k, with
Ĩj = Ij, ∀j ∈ [k]\{u, v}, Ĩu = Iu\{q} and Ĩv = Iv ∪ {q}. (C.26)
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Note that the collection of supports in (C.26) satisfies the desired con-
straints. Further, the objective value achieved for the new supports (according
















contradicting the optimality of the collection Ij, j = 1, . . . , k. We conclude
that the collection of optimal support sets must satisfy (C.25).
The construction of the support sets according to (C.25) requires de-
termining the largest entry of each of the m rows of A, which can be done in
O(km). Once the supports are determined, each of the k columns of X̂ is con-
structed in O(m). Taking into account that the above procedure is repeated
2k times for each of the sign patters, the desired result follows.
C.2 Auxiliary Lemmas







where σi(M) is the ith largest singular value of M.



































Combining the two inequalities, the desired result follows.
Corollary 3. For any real m × n matrix M and k ≤ min{m,n}, σk(M) ≤
k−1/2 · ‖M‖F.
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma C.2.40.
Lemma C.2.41. Let a1, . . . , an and b1, . . . , bn be 2n real numbers and let p

















Lemma C.2.42. For any A,B ∈ Rn×k,
|〈A,B〉|,
∣∣∣Tr(A>B)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖A‖F‖B‖F.
Proof. The inequality follows from Lemma C.2.41 for p = q = 2, treating A
and B as vectors.
Lemma C.2.43. For any two real matrices A and B of appropriate dimen-
sions, ‖AB‖F ≤ min{‖A‖2‖B‖F, ‖A‖F‖B‖2}.












Similarly, using the previous inequality,
‖AB‖2F = ‖B>A>‖2F ≤ ‖B>‖22‖A>‖2F = ‖B‖22‖A‖2F.
Combining the two upper bounds, the desired result follows.
Corollary 4. Let Mr denote the best rank-r approximation of M, obtained











σ2i ≥ (d− r) · σ2d,
from which the desired result follows.











achieved for Y coinciding with the k leading right singular vectors of A.
Proof. Let UΣV> be the singular value decomposition of A; U and V are
m × m and n × n unitary matrices respectively, while Σ is a diagonal ma-
trix with Σjj = σj, the jth largest singular value of A, j = 1, . . . , d, where
d,min{m,n}. Due to the invariance of the Frobenius norm under unitary
multiplication,




































≤ ‖vj‖2 = 1,




























σ2j · zj ≤ σ21 + . . .+ σ2k. (C.28)
Finally, it is straightforward to verify that if yi = vi, i = 1, . . . , k, then (C.28)
holds with equality.
Corollary 5. For any real m×m PSD matrix A, and k ×m matrix X with









where λi(A) is the ith largest eigenvalue of A. Equality is achieved for X
coinciding with the k leading eigenvectors of A.
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= ‖V>X‖2F. The desired result follows by
Lemma C.2.44 and the fact that λi(A) = σ2i (V), i = 1, . . . ,m.
C.3 Net of the `2-unit sphere
In this section, we provide a simple probabilistic construction of an ε-net
of the `2-unit sphere Sd−12 , i.e., the set of points x such that ‖x‖2 = 1.
Lemma C.3.45 ([140], Lemma 5.2). For any ε > 0, there exists an ε-net Nε
of the unit Euclidean sphere Sd−12 equipped with the Euclidean metric, such that
mε,|Nε| ≤ (1 + 2/ε)d.
Proof. Let Nε be a maximal ε-separated subset of Sd−12 . In other words,
d(x, y) ≥ ε for all x, y ∈ Nε, x 6= y, and no set containing Nε has this property.
Such a set can be constructed iteratively: select an arbitrary point on
the sphere and at each subsequent step select a point that is at distance at
least ε from all previously selected points. By the compactness of the sphere,
the iterative construction process will terminate after a finite number of steps,
and the resulting set will satisfy the above properties.
The maximality property, implies thatNε is an ε-net of Sd−12 . If this was
not the case, then there would exist an x ∈ Sd−12 such that d(x, y) > ε, ∀y ∈ Nε.
The Nε ∪ {x} would an ε-separated set, that contains Nε, contradicting the
maximality of the latter.
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By the separation property, we infer that the balls of radius ε/2 centered
at the points of Nε are disjoint. This follows from the triangle inequality.
Further, all such balls lie in the ball (1 + ε/2)Bd2, where Bd2 denotes the unit







































which is the desired result.
Lemma C.3.45 regards the unit Euclidean sphere. However, the se-
quence of arguments used in the proof essentially hold for the case of the unit
ball Bd2, i.e., there exists an ε-net of Bd2, with at most (1 + 2/ε)
d points.
Constructing an ε-net of the unit sphere. There are many constructions
for ε-nets on the sphere, both deterministic and randomized. In the following
we review a simple randomized construction, initially studied by Wyner [151]
in the asymptotic d→∞ regime.
By Lemma C.3.45, there exists an ε-net Nε of Sd−12 Consider the balls
of radii ε centered at the points of Nε. The balls cover all points of Sd−12 ; if
there existed a point x on Sd−12 not included in any ball, it would imply that
this point is at distance at least ε from all points of Nε contradicting the fact
that Nε is a ε-net.
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The intersection of each of the previous balls with Sd−12 is a spherical
cap, and hence, according to the above, the collection of sperical caps covers
Sd−12 . (Note that the spherical caps, as well as the balls, overlap.)
Consider a set Q, containing at least one point from each spherical cap.
Then, Q is a 2ε-net of Sd−12 . To verify that, note the following. Consider a
point x ∈ Sd−12 . By construction, Nε contains a point y such that d(x, y) ≤ ε.
Consider the spherical cap centered at y. By definition, Q contains a point ỹ
in that spherical cap, and hence d(y, ỹ) ≤ ε. By triangle inequality, it follows
that d(x, ỹ) ≤ 2ε. Since the point x is arbitrary, we conclude that Q is a
2ε-net.
We draw points randomly and independently, uniformly distributed
on Sd−12 . This can be accomplished, for instance, by randomly and indepen-
dently generating vectors in Rd distributed according to the a the multivariate
normal distribution N(0, I) and normalizing their length to 1. A randomly
selected point lies in a specific spherical cap with probability p ≥ 1/mε. By a
standard probability arguments (Coupon collector’s problem), O(mε ln (mε/δ))
points uniformly distributed over Sd−12 suffice for at least one random point to
lie in each sphere cap with probability at least 1− δ. Substituting the value of
mε from Lemma C.3.45, we find that O
(
dε−d · ln 1
εδ
)
suffice to form a 2ε-net,
with probability at least 1 − δ. Note that δ can be chosen to scale with the
dimension n of the problem.
Lemma C.3.46. A set of O
(




drawn points uniformly distributed on Sd−12 suffices to construct an ε-net of Sd−12
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Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Component 4 Component 5
american coach add ago billion
attack game cup called business
campaign games food com companies
country guy hour family company
government hit large help cost
group left makes high deal
leader night minutes home industry
official play oil look market
political player pepper need million
president point serving part money
zzz al gore run small problem number
zzz bush season sugar program percent
zzz george bush team tablespoon right plan
zzz u s win teaspoon school stock
zzz united states won water show system
Table C.1: ONMF with r=5 orthogonal components (102·103–dimensional
vectors) on the words-by-document matrix of the NY Times bag-of-words
dataset [22]. The table depicts the words corresponding to the 15 largest
entries of each component. The 5 retrieved components are extremely
sparse: 90% of their mass is concentrated in 134, 35, 65, 269 and 59 entries,
respectively.
with probability at least 1− δ.
C.4 Additional Experimental Results
Large-scale text analysis: clustering words. We evaluate the perfor-
mance of ONMFS as a clustering algorithm on the NY Times bag-of-words
dataset [22]. The dataset is represented by a 102K× 300K words-by-articles
matrix. Given an approximate ONMF of that matrix, the 102K× k nonnega-
tive, orthogonal factor W induces an assignment of words to r clusters, which
in this case can be interpreted as topics. That is, each column of W suggests
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a topic, defined by the words corresponding to its nonzero entries.
We run ONMFS with target dimension k = 5 topics, and accuracy
parameter r = 5, while we configure it to stop if no progress is observed af-
ter T = 300 consecutive candidate solutions. Table C.1 lists the words cor-
responding to the 15 largest entries of each orthogonal component (column
of W). Arguably, each component can be interpreted as a distinct topic, illus-
trating the potential of ONMF in text analysis. Further, we note that although
the components of W are not explicitly restricted to be sparse, they tend to
be: 90% of the `2 mass of each component is concentrated in approximately
100-200 entries (words) out of the roughly 102K present in the dataset.
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Appendix D
Appendix for Chapter 5
D.1 Proof of NP-Hardness
GraphPathSPCA
Input: A – n× n PSD matrix
G – DAG on n vertices (with auxiliary source and sink vertices S
and T )
ρ – threshold ρ ∈ R+.
Question: Is there x ∈ Rn with ‖x‖2 = 1 and supp(x) ∈ P(G)1, such that
x>Ax ≥ ρ?
Let GraphPathSPCA denote the decision version of the constrained
quadratic maximization problem (5.4). We show that GraphPathSPCA is
NP-Complete via a reduction from the kCLIQUE, i.e., the problem of deter-
mining whether a given arbitrary undirected graph G contains a clique of size k
(where the parameter k is part of the input). We perform the reduction in mul-
tiple steps. First we show that a seemingly special case of kCLIQUE, referred
to as kPkCLIQUE is also NP-Complete. In kPkCLIQUE, ones seeks to de-
termine whether a k-partite undirected graph G contains a k-clique. We show
1P(G) denotes the collection of S-T paths in G Since G is a DAG, an S-T path corre-
sponds uniquely to a set of vertices in G, excluding S and T .
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that this problem is NP-Complete by a reduction from the general kCLIQUE
problem itself. Subsequently, we describe a reduction from kPkCLIQUE to
MultiChoicePCA, a variant of PCA in which variables are subdivided into
disjoint groups and the solution must assign a nonzero value to at most one
variable from each group. The final step is to show that MultiChoicePCA is
only a special case of GraphPathSPCA, which implies the hardness result.
D.1.1 Hardness of kPkCLIQUE
kCLIQUE
Input: G = (V,E) – Undirected graph
k – Integer in {1, . . . , |V |}
Question: Does G contain a k-clique?
kCLIQUE is a well known NP-Complete problem. We consider a
special case referred to as the k-Partite k-Clique problem, or kPkCLIQUE.
Def. D.1.4. A k-partite graph G = (V1, . . . , Vs, E) is a graph whose vertices
can be partitioned into k disjoint sets V1, . . . , Vs, so that no two vertices within
the same set are adjacent.
In other words, each of the k vertex subsets V1, . . . , Vs in the k-partite
graph G forms an independent set. The absence of edges within each set Vi,
i = 1, . . . , k, implies that any clique in G can contain at most one vertex from
each set, and the clique number ω(G) is upper bounded by k.
kPkCLIQUE is the problem of deciding whether a given undirected
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k-partite graph G with known vertex partition V1, . . . , Vs, has a k-clique, i.e.,
a clique comprising a vertex from each of the sets Vi, i = 1, . . . , k.
kPkCLIQUE
Input: G = (V1, . . . , Vs, E)– Undirected k-partite graph along with the ver-
tex partition V1, . . . , Vs.
Question: Does G contain a k-clique?
We show that kPkCLIQUE is NP-Complete by a reduction from
kCLIQUE. First, note that kPkCLIQUE is in NP: given a set S of k
vertices it can be verified in polynomial time whether these vertices form a
k-clique. For the reduction, given an input [G = (V,E), k] for kCLIQUE,
consider the undirected k-partite graph Ĝ = (V̂ , Ê) with vertex set
V̂ ,V × [k] = {(v, i) : v ∈ V, i ∈ [k]},
partitioned into k sets
V̂i ,
{
(v, i) ∈ V̂ : v ∈ V
}
, i = 1, . . . , k.
An edge between (v, i) and (u, j) exists and only if
v 6= u ∧ i 6= j ∧ (v, u) ∈ E
which renders Ĝ k-partite with partition {Vi}si=1.
Ĝ contains a k-clique if and only if G contains a k-clique. If G con-
tains a k-clique among vertices v1, . . . , vs ∈ V , then (v1, 1), . . . , (vs, k) ∈ V̂
form a k-clique in Ĝ. Conversely, if Ĝ contains a k-clique, the latter must
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contain exactly one vertex from each group V̂i and hence must be of the form
(v1, 1), . . . , (vs, k) for some v1, . . . , vs ∈ V implying that the latter form a k-
clique in G. Finally, note that Ĝ is constructed in time polynomial in k and
the size of G. We conclude that kPkCLIQUE is NP-Complete.
D.1.2 Hardness of MultiChoicePCA
MultiChoicePCA
Input: A – n× n PSD matrix
P1, . . . , Ps – a partition of the n variables into k disjoint sets
ρ – threshold ρ ∈ R+.
Question: Is there x ∈ Rn with ‖x‖2 = 1 and |supp(x) ∩ Pi| ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ [k],
such that x>Ax ≥ ρ?
MultiChoicePCA is a constrained version of the vanilla PCA prob-
lem, i.e., the problem maximizing the Rayleigh quotient on an n× n PSD ma-
trix. In MultiChoicePCA, the n variables are subdivided into k classes and
the solution of the quadratic maximization can contain at most one nonzero
variable from each class. We show that MultiChoicePCA is NP-Complete
via a reduction from kPkCLIQUE.
Consider an undirected k-partite graph G = (V,E) on n vertices, with
known vertex partition V1, . . . , Vs. Assume an arbitrary labeling 1, . . . , n of
the vertices, and let A denote the adjacency matrix of G. For any S ⊂ V , let
AS denote the principal submatrix of A corresponding to S, i.e., the |S| × |S|
adjacency of the subgraph induced by S.
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Lemma D.1.47. Let A be the adjacency matrix of a graph G on k vertices. If
G is the complete graph (an k-clique), then λ1(A) = k − 1 with corresponding
eigenvector 1/√s · 1. Otherwise, λ1(A) < k − 1.
Proof. Consider an arbitrary labeling 1, . . . , k of the k vertices in G. For any
graph G, λ1(A) ≤ maxi∈[k] d(i), where d(i) denotes the degree of vertex i. To
verify that, let u 6= 0 be the eigenvector of A corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue. By the Perron-Frobenius theorem u ≥ 0. Without loss of general-









≤ d(j) ≤ k − 1, (D.1)
where Γ(i) denotes the neighborhood of vertex i.
If G is the complete graph on k vertices, the adjacency matrix is
A = 11> − Is. In that case, k−1/2 · 1 is an eigenvector of A achieving the
former upper bound. We conclude that if G is the complete graph, then
λ1(A) = k − 1 with corresponding eigenvector u = k−1/2 · 1.
It remains to show that if G is not the complete graph, then
λ1(A) < k − 1. Equivalently, we show that if λ1(A) = k − 1, then G is the
complete graph.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that G is a connected graph.
If G is not connected, then A can be brought (with suitable row/column
permutation) into a block diagonal form, where each block corresponds to a
connected component. The eigenvalues of A are obtained by putting together
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the eigenvalues of the individual blocks. By (D.1), the largest eigenvalue of a
block is upper bounded by l − 1, where l is the dimension of the block, while
the existence of multiple components implies that l < k.
Assume that λ1(A) = k − 1 and let u be the corresponding eigenvector.
As before, let j be the index of the largest entry in u. By (D.1), we conclude
that d(j) = k − 1 and uj = ui, ∀i ∈ Γ(j). But the fact that d(j) = k − 1
implies that Γ(j) = [k] and in turn that all entries of u are equal. Hence,
repeating the argument of (D.1) on i (instead of j),
k − 1 = λ1(A) =
[Au]i
ui
≤ d(i) ≤ k − 1 ∀i ∈ [k].
We conclude that G is the complete graph.




Xs, {x : ‖x‖2 = 1, ‖x‖0 ≤ s}.
Let x? ∈ Xs denote the solution of (D.2) and S? = supp(x?). The objective
value attained at x? is OPTs = λ1(AS?) By Lemma D.1.47, λ1(AS) ≤ k − 1,
∀S ⊂ V , |S| = k, with equality achieved if and only if S forms a k-clique. We
conclude that G contains a k-clique if and only if OPTs = k − 1.
Observe that the aforementioned criterion based on the value of (D.2)
holds for arbitrary graphs. Here, G is k-partite. Hence, any k-clique in G (if
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one exists) will contain exactly one vertex from each of the sets V1, . . . , Vs; if
S? forms a k-clique, then |S? ∩ Vi| = 1, ∀i ∈ [k]. Hence, we can explicitly
enforce the constrain |supp(x) ∩ Vi| ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ [k] in (D.2) without affecting




X ′s, {x : ‖x‖2 = 1, |supp(x) ∩ Vi| ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ [k]},
It follows that G has a k-clique if and only if OPT′s = k − 1.
Problem (D.3) closely resembles MultiChoicePCA, but does not sat-
isfy the restriction that the input argument A must be a PSD matrix. In
fact, A is the adjacency of a graph and will not be PSD. However, we can
equivalently solve the quadratic maximization on A′ = A + |λn(A)| · I, where
λn(A) is the smallest eigenvalue of A. The new matrix A′ is PSD and can be
obtained from A in polynomial time. Further,
x>A′x = x>Ax + |λn(A)|, ∀x ∈ Rn : ‖x‖2 = 1.
Summarizing the above, given an undirected k-partite graph G on n ver-
tices with known vertex partition V1, . . . , Vs and adjacency matrix A as input
to kPkCLIQUE, we can decide whether a k-clique exists in G by solving
MultiChoicePCA on the PSD matrix A′ = A + |λn(A)| · I, variable parti-
tion induced by the vertex partition, and threshold ρ = k − 1 + |λn(A)|. We
conclude that MultiChoicePCA is NP-Complete.
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D.1.3 Hardness of GraphPathSPCA
We conclude this section showing that GraphPathSPCA is NP-
Complete based on a straightforward reduction from MultiChoicePCA.
Consider a MultiChoicePCA input [A, {P1, . . . , Ps}, ρ]. We con-
struct a graph G on n vertices corresponding to the n variables of
MultiChoicePCA (dimension of A) partitioned into k disjoint sets
P1, . . . , Ps. G contains a directed edge from each vertex of Pi to all vertices of
Pi+1, i = 1, . . . , k− 1. Finally, we conceptually augment G with two auxiliary
vertices S (source) and T (terminal) and directed edges from S to all vertices
in P1 and directed edges from all vertices of Ps to T .
Any set Q of k variables containing exactly one variable from each set
Pi, i = 1, . . . , k, corresponds to an S-T path in G. Conversely, any S-T path in
G corresponds to a set of variables with a unique representative from each set
Pi, i = 1, . . . , k. Therefore, the constraints in the quadratic maximizations as-
sociated with MultiChoicePCA and GraphPathSPCA are operationally
identical in this case: the two problems share a common set of feasible solutions
and yield the same objective value for each such feasible vector. For any thresh-
old ρ, MultiChoicePCA outputs yes if and only if GraphPathSPCA out-
puts yes for the corresponding input. We conclude that MultiChoicePCA
can be polynomially reduced to GraphPathSPCA. GraphPathSPCA is
clearly in NP, and hence it is NP-Complete.
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D.2 Proof of Local Packing Lemma
Towards the proof of Lemma 5.3.4, we develop a modified version of
the Varshamov-Gilbert Lemma adapted to our specific model: the set of char-
acteristic vectors of the S-T paths of a (p, s, d)-layer graph G.
Let δH(x,y) denote the Hamming distance between two points x,y ∈
{0, 1}p:
δH(x,y) , |{i : xi 6= yi}|.
Lemma D.2.48. Consider a (p, s, d)-layer graph G on p vertices and the
collection P(G) of S-T paths in G. Let
Ω , {x ∈ {0, 1}p : supp(x) ∈ P(G)},
i.e., the set of characteristic vectors of all S-T paths in G. For every ξ ∈ (0, 1),
there exists a set, Ωξ ⊂ Ω such that
δH(x,y) > 2(1− ξ) · s, ∀x,y ∈ Ωξ,x 6= y, (D.4)
and
log|Ωξ| ≥ log p−2s + (ξ · s− 1) · log d− s ·H(ξ), (D.5)
where H(·) is the binary entropy function.
Proof. Consider a labeling 1, . . . , p of the p vertices in G, such that variable
ωi is associated with vertex i. Each point ω ∈ Ω is the characteristic vector of
a set in P(G); nonzero entries of ω correspond to vertices along an S-T path
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in G. With a slight abuse of notation, we refer to ω as a path in G. Due to
the structure of the (p, s, d)-layer graph G, all points in Ω have exactly k + 2
nonzero entries, i.e.,
δH(ω,0) = k + 2, ∀ω ∈ Ω.
Each vertex in ω lies in a distinct layer of G. In turn, for any pair of points
ω,ω′ ∈ Ω,
δH(ω,ω′) = 2 · (s− |{i : ωi = ω′i = 1}| − 2). (D.6)
Note that the Hamming distance between the two points is a linear function
of the number of their common nonzero entries, while it can take only even
values with a maximum value of 2k.
Without loss of generality, let S and T corresponding to vertices 1
and p, respectively. Then, the above imply that ω1 = ωp = 1, ∀ω ∈ Ω.
Consider a fixed point ω̂ ∈ Ω, and let B(ω̂, r) denote the Hamming ball
of radius r centered at ω̂, i.e.,
B(ω̂, r) , {ω ∈ {0, 1}p : δH(ω̂,ω) ≤ r}.
The intersection B(ω̂, r)∩Ω corresponds to S-T paths in G that have at least
(k − r/2) additional vertices in common with ω̂ besides vertices 1 and p that
are common to all paths in Ω:
B(ω̂, r) ∩ Ω = {ω ∈ Ω : δH(ω̂,ω) ≤ r}
=
{




where the last equality is due to (D.6). In fact, due to the structure of G, the
set B(ω̂, r) ∩ Ω corresponds to the S-T paths that meet ω̂ in at least k − r/2
intermediate layers. Taking into account that |Γin(v)| = |Γout(v)| = d, for all
vertices v in V (G) (except those in the first and last layer),















Now, consider a maximal set Ωξ ⊂ Ω satisfying (D.4), i.e., a set
that cannot be augmented by any other point in Ω. The union of balls
B(ω, 2(1− ξ) · (s− 1)) over all ω ∈ Ωξ covers Ω. To verify that, note that
if there exists ω′ ∈ Ω\Ωξ such that δH(ω,ω′) > 2(1− ξ) · (s− 1), ∀ω ∈ Ωξ,




















· d(1−ξ)·s ≤ |Ωξ| · 2s·H(ξ) · d(1−ξ)·s.
Taking into account that






· ds−1 ≤ |Ωξ| · 2s·H(ξ) · d(1−ξ)·s,
from which the desired result follows.
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Lemma 5.3.4. (Local Packing) Consider a (p, s, d)-layer graph G on p ver-
tices with k ≥ 4 and log d ≥ 4 · H(3/4). For any ε ∈ (0, 1], there exists a set
Xε ⊂ X (G) such that
ε/
√
2 < ‖xi − xj‖2 ≤
√
2 · ε,
for all xi,xj ∈ Xε, xi 6= xj, and
log |Xε| ≥ log
p− 2
s
+ 14 · s log d.
Proof. Without loss of generality, consider a labeling 1, . . . , p of the p vertices
in G, such that S and T correspond to vertices 1 and p, respectively. Let
Ω , {x ∈ {0, 1}p : supp(x) ∈ P(G)},
where P(G) is the collection of S-T paths in G. By Lemma D.2.48, and for
ξ = 3/4, there exists a set Ωξ ⊆ Ω such that
δH(ωi,ωj) >
1
2 · s, (D.7)
∀ωi,ωj ∈ Ωξ, ωi 6= ωj, and,
log|Ωξ| ≥ log p−2s +
(
3
4 · s− 1
)














+ 14 · s · log d (D.8)
where the second and third inequalites hold under the assumptions of the
lemma; k ≥ 4 and log d ≥ 4 ·H(3/4).
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We show that the set
Xε , {ψ(ω) : ω ∈ Ωξ}.
has the desired properties. First, to verify that Xε is a subset of X (G), note
that ∀ω ∈ Ωξ ⊂ Ω,
supp(ψ(ω)) = supp(ω) ∈ P(G), (D.9)
and









Second, for all pairs of points xi,xj ∈ Xε,
‖xi − xj‖22 = δH(ωi,ωj) ·
ε2
s
≤ 2 · k · ε
2
s
= 2 · ε2.
The inequality follows from the fact that δH(ω,0) = k+ 2 ω1 = 1 and ωp = 1,
∀ω ∈ Ωξ, and in turn
δH(ωi,ωj) ≤ 2 · s.
Similarly, for all pairs xi,xj ∈ Xε, xi 6= xj,
‖xi − xj‖2 = δH(ωi,ωj) ·
ε2
s






where the inequality is due to (D.7). Finally, the lower bound on the cardinal-




Lemma D.3.49. Let X1, . . . , Xn be n b-subgaussian real random variables for
some b ≥ 0, i.e., E[exp(λXi)] ≤ eb
2λ2/2 for every λ ∈ R. (Note that Gaussian









2b2 log n. (D.10)
Proof. Define the random variable Z = maxi∈[n] Xi. By the convexity of the
exponential function and Jensen’s inequality,


















where the first inequality is due to the fact that the exponential function is
positive, and the second follows from the assumptions on the distribution of Xi,
i = 1, . . . , n. Combining the two, we find
E[Z] ≤ log n
λ
+ λb2/2, ∀λ ∈ R.
Setting λ =
√












which is the desired result.
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Appendix E
Appendix for Chapter 6
E.1 Proof of NP-Hardness
We provide a proof for the NP-hardness of the constrained (and specif-
ically sparse) CCA problem via a reduction from sparse PCA. Recall that





where k is a given parameter and A a given n×n positive semidefinite (PSD)
matrix.
We show that the sparse PCA problem (E.1) reduces to the sparse CCA





The only difference between (E.1) and (E.2) is that in the latter the optimal
values for the two variables x and y may be different. If we add the constraint
x = y in (E.2), then then two maximizations are identical. We show that this
is not necessary: since A is PSD, the optimal solution of (E.2) will inherently
satisfy x = y, and in turn the two maximizations are equivalent.
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Let U,Λ be the eigenvalue decomposition of A: the n × n matrix U
contains the eigenvectors, while the n×n diagonal Λ contains the eigenvalues
λ1, . . . , λn ≥ 0 in decreasing order. Let (x?, y?) be the optimal solution
of (E.2). Further, let x = U>x?, and y = U>y?. Then,




Theorem E.14 (Weighted Cauchy-Schwarz inequality; [46], Theorem 10.1).
















Equality occurs if and only if a1
b2


















with equality if and only if there exists a constant c ∈ R such that x = c · y,
and taking into account that both x and y are unit norm vectors, it follows
that x = y. Finally, since U is a full rank matrix (in fact orthonormal basis
of Rn), it follows that x? = y? must hold.
E.2 Proofs





i.e., x?,y? is a feasible pair that maximizes –not necessarily uniquely– the
objective. Further, we assume that there exists procedures to compute the
exact soluton to PX (·) and PY(·) in (6.5) and (6.6), running in time TX and
TY , respectively. The following results can be easily adapted for the case where
these procedures yield approximate solutions.
Lemma E.2.50. For any real m× n matrix A with rank(A) = r ≤





outputs x] ∈ X and y] ∈ Y such that
x>] Ay] ≥ x>? Ay? − ε · σ1(A),
in time TSVD(r) +O(T · (TX + TY + r ·max{m,n})).
Proof. In the sequel, U, Σ and V are used to denote the r-truncated singular
value decomposition of A. Note that the lemma assumes that the accuracy
parameter r is equal to the rank of the input matrix A and hence A = UΣV>.
Recall that x?,y? is a pair —not necessarily unique— that maximizes
the objective x>Ay over all feasible solutions. Define c?,V>y?. Note that
c? is a vector in Rr×1 with ‖c?‖2 ≤ 1 since the r columns of V are orthonor-
mal and ‖y?‖2 = 1. Finally, let c?,c?/‖c?‖2. Note that ‖c?‖2 > 0 since by
assumption x>? Ay? > 0.
Algorithm 6.12 operates in an iterative fashion. In each iteration, it
independently considers a point c selected randomly and uniformly from the
r-dimensional `2-unit sphere Sr−12 and generates a candidate solution pair at
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, the collection of randomly sampled poins
forms an ε/2-net for Sr−12 . By definition, the ε/2-net contains a point c̃ ∈ Rr×1,
such that
‖c̃− c?‖2 ≤ ε/2. (E.4)
Let (x̃, ỹ) be the candidate solution pair computed at c̃ by the two step max-








By the definition of c?, and letting ρ,‖c?‖2
x>? Ay? = x>? UΣc?
= ρ · x>? UΣc?
= ρ · x>? UΣc̃ + ρ · x>? UΣ(c? − c̃)
≤ ρ · x̃>UΣc̃ + ρ · x>? UΣ(c? − c̃)
≤ ρ · x̃>UΣc̃ + ε2 · σ1(A). (E.7)
The first inequality follows from the fact that x̃ by definition maximizes the
first term over all x ∈ X . The last inequality is due to Lemma E.3.55 and the
fact that ‖x?‖2 = 1 and ρ ≤ 1. We further upper bound the right hand side
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of (E.7) as follows:
ρ · x̃>UΣc̃ = ρ · x̃>UΣc? + ρ · x̃>UΣ(c̃− c?)
= x̃>UΣc? + ρ · x̃>UΣ(c̃− c?)
= x̃>UΣV>y? + ρ · x̃>UΣ(c̃− c?)
≤ x̃>UΣV>ỹ + ρ · x̃>UΣ(c̃− c?) (E.8)
≤ x̃>Aỹ + ε2 · σ1(A). (E.9)
Inequality (E.8) follows by the fact that ỹ by definition (E.6) maximizes the bi-
linear term x>Ay over all y ∈ Y when x = x̃. The last inequality is once again
due to Lemma E.3.55 and the fact that ‖x?‖2 = 1 and ρ ≤ 1. Combining (E.7)
and (E.9), we obtain
x̃>Aỹ ≥ x>? Ay? − ε · σ1(A).
Algorithm 6.12 computes multiple candidate solution pairs and outputs the
one that maximizes the objective. Therefore, the output pair (x],y]) must
achieve a value as least as high as that achieved by (x̃, ỹ), which implies the
desired guarantee.
The running time of Algorithm 6.12 follows straightforwardly by inspec-
tion. The algorithm first computes the truncated singular value decomposition
of inner dimension r in time denoted by Tsvd(r). Subsequently, it performs T
iterations. The cost of each iteration is determined by the cost of the matrix-
vector multiplications and the running times TX and TY of the operators
PX (·) and PY(·). Note that matrix multiplications can exploit the available
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singular value decomposition of A and are performed in time r ·max{m,n}.
Substituting the value of T, completes the proof.
Theorem 6.10. For any real m× n matrix A, ε ∈ (0, 1), and r ≤ max{m,n},




outputs x] ∈ X and
y] ∈ Y such that
x>] Ay] ≥ x>? Ay? − ε · σ1(A)− 2 · σr+1(A),
in time TSVD(r) +O(T · (TX + TY + r ·max {m,n})).
Proof. Recall that Algorithm 6.12 with input an m×n matrix A and accuracy
parameter r, first computes a rank-r truncated singular value decomposition
U, Σ, V and operates on that principal subspace of A. Let B be the m × n
best rank-r approximation of A under the spectral norm. Then B = UΣV>.
One can easily verify that running Algorithm 6.12 with input A and accuracy
parameter r, is equivalent to applying the algorithm on B with the same
parameters.
By Lemma E.2.50, Algorithm 6.12 outputs x],y] such that






is a pair that optimally solves the maximization on the rank-r matrix B. By
the optimality of the pair x̂?, ŷ? for the rank-r problem, it follows that
x̂>? Bŷ? ≥ x>? By?. (E.11)
Recall that x?, y? is the pair that optimally solves the maximization on the
original input matrix A. Further,
x>? By? = x>? Ay? − x>? (A−B)y?
≥ x>? Ay? −
∣∣∣x>? (A−B)y?∣∣∣
≥ x>? Ay? − σr+1(A). (E.12)
Combining (E.12) with (E.10) and (E.11),
x>] By] ≥ x>? Ay? − σr+1(A)− ε · σ1(B).
Finally,
x>] By] = x>] Ay] − x>] (A−B)y]
≤ x>] Ay] +
∣∣∣x>] (A−B)y]∣∣∣.
≤ x>] Ay] + σr+1(A). (E.13)
Combining with the previous inequality, we obtain
x>] Ay] ≥ x>? Ay? − 2 · σr+1(A)− ε · σ1(B).
Noting that σ1(B) = σ1(A) completes the proof of the approximation guaran-
tee. The running time of the algorithm is established in Lemma E.2.50.
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Lemma E.2.51. For any real m× n matrix A with rank(A) = r ≤
max{m,n} and ε ∈ (0, 1), if Y = {y : ‖y‖2 = 1}, then Algorithm 6.12 with




outputs x] ∈ X and y] ∈ Y such that
x>] Ay] ≥ (1− ε) · x>? Ay?
in time TSVD(r) +O(T · (TX + TY + r ·max{m,n})).
Proof. The lemma focuses on the special case where the feasible region for the
variable y coincides with the set of vectors with unit `2 norm, i.e.,
Y = {y : ‖y‖2 = 1}. (E.14)
The feasible region X for x is arbitrary, assuming once again that there exists
an efficient operator PX (·).
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for any x0 ∈ Rm×1,
x>0 Ay ≤ ‖x>0 A‖2, ∀y ∈ Y . (E.15)
In fact, equality is achieved when y is aligned with A>x0, i.e., for y =
A>x0/‖A>x0‖2 ∈ Y . In turn, for any x0 ∈ Rm×1,
max
y∈Y





where the last equality follows from the fact that the r columns of V are
orthonormal.
We now proceed in a fashion very similar to that in the proof of
Lemma E.2.50. Recall that x?,y? is a pair that maximizes –not necessarily





and hence, ‖c?‖2 = 1. Following similar reasoning as in the proof of
Lemma E.2.50, Algorithm 6.12 considers a point c̃ ∈ Rr×1, such that
‖c̃− c?‖2 ≤ ε.
Let (x̃, ỹ) be the candidate solution pair computed at c̃ by the two step max-
imization procedure. We have,
x>? Ay? = x>? UΣc?
= x>? UΣc̃ + x>? UΣ(c? − c̃)
≤ x̃>UΣc̃ + ‖x>? UΣ‖2‖c? − c̃‖2
≤ x̃>UΣc̃ + ε · ‖x>? UΣ‖2. (E.18)
where the first inequality follows from the fact that x̃ by definition maximizes
the first term at c̃ over all x ∈ X and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The key
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difference from the proof of Lemma E.2.50, is that the term ‖x>? UΣ‖2 in the
right-hand side coincides with the optimal objective value x>? Ay? as follows
from (E.16). For comparison, note that in the proof of Lemma E.2.50 it was
loosely upper bounded by σ1(A). Continuing from (E.18),
(1− ε) · x>? Ay? ≤ x̃>UΣc̃. (E.19)






x̃>Ay = x̃>Aỹ. (E.21)
Combining (E.21) with (E.19),
x̃>Aỹ ≥ (1− ε) · x>? Ay? (E.22)
Recalling that Algorithm 6.12 outputs the candidate pair that maximizes the
objective among all computed feasible points implies the desired result.
Theorem 6.11. For any real m× n matrix A and ε ∈ (0, 1), if Y =




outputs x] ∈ X and y] ∈ Y such that
x>] Ay] ≥ (1− ε) · x>? Ay? − 2 · σr+1(A)
in time TSVD(r) +O(T · (TX + TY + r ·max{m,n})).
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Proof. The Theorem follows from Lemma E.2.51. The proof is similar to that
of Theorem 6.10. The main difference lies in substituting (E.10) with
x>] By] ≥ (1− ε) · x>(B)?By(B)?. (E.23)
The remainder of the proof easily follows.
E.3 Auxiliary Lemmas
Lemma E.3.52. Let a1, . . . , an and b1, . . . , bn be 2n real numbers and let p

















Lemma E.3.53. For any A,B ∈ Rn×k,
|〈A,B〉|,
∣∣∣Tr(A>B)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖A‖F‖B‖F.
Proof. Treating A and B as vectors, the lemma follows immediately from
Lemma E.3.52 for p = q = 2.
Lemma E.3.54. For any two real matrices A and B of appropriate dimen-
sions, ‖AB‖F ≤ min{‖A‖2‖B‖F, ‖A‖F‖B‖2}.













Similarly, using the previous inequality,
‖AB‖2F = ‖B>A>‖2F ≤ ‖B>‖22‖A>‖2F = ‖B‖22‖A‖2F.
The desired result follows combining the two upper bounds.
Lemma E.3.55. For any real m × k matrix X, m × n matrix A, and n × k
matrix Y,
∣∣∣Tr(X>AY)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖X‖F · ‖A‖2 · ‖Y‖F.
Proof. We have∣∣∣Tr(X>AY)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖X‖F · ‖AY‖F ≤ ‖X‖F · ‖A‖2 · ‖Y‖F,
with the first inequality following from Lemma E.3.53 on |〈X, AY〉| and the
second from Lemma E.3.54.
Lemma E.3.56. For any real m× n matrix A, and pair of m× k matrix X
and n×k matrix Y such that X>X = Ik and Y>Y = Ik with k ≤ min{m, n},
the following holds:





Proof. By Lemma E.3.53,
|〈X, AY〉| =
∣∣∣Tr(X>AY)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖X‖F · ‖AY‖F = √k · ‖AY‖F.













Combining the two inequalities, the result follows.
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The above equality is realized when the k columns of Y coincide with the k
leading right singular vectors of A.
Proof. Let UΣV> be the singular value decomposition of A; U and V are
m × m and n × n unitary matrices respectively, while Σ is a diagonal ma-
trix with Σjj = σj, the jth largest singular value of A, j = 1, . . . , d, where
d,min{m,n}. Due to the invariance of the Frobenius norm under unitary
multiplication,





































≤ ‖vj‖2 = 1,
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σ2j · zj ≤ σ21 + . . .+ σ2k. (E.26)




Appendix for Chapter 7
F.1 Proofs
Lemma 7.4.11. For any real m× n, rank-r matrix Ar and arbitrary norm-
bounded sets X ⊂ Rm×k and Y ⊂ Rn×k, let







If there exist operators PX : Rm×k → X such that













with running times TX and TY , respectively, then Algorithm 7.14 outputs

















r/ε)r·k · (TX + TY + (m+ n)r)
)
+ TSVD(r). Here,
µX,maxX∈X ‖X‖F and µY,maxY∈Y ‖Y‖F.
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Proof. In the sequel, Ũ, Σ̃ and Ṽ are used to denote the r-truncated singular
value decomposition of Ar.
Without loss of generality, we assume that µX = µY = 1 since the
variables in X and Y can be normalized by µX and µY , respectively, while
simultaneously scaling the singular values of Ar by a factor of µX · µY . Then,
‖Y‖∞,2 ≤ 1, ∀Y ∈ Y , where ‖Y‖∞,2 denotes the maximum of the `2-norm of
the columns of Y.
Let X(r)? ,Y(r)? be the optimal pair on Ar, i.e.,






and define the r × k matrix C̃?,Ṽ>Y(r)? . Note that
‖C̃?‖∞,2 = ‖Ṽ>Y(r)? ‖∞,2 = max1≤i≤k ‖Ṽ
>[Y(r)? ]:,i‖2 ≤ 1, (F.1)
with the last inequality following from the facts that ‖Y‖∞,2 ≤ 1 ∀ Y ∈ Y
and the columns of Ṽ are orthonormal. Alg. 7.14 iterates over the points
in (Br−12 )⊗k. The latter is used to describe the set of r × k matrices whose
columns have `2 norm at most equal to 1. At each point, the algorithm com-
putes a candidate solution. By (F.1), the ε-net contains an r × k matrix C]
such that
‖C] − C̃?‖∞,2 ≤ ε.

















We show that the objective values achieved by the candidate pair X],Y] sat-
isfies the inequality of the lemma implying the desired result.



































The inequality follows from the fact that (by definition (F.2)) X] maximizes
the first term over all X ∈ X . We compute an upper bound on the right hand




(We note that Ŷ is used for the analysis and is never explicitly calculated.)















































The inequality follows from the fact that (by definition (F.2)) Y] maximizes
the first term over all Y ∈ Y . Combining (F.4) and (F.3), and rearranging

























∣∣∣Tr(X(r)? >ŨΣ̃(C̃? −C]))∣∣∣ ≤ ‖X(r)? >Ũ‖F · ‖Σ̃‖2 · ‖C̃? −C]‖F










k · ε. (F.6)
Similarly,
∣∣∣Tr(X>] ŨΣ̃(C] − Ĉ))∣∣∣ ≤ ‖X]Ũ‖F · ‖Σ̃‖2 · ‖C] − Ĉ‖F
≤ max
X∈X





k · ε. (F.7)
The second inequality follows from the fact that by the definition of Ĉ,
‖Ĉ−C]‖∞,2 = ‖Ṽ>Ŷ −C]‖∞,2 ≤ ‖Ṽ>Y(r)? −C]‖∞,2
















− 2 · ε ·
√
k · σ1(Ar).
Recalling that the singular values of Ar have been scaled by a factor of µX ·µY
yields the desired result.
The runtime of Alg. 7.14 follows from the cost per iteration and the car-
dinality of the ε-net. Matrix multiplications can exploit the truncated singular
value decomposition of Ar which is performed only once.
Lemma F.1.58. For any A,Ar ∈ Rm×n, and norm-boudned sets X ⊆ Rm×k





































− 2 · ‖A−Ar‖2 · µX · µY .
where µX,maxX∈X ‖X‖F and µY,maxY∈Y ‖Y‖F.
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∣∣∣Tr(X(r)>(A−Ar)Y(r))∣∣∣ ≤ ‖X(r)‖F · ‖Y(r)‖F · ‖A−Ar‖2
≤ ‖A−Ar‖2 ·maxX∈X ‖X‖F ·maxY∈Y ‖Y‖F. (F.10)




































































− 2 ·R− C,
where the first inequality follows from (F.11) the second from (F.8), the third
from (F.12), and the last from the fact that R ≥ 0. This concludes the
proof.








where X ⊆ Rm×k and Y ⊆ Rn×k are sets satisfying the conditions of
Lemma 7.4.11. Let Ar be a rank-r approximation of A, and X(r) ∈ X ,













k · ‖Ar‖2 + ‖A−Ar‖2
)
· µX · µY ,
where µX,maxX∈X ‖X‖F and µY,maxY∈Y ‖Y‖F.
Proof. The proof follows the approximation guarantees of Alg. 7.14 in
Lemma 7.4.11 and Lemma F.1.58.
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In the sequel, we use ‖X‖∞,1 to denote the maximum of the `1 norm
of the rows of X. When X ∈ {0, 1}d×k, the constraint ‖X‖∞,1 = 1 effectively
implies that each row of X has exactly one nonzero entry.
Lemma 7.5.13. Let X,
{
X ∈ {0, 1}d×k : ‖X‖∞,1 = 1
}
. For any d × k real








in time O(k · d)
Proof. By construction, each row of X has exactly one nonzero entry. Let
ji ∈ [k] denote the index of the nonzero entry in the ith row of X. For























Algorithm 7.15 achieves equality in (F.13) due to the choice of ji in line 3.
Finally, the running time follows immediately from the O(k) time required to
determine the maximum entry of each of the d rows of L.
F.2 Auxiliary Lemmas
Lemma F.2.59. Let a1, . . . , an and b1, . . . , bn be 2n real numbers and let p


















Lemma F.2.60. For any A,B ∈ Rn×k,
|〈A,B〉|,
∣∣∣Tr(A>B)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖A‖F‖B‖F.
Proof. Treating A and B as vectors, the lemma follows immediately from
Lemma F.2.59 for p = q = 2.
Lemma F.2.61. For any two real matrices A and B of appropriate dimen-
sions,
‖AB‖F ≤ min{‖A‖2‖B‖F, ‖A‖F‖B‖2}.












Similarly, using the previous inequality,
‖AB‖2F = ‖B>A>‖2F ≤ ‖B>‖22‖A>‖2F = ‖B‖22‖A‖2F.
The desired result follows combining the two upper bounds.
Lemma F.2.62. For any real m × k matrix X, m × n matrix A, and n × k
matrix Y,
∣∣∣Tr(X>AY)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖A‖2 · ‖X‖F · ‖Y‖F.
Proof. We have∣∣∣Tr(X>AY)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖X‖F · ‖AY‖F ≤ ‖X‖F · ‖A‖2 · ‖Y‖F,
with the first inequality following from Lemma F.2.60 on |〈X, AY〉| and the
second from Lemma F.2.61.
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Lemma F.2.63. For any real m× n matrix A, and pair of m× k matrix X
and n×k matrix Y such that X>X = Ik and Y>Y = Ik with k ≤ min{m, n},
the following holds:





Proof. By Lemma F.2.60,
|〈X, AY〉| =
∣∣∣Tr(X>AY)∣∣∣ ≤ ‖X‖F · ‖AY‖F = √k · ‖AY‖F.













Combining the two inequalities, the result follows.











The above equality is realized when the k columns of Y coincide with the k
leading right singular vectors of A.
Proof. Let UΣV> be the singular value decomposition of A, with Σjj = σj
being the jth largest singular value of A, j = 1, . . . , d, where d,min{m,n}.
Due to the invariance of the Frobenius norm under unitary multiplication,






































≤ ‖vj‖2 = 1,




























σ2j · zj ≤ σ21 + . . .+ σ2k. (F.16)
Finally, it is straightforward to verify that if yi = vi, i = 1, . . . , k, then (F.16)
holds with equality.
Lemma F.2.65. For any real m × n matrix A, let σi(A) be the ith largest










































Combining the two inequalities, the desired result follows.
Corollary 6. For any real m × n matrix A, the rth largest singular value
σr(A) satisfies σr(A) ≤ ‖A‖F/
√
r.
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma F.2.65.
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